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Abstract
Far from equilibrium, comparatively little is known about the possibilities nature re-
serves for the structure and states of quantummany-body systems. A potential scenario
is that these systems can approach a non-thermal fixed point and show universal scaling
dynamics. The associated spatio-temporal self-similar evolution of correlations is char-
acterized by universal scaling functions and scaling exponents. In this thesis, we inves-
tigate the universal scaling behavior of multi-component bosonic quantum gases from
a theoretical point of view. In particular, we perform numerical simulations of spin-1
Bose gases in one and two spatial dimensions. To enable universal scaling dynamics, we
prepare far-from-equilibrium initial configurations by making use of instabilities arising
from a parameter quench between different phases of the spin-1 model. The subsequent
universal scaling at the non-thermal fixed point is driven by the annihilation and disso-
lution of (quasi)topological excitations. In addition, we make analytical predictions for
the non-thermal fixed point scaling of U (N )-symmetric models which we corroborate
with numerical simulations of a U (3)-symmetric Bose gas in three spatial dimensions.
We find that the scaling behavior at the fixed point is dominated by the conserved re-
distribution of collective excitations. Furthermore, we introduce prescaling as a generic
feature of the evolution of a quantum many-body system towards a non-thermal fixed
point. During the prescaling evolution, some well-measurable properties of spatial cor-
relations already scale with the universal exponents of the fixed point while others still
show scaling violations. We illustrate the existence of prescaling by means of numerical
simulations of a three-dimensional U (3)-symmetric Bose gas. The research presented
in this thesis contributes to a deeper understanding of universal scaling dynamics far
from equilibrium. In particular, it unravels important key aspects for establishing out-
of-equilibrium universality classes. Furthermore, the introduced concept of prescaling
allows bridging the gap in the time evolution from the initial state to the associated
non-thermal fixed point.
Zusammenfassung
Vergleichsweisewenig ist bekannt darüber, welcheMöglichkeiten die Natur für die Stuk-
tur und die Zustände von Quantenvielteilchensystemen fernab vom Gleichgewicht be-
reit hält. Ein mögliches Szenario ist, dass sich diese Systeme einem nicht-thermischen
Fixpunkt nähern und universelle Skalierungsdynamik zeigen. Die damit verbundene
selbstähnliche Entwicklung von Korrelationen in Raum und Zeit wird durch univer-
selle Skalenfunktionen und Skalenexponenten charakterisiert. In der vorliegenden Ar-
beit untersuchen wir universelles Skalierungsverhalten in mehrkomponentigen boso-
nischen Quantengasen unter theoretischen Gesichtspunkten. Im Speziellen simulieren
wir Spin-1 Bose Gase in ein und zwei räumlichen Dimensionen. Um universelle Ska-
lierungsdynamik während der Zeitentwicklung zu ermöglichen, präparieren wir An-
fangskonfigurationen fernab vom Gleichgewicht, indem wir uns Instabilitäten zu Nutze
machen, die als Folge einer schnellen Parameterveränderung zwischen verschiedenen
Phasen des Spin-1 Modelles entstehen. Das sich daraus ergebende universelle Skalie-
ren am nicht-thermischen Fixpunkt ist getrieben von Annihilationen und dem Auflösen
(quasi)topologischer Anregungen. Außerdem machen wir analytische Vorhersagen für
das Skalieren von U (N )-symmetrischen Modellen am nicht-thermischen Fixpunkt, die
wir mit Hilfe numerischer Simulationen eines U (3)-symmetrischen Bose Gases in drei
räumlichen Dimensionen untermauern. Wir stellen fest, dass das Skalierungsverhalten
am Fixpunkt von der erhaltenen Umverteilung kollektiver Anregungen dominiert wird.
Darüber hinaus führen wir Präskalieren als eine generische Eigenschaft der Zeitent-
wicklung eines Quantenvielteilchensystems hin zum nicht-thermischen Fixpunkt ein.
Während der Präskalierungsentwicklung skalieren einige gut messbare Eigenschaften
räumlicher Korrelationen bereits mit den universellen Exponenten des Fixpunktes, wo-
hingegen andere noch Verletzungen des Skalierens aufweisen. Wir illustrieren die Exis-
tenz von Präskalieren anhand numerischer Simulationen eines dreidimensionalenU (3)-
symmetrischen Bose Gases. Die in der vorgelegten Arbeit präsentierte Forschung trägt
zu einem tieferen Verständnis universeller Skalierungsdynamik fernab vom Gleichge-
wicht bei. Im Speziellen zeigt sie wichtige Schlüsselaspekte für das Aufstellen von Uni-
versalitätsklassen fernab des Gleichgewichts auf. Außerdem ermöglicht das eingeführte
Konzept des Präskalierens es, die Lücke in der Zeitentwicklung vom Anfangszustand bis
hin zum damit verbundenen nicht-thermischen Fixpunkt zu schließen.
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1. Introduction
Comparatively little is known about the structure and states of quantum many-body
systems far from equilibrium. To reveal potential out-of-equilibrium phenomena, the
dynamics of isolated quantum many-body systems quenched far from equilibrium has
been an object of intensive study during recent years. Examples range from the post-
inflationary early universe [1, 2], via the dynamics of quark-gluon matter created in
heavy-ion collisions [3, 4] to the evolution of ultracold atomic systems following a sud-
den quench of, e.g., an interaction parameter [5, 6]. Yet, despite great efforts, there are
many open questions remaining about possible pathways for the evolution of such sys-
tems. Various scenarios have been discussed for and observed in ultracold atomic quan-
tum gases, including integrable dynamics [7–10], prethermalization [11–15], generalized
Gibbs ensembles [16–20], critical and prethermal dynamics [21–24], many-body local-
ization [25, 26], relaxation after quantum quenches [27, 28], wave turbulence [29–31],
decoherence and revivals [32], universal scaling dynamics associatedwith a non-thermal
fixed point [33–36], as well as prescaling [37]. The rich spectrum of different possible
phenomena highlights the capabilities of ultracold quantum gases, as well as the gain
obtained with quantum systems as compared to classical statistical ensembles.
Out of the plethora of non-equilibrium phenomena listed above, this thesis is devoted
to the investigation of universal scaling dynamics associated with non-thermal fixed
points in ultracold bosonic quantum gases far from equilibrium. The major goal is to
unravel the underlying key features that characterize the universal scaling behavior near
the fixed point. This knowledge can then be used to address the overarching question of
establishing out-of-equilibrium universality classes.
Universal scaling dynamics associated with a non-thermal fixed point is character-
ized by a self-similar scaling evolution of correlation functions in time and space. This
leads to a dramatic reduction of the complexity of the non-equilibrium time evolution
of the quantum many-body system as the dynamics of correlations can be captured by
universal scaling functions and scaling exponents. Global conservation laws strongly
constrain the non-local transport associated with the self-similar evolution and impose
scaling relations between the exponents. The scaling exponents togetherwith the scaling
function allow determining the universality class associated with the fixed point [34, 38].
However, a full classification is lacking so far such that establishing out-of-equilibrium
universality classes is subject to ongoing research. In the style of equilibrium univer-
sality classes, one expects underlying symmetries of the system to be relevant for the
observable universal dynamics and thus for the associated out-of-equilibrium universal-
ity class.
The universal scaling behavior can emerge from rather different underlying physical
configurations and processes. For example, the dynamics can be either driven by the
conserved redistribution of collective excitations or by the reconfiguration and annihi-
lation of topological excitations populating the system. Universal scaling dynamics at
non-thermal fixed points with reference to topological excitations has been discussed
in Refs. [36, 39–45], whereas scaling behavior not subject to such excitations has been
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investigated in Refs. [33–35, 46–51].
The spatio-temporal scaling of correlation functions in isolated systems is associated
with the loss of information about the details of the initial condition and microscopic
system properties. Nonetheless, a common key ingredient for the occurrence of self-
similar dynamics is an extreme out-of-equilibrium initial state. Such a state can, for
example, be generated bymeans of an instantaneous change of a Hamiltonian parameter
which we refer to as a parameter quench.
The universal properties of the scaling behavior allow us to look for common char-
acteristics in the non-equilibrium dynamics of rather different physical systems with
typical energy scales ranging over nearly twenty orders of magnitude. If two such sys-
tems belong to the same out-of-equilibrium universality class, the concept of universal-
ity may enable us to use one physical system to predict dynamical properties of another
system that is, for example, hard to access in experiments. Such a correspondence has
been theoretically shown to exist between a non-equilibrium plasma of highly occupied
gluon fields and scalar Bose fields modelling the respective dynamics of an ultracold
Bose gas [38]. Starting from an extreme out-of-equilibrium initial condition, the distri-
bution functions of both systems feature universal dynamics characterized by the same
set of scaling exponents. The investigated so-called quark-gluon plasma, produced at a
temperature of T ' 1012 K, is a short living stage after an ultra-relativistic heavy-ion
collision. The dynamical evolution of this stage is very hard to observe experimentally
as the detectors can only measure the final distribution of hadrons after the system has
cooled down. From this distribution, one has to infer the dynamical properties of the
quark-gluon plasma. Hence, the experimental extraction of time-resolved correlation
functions, which then show universal scaling properties, is unfeasible. The experimen-
tal accessibility of universal scaling dynamics changes dramatically when we consider
ultracold atomic quantum gases at temperatures of T ' 10−9 K. The major advantage
of these systems is that they are well-controlled in experiments and can thus be uti-
lized as toy models to study fundamental questions of quantum many-body physics. In
contrast to the quark-gluon plasma, the non-equilibrium time evolution can be directly
monitored experimentally. Furthermore, the high degree of control allows repeating
the experiment many times under comparable conditions which is essential for the ex-
traction of correlation functions that show universal scaling behavior at a non-thermal
fixed point. In addition, using experimental manipulation techniques, it is possible to
vary the interactions between the atoms or to generate a variety of different far-from-
equilibrium initial configurations, which opens a window to reveal key ingredients of
universal scaling dynamics. These unique characteristics are thus the main motivations
for studying universal scaling dynamics by means of investigating the non-equilibrium
dynamics in experiments with ultracold quantum gases as well as in the associated theo-
retical models. To finally provide a full picture, we need a combined experiment-theory
effort making use of experimental platforms as well as numerical simulations and ana-
lytical predictions.
In this thesis, we consider universal scaling dynamics associated with non-thermal
fixed points in ultracold Bose gases from a theoretical point of view. In particular, we
present numerical and analytical studies of multi-component Bose gases quenched far
out of equilibrium. When possible, we compare our findings to experimental observa-
tions. We explore strong cooling quenches as well as magnetic field quenches that lead
to the growth of unstable momentum modes which subsequently drive the system far
from equilibrium within the early stage of the time evolution. As aforementioned, the
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
emerging spatio-temporal scaling behavior can be governed by rather different under-
lying physical configurations and processes. We find that multi-component Bose gases
offer the possibility to investigate both, non-thermal fixed point scaling dominated by
topological as well as collective excitations. Which type of excitation determines the
observed scaling behavior appears to crucially depend on the dimensionality of the sys-
tem.
Numerical simulations of a spin-1 Bose gas in one spatial dimension reveal bidirec-
tional universal scaling, which is prototypical for the spatio-temporal evolution at a non-
thermal fixed point. The bidirectional self-similar scaling is caused by the redistribution
and reshaping of quasi-topological excitations. While a scaling evolution is not expected
in one-dimensional single-component gases, we show that the multi-component system
features a spin degree of freedom which enables universal scaling dynamics in one spa-
tial dimension. In two spatial dimensions, we find that the system can be simultaneously
attracted to two non-thermal fixed points with distinctly different scaling exponents and
scaling functions. This results from the presence of two types of topological excitations
in the spin degree of freedom which is a peculiar property subject to the multiple com-
ponents. The numerically extracted scaling dynamics, which is characterized by the
simultaneous growth of two macroscopic length scales, has not been observed and de-
scribed before in the context of non-thermal fixed points. This finding raises interesting
questions concerning the classification of universal scaling out of equilibrium.
Numerical and analytical treatments additionally enable us to extract universal scal-
ing dynamics dominated by collective excitations in U (N )-symmetric Bose gases. The
associated relevant low-energy degree of freedom is identified to be characterized by
relative-phase excitations. TheU (N )-symmetric model further allows us to extract how
the system approaches the non-thermal fixed point during the time evolution from a
far-from-equilibrium initial configuration. Performing numerical simulations of aU (3)-
symmetric Bose gas in three spatial dimensions, we are able to show the existence of
prescaling, a new out-of-equilibrium phenomenon that we propose as a generic feature
of the time evolution of a quantum many-body system towards a non-thermal fixed
point.
The research presented in this thesis contributes to a deeper understanding of uni-
versal scaling dynamics far from equilibrium and unravels important key aspects for
establishing out-of-equilibrium universality classes. In particular, we find that the di-
mensionality, as well as the nature and interaction of potential excitations of the sys-
tem play a decisive role for the classification of universal scaling dynamics out of equi-
librium. Especially, the reported variety of universal scaling properties of spin-1 Bose
gases suggests that such a classification requires more than underlying symmetries of
the investigated model. Additionally, we introduce and illustrate prescaling as an out-
of-equilibrium phenomenon describing the evolution towards a non-thermal fixed point,
which allows us to bridge the conceptual gap in the time evolution from the initial state
to the associated fixed point.
3
Organization of this thesis
This thesis is organized in four parts that cover different overarching thematic aspects.
The first part contains information about the theoretical background.
In Chpt. 2, we introduce the basic theoretical concepts. We start with the theory of
non-thermal fixed points followed by a discussion of the theoretical description of non-
equilibrium quantum many-body systems. Then, we comment on the capabilities of
multi-component Bose gases as platforms to study universal scaling dynamics.
In Chpt. 3, we elaborate on the theoretical models of the multi-component Bose gases
investigated in the course of this thesis. In this context, we discuss the basic properties
of U (N )-symmetric and spin-1 Bose gases. Furthermore, we present a hydrodynamic
description of the models which allows us to identify the role of different types of exci-
tations in the universal scaling regime bymeans of a decomposition of the kinetic energy.
In the second part, we consider universal scaling dynamics at non-thermal fixed points
dominated by topological excitations. We illustrate this type of scaling behavior by nu-
merical simulations of spin-1 Bose gases.
In Chpt. 4, we present scenarios for the generation of far-from-equilibrium initial con-
figurations in spin-1 Bose gases. These scenarios are based on using instabilities that
arise from parameter quenches between different phases of the model. We identify po-
tential instabilities bymeans of investigating the dynamical stability of pre-quench states
within the post-quench phase. The stability properties are studied by means of Bogoli-
ubov theory which we apply to homogeneous as well as trapped one-dimensional spin-1
systems. To analyze the stability properties of the trapped system, we introduce suitable
numerical tools and elaborate on their generalization to multi-component systems.
In Chpt. 5, we present numerical results showing bidirectional universal scaling in a
one-dimensional spin-1 Bose gas driven by quasi-topological excitations such as spin
textures and kink-like defects.
In Chpt. 6, we report on universal scaling involving the growth of two macroscopic
length scales determined by the mutual annihilation of two types of spin vortices in a
two-dimensional spin-1 Bose gas.
In the third part, we focus on universal scaling dominated by collective excitations.
In Chpt. 7, we illustrate this type of non-thermal fixed point scaling by investigating
the non-equilibrium dynamics of aU (N )-symmetric Bose gas. Taking the large-N limit
of the model and making use of a low-energy effective field theory description, we elab-
orate on analytical predictions of the spatio-temporal scaling of the U (N )-symmetric
Bose gas within a kinetic theory approach. We corroborate our analytical predictions
with numerical simulations of aU (3)-symmetric Bose gas in three spatial dimensions.
In Chpt. 8, we introduce prescaling as a generic feature of the evolution of a quan-
tum many-body system towards a non-thermal fixed point. To illustrate the concept
and the existence of prescaling, we consider a U (3)-symmetric Bose gas in three spa-
tial dimensions. We outline the extraction of prescaling from numerically calculated
position-space correlation functions and elaborate on conservation laws obeyed during
the prescaling evolution of the system.
In the final part, we summarize (Chpt. 9) and give an outlook to future research (Chpt. 10).
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Part I.
Theoretical background
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2. Theoretical concepts
In this chapter, we present the theoretical concepts that set the framework to study
universal scaling dynamics in quantum many-body systems far from equilibrium. We
aim at giving a conceptual overview which summarizes the key ideas underlying the
non-equilibrium physics investigated in the course of this thesis. We start with intro-
ducing the concept of non-thermal fixed points in Sect. 2.1. Then, we elaborate on the
theoretical description of non-equilibrium quantum many-body systems, where we il-
lustrate analytical and numerical approaches in Sect. 2.2. With this at hand, we discuss
the capabilities of multi-component Bose gases as platforms to study universal scaling
in Sect. 2.3. Furthermore, we point to potential low-energy excitations of these systems
as they play a decisive role for the observed scaling behavior.
2.1. The concept of non-thermal fixed points
Themain focus of this thesis is to study universal scaling dynamics at non-thermal fixed
points in quantummany-body systems far from equilibrium. Therefore, we aim at giving
a detailed introduction to the concept of non-thermal fixed points in this section. We
present the key features characterizing such a fixed point including an illustration of
the associated dynamics by reference to an ultracold Bose gas. This section is taken and
adapted from Ref. [52].
The theory of non-thermal fixed points in the real-time evolution of, foremost closed,
non-equilibrium systems, is inspired by the concepts of equilibrium and near-equilibrium
renormalization-group theory [53–55]. The basic concept of such out-of-equilibrium
fixed points is motivated by universal critical scaling of correlation functions in equi-
librium. When using a renormalization-group approach, a physical system is basically
studied through a microscope at different resolutions. Close to a phase transition, one
observes that the correlations look self-similar, i.e., the same no matter which resolution
is used. In this case, shifting the spatial resolution by a multiplicative scale parameter
s causes correlations between points with distance x , denoted by C(x ; s), to be rescaled
according toC(x ; s) = sζ fs(x/s). Hence, the correlations are solely characterized by the
universal scaling function fs and a universal exponent ζ . When a change of the scale
s does not change C by any means, a fixed point of the renormalization-group flow is
reached. In that case, the scaling function takes the form of a pure power law fs(x) ∼ x−ζ .
In a realistic physical system, the scaling function fs is, in general, not a pure power law
but retains information of characteristic scales such as a correlation length ξ . Thus, the
system may only approximately reach the fixed point.
Taking the time t as the scale parameter, the renormalization-group idea can be ex-
tended to the time evolution of systems (far) away from equilibrium. The correspond-
ing fixed point of the renormalization-group flow is called non-thermal fixed point. In
Fig. 2.1, we show a schematic illustration, where the non-thermal fixed point is indi-
cated as a transient phenomenon in the evolution of a quantum many-body system
towards equilibrium. In the scaling regime near a non-thermal fixed point, the evo-
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Figure 2.1.: Schematics of a non-thermal fixed point [33] based on the ideas of a renor-
malization group flow. Depending on the initial condition, an out-of-
equilibrium system can approach a non-thermal fixed point during the time
evolution. In the vicinity of such a fixed point, the system experiences crit-
ical slowing down (indicated by the tightly packed red arrows). As a conse-
quence, correlation functionsC(k, t) show scaling behavior in space and time
according to C(k, t) = tα fs(tβk), with a universal scaling function fs . The
associated self-similar evolution is characterized by non-zero universal scal-
ing exponents α and β . Universal scaling close to a non-thermal fixed point
is understood to occur as a transient phenomenon on the way to equilibrium
(indicated by the trajectory leading away from the fixed point). Figure taken
and adapted from Ref. [35].
lution of the time-dependent version of the correlations discussed above is determined
by C(x , t) = tα fs(t−βx), with two universal exponents α and β which assume, in gen-
eral, non-zero values. Such a time-dependent scaling relation for the correlations is also
termed dynamical scaling hypothesis. The associated correlation length of the system
changes as a power of time, ξ (t) ∼ tβ . Commonly, the universal scaling properties are
extracted from the associated momentum-space correlatorC(k, t), which also obeys the
dynamical scaling hypothesis and evolves according to C(k, t) = tα fs(tβk) within the
scaling regime.
Note that the time evolution taking power-law characteristics is equivalent to critical
slowing down, which in this case occurs in real time. We remark that, depending on the
sign of β , increasing the time t can correspond to either a reduction or an increase of the
microscope resolution. Furthermore, we stress that the spatio-temporal scaling behavior
at the fixed point leads to a dramatic reduction in the complexity of the non-equilibrium
time evolution as the correlation function only depends on the product of space and time
and not on each of the variables individually.
The scaling exponents α and β together with the scaling function fs allow determining
the universality class associated with the fixed point [34, 38]. While a full such classifica-
tion is still lacking, underlying symmetries of the system are expected to be relevant for
the observable universal dynamics and thus for the associated universality class. If it is
possible to establish out-of-equilibrium universality classes, the evolution of very differ-
ent physical systems far from equilibrium can be categorized by means of their possible
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kinds of scaling behavior. In the course of this thesis, we will see that the presence and
configuration of excitations plays a crucial role for the realized scaling exponents and
scaling functions suggesting that a quantummany-body system can even be attracted to
different non-thermal fixed points depending on the type of excitation that dominates
the scaling evolution. Such findings have to be taken into account in order to provide a
full classification of universal dynamics out of equilibrium.
Whether a physical system can approach a non-thermal fixed point and showuniversal
scaling dynamics, and, if so, which particular fixed point is reached, generally depends
on the class of chosen initial conditions. Within each class, sometimes referred to as
the attractive basin of a non-thermal fixed point, the subsequent scaling dynamics is
independent of the details of the initial configuration. A common key ingredient for the
occurrence of self-similar dynamics is an extreme out-of-equilibrium initial state. Such
a state can, for example, be characterized by a strong overpopulation of the particle
number distribution as compared to the equilibrium case.
To illustrate the conceptual idea of non-thermal fixed points and the associated univer-
sal scaling dynamics, we consider the time evolution of a dilute Bose gas in three spatial
dimensions after a strong cooling quench [56]. For a simplified representation of the time
evolution of the particle number distribution see Fig. 2.2 as well as Refs. [34, 57–59]. An
extreme version of such a cooling quench can be achieved by first cooling the system
adiabatically such that its chemical potential is 0 < −µ  kBT , where the temperature
T & Tc is just above the critical temperatureTc separating the normal and the superfluid
phase of the Bose gas. In a next step, one removes all particles with energy higher than
∼ |µ |. This leads to a particle number distribution that drops abruptly above a momen-
tum scaleQ (see Fig. 2.2). If the corresponding energy is on the order of the ground-state
energy of the post-quench fully condensed gas, meaning that (~Q)2/(2M) ' |µ | ' дρ,
with the coupling parameter д = 4pi~2a/M quantified by the scattering length a and
atom mass M , then the energy of the entire gas after the quench is concentrated at the
scale Q ' kξ , with characteristic healing-length momentum scale kξ =
√
8piaρ.
Most importantly, such a strong cooling quench leads to an extreme initial condition
for the subsequent dynamics. The post-quench particle number distribution is strongly
over-occupied at momenta k . Q as compared to the final equilibrium distribution.
This initial overpopulation of modes with energies ∼ (~Q)2/2M induces inverse particle
transport to lower momenta while energy is transported to higher wavenumbers [34,
57, 58] as indicated by the arrows in Fig. 2.2. The rescaling is thus characterized by a
bidirectional, in general non-local redistribution of particles and energy. In contrast to
the case of a weak cooling quench leading to a scaling evolution in which weak wave
turbulence is typically induced [56, 60], here the inverse transport is characterized by a
different, strongly non-thermal power-law form of the scaling function in the infrared
momentum region.
While the spatio-temporal scaling provides the “smoking gun” for the approach of a
non-thermal fixed point, the steep power-law scaling of the momentum distribution,
n(k) ∼ k−ζ , reflects the character of the underlying transport. The evolution during
the scaling period is universal in the sense that it becomes mainly independent of the
precise initial conditions set by the cooling quench as well as of the particular values of
the physical parameters characterizing the system.
In the vicinity of the non-thermal fixed point, the momentum distribution of the Bose
gas rescales self-similarly, within a certain range of momenta, according to n(k, t) =
(t/tref)
α fs([t/tref]
βk), with some reference time tref. The distribution shifts to lower mo-
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initial distribution 
after quench particles removed
by strong cooling 
quench
Figure 2.2.: Self-similar scaling in time and space close to a non-thermal fixed point.
The sketch shows, on a double-logarithmic scale, the time evolution of the
single-particle momentum distribution n(k, t) of a Bose gas for two differ-
ent times t (solid and short-dashed line). Starting from an extreme ini-
tial distribution marked by the red long-dashed line, being the result of a
strong cooling quench, a bidirectional redistribution of particles in momen-
tum space occurs as indicated by the arrows. Particle transport towards
zero momentum as well as energy transport to large momenta are char-
acterized by self-similar scaling evolutions in space and time according to
n(k, t) = (t/tref)
α fs([t/tref]
βk), with universal scaling exponents α and β , in
general, different for both directions. Here, tref is some reference time within
the temporal scaling regime. The infrared transport (blue arrow) conserves
the particle number which is concentrated at small momenta. In contrast,
the energy, being concentrated at high momenta, is conserved in the redis-
tribution of short-wavelength fluctuations (green arrow). See main text for
details. Figure taken and adapted from Ref. [52].
menta for β > 0, while transport to larger momenta occurs in the case of β < 0. A
bidirectional scaling evolution is, in general, characterized by two different sets of scal-
ing exponents. One set describes the inverse particle transport towards low momenta
whereas the second set quantifies the transport of energy towards large momenta.
Global conservation laws – applyingwithin an extended regime ofmomenta – strongly
constrain the redistribution underlying the self-similar dynamics in the vicinity of the
non-thermal fixed point. Hence, they play a crucial role for the possible scaling evolution
as they impose scaling relations between the scaling exponents. For example, particle
number conservation in the infrared regime of long wavelengths requires that α = dβ
in d spatial dimensions.
The aforementioned transport in momentum space can emerge from rather different
underlying physical configurations and processes. For example, the dynamics can either
be driven by the conserved redistribution of collective excitations such as in weak wave
turbulence [34, 56] or by the reconfiguration and annihilation of topological excitations
populating the system [45, 57]. If topological excitations are subdominant or absent
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at all, which can, for example, be realized in multi-component systems, the strongly
occupied modes exhibiting scaling near the fixed point [34, 56] typically reflect strong
phase fluctuations not subject to an incompressibility constraint [61]. The associated
scaling exponents are generically different for both types of dynamics, with and without
topological excitations [34, 42, 45].
The existence and significance of strongly non-thermal momentum power laws, re-
quiring a non-perturbative description reminiscent of wave turbulence, was proposed
by Rothkopf, Berges and collaborators in the context of reheating after early-universe
inflation [33, 46], generalized by Scheppach, Berges, and Gasenzer to scenarios of strong
matterwave turbulence [47], and to the case of topological excitations by Nowak, Sexty,
Erne, Gasenzer et al. [39–42, 57], see also Refs. [43–45, 62–65]. Universal scaling at a non-
thermal fixed point in both space and time was studied by Piñeiro Orioli, Boguslavski,
and Berges for relativistic O(N )-symmetric models [34, 66], see also Refs. [50, 67], and
discussed in the context of heavy-ion collisions [4, 38, 49, 68] as well as axionic mod-
els [64]. First experimental observations of universal scaling dynamics close to a non-
thermal fixed point were made by Prüfer et al. [35] as well as Erne et al. [36] in ultracold
atomic quantum gases.
For clarification, we remark that the concept of non-thermal fixed points includes scal-
ing dynamics which exhibits coarsening and phase-ordering kinetics [69] following the
creation of defects and nonlinear patterns that occur after a quench across an ordering
phase transition. However, we emphasize that coarsening and phase-ordering kinetics
in most cases are being discussed within an open-system framework, considering the
system to be coupled to a heat bath. Moreover, most theoretical treatments of these
phenomena do not take non-linear dynamics and transport into account. In this frame-
work, the universal scaling exponents are deduced from the underlying dynamics of
(quasi)topological excitations, the dimensionality of the system and the presence/ab-
sence of the conservation of the order-parameter field in the post-quench phase.
We further remark that the scaling behavior at non-thermal fixed points is reminis-
cent of the transport and scaling characterizing wave-turbulent cascades. In these cas-
cades, analogously to fluid turbulence, universal scaling is expected in a certain interval
of momenta, termed the inertial range. Within the inertial range of a wave-turbulent
cascade, transport occurs locally, from momentum shell to momentum shell, leaving
the transported quantity within such a momentum shell constant in time. The trans-
port is commonly uni-directional, either from large to small characteristic scales or vice
versa. This is in contrast to self-similar scaling at non-thermal fixed points where the
transport is bidirectional and non-local. However, note that bidirectional transport can
also be found in turbulence. One example is Kraichnan turbulence in two spatial di-
mensions [70]. In this case, two formal inertial ranges give rise to an inverse energy
cascade and a direct enstrophy cascade. Using the concept of kinetic time [71] further
allows distinguishing between wave-turbulent cascades and universal scaling dynamics
at non-thermal fixed points. While the kinetic time diverges in the scaling limit at a
non-thermal fixed point reflecting the critical slowing down, the kinetic time decreases
within the wave-turbulent cascade [56].
To summarize, a common property of the universal evolutions is scaling behavior with
evolution time as scaling parameter. The associated scaling is reminiscent of equilibrium
criticality at a continuous phase transition [54, 55, 72]. The system rescales in space with
some power of the evolution time, which looks like zooming in or out the field of view
of a microscope in real time. To a certain extent, slowed-down dynamics and scaling in
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the evolution time can be seen as analogues of the universality in equilibrium critical
phenomena in non-equilibrium systems [53, 69, 73–75].
2.2. Theoretical description of non-equilibrium
quantum many-body systems
In the previous section, we have outlined the basic ideas of non-thermal fixed points,
a phenomenon that occurs in the dynamical evolution of a non-equilibrium quantum
many-body system. For studying such fixed points theoretically, we can make use of
analytical as well as numerical tools.
For a general analytical treatment of non-thermal fixed points, we need to be able to
calculate the time evolution of a quantum many-body system out-of equilibrium. Suit-
able techniques are provided by the framework of non-equilibrium quantum field theory
(QFT). Using a path integral formulation, all information about the time-evolving quan-
tum system is contained in the so-called Schwinger-Keldysh non-equilibrium generating
functional [76]. Correlation functions, which show universal scaling at a non-thermal
fixed point, can be obtained by functional differentiation of the generating functional
with respect to corresponding sources. To calculate such observables at some instant in
time, the system is evolved along a Schwinger-Keldysh closed time path which reflects
the nature of non-equilibrium QFT as an initial value problem. This is in contrast to
equilibrium QFT, where only asymptotic input and output states are used. The tech-
nique was first introduced by Julian Schwinger in 1961 [77] and further developed by
Mahanthappa and Bakshi [78–80], who were focussing on bosonic systems. The initial
configuration of the out-of equilibrium system is contained in the initial density matrix
entering the generating functional. In the majority of cases, it is sufficient to choose
the initial density matrix to be Gaussian. Calculating the non-equilibrium generating
functional in its most general formulation is highly non-trivial.
To study the universal scaling behavior at non-thermal fixed points, one generally
focusses on the evolution of two-point correlators. From these, e.g., (quasi)particle oc-
cupation numbers in momentum space can be derived. Taking the Schwinger-Keldysh
description, one derives dynamical equations for unequal-time two-point correlators,
called Kadanoff-Baym equations [81]. These equations describe the non-equilibrium dy-
namics exactly but are as non-trivial to solve as the computation of the non-equilibrium
generating functional entering these equations is. One is thus held to reduce the com-
plexity of the problem and to obtain approximate dynamical equations that are capturing
the physics relevant at a non-thermal fixed point.
It turns out that a kinetic theory approach provides such an approximation, see, e.g.,
Refs. [50, 76, 82]. Using a kinetic-theory description enables us to perform a scaling anal-
ysis from which the scaling exponents associated with the non-thermal fixed point can
be predicted analytically. Within this description, the time evolution of correlation func-
tions is determined by a generalized quantum Boltzmann equation involving a scattering
integral that characterizes the properties of the interacting quantum many-body system
via the so-called scatteringT -matrix. As we are generally dealing with highly correlated
systems, occupation numbers grow large at low momentum scales which renders the
scattering properties to be non-perturbative.
These properties can be taken into account by means of a non-perturbative coupling
resummation scheme based on the two-particle irreducible (2PI) effective action, see
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Sect. 2.3.1 for details. Alternatively, one can think of the idea to reformulate the theory
in terms of new degrees of freedom in the first place, such that the resulting description
becomes more easy to treat in non-perturbative regions. Since the non-perturbative
behavior appears at low momentum scales, it is suggestive to use a low-energy effective
field theory (LEEFT) approach [83, 84]. This typically implies a choice of suitable degrees
of freedomdescribing the physics occurring below a chosen energy scale. Wewill outline
such an approach forU (N )-symmetric multi-component Bose gases in Sect. 3.1.2.
We remark that the above stated analytical treatments generally do not take into ac-
count the influence of non-linear and topological excitations onto the scaling behavior.
This results from the fact that including such excitations in out-of-equilibrium analytical
frameworks is highly non-trivial. Thus, we expect the analytical predictions to capture
the scaling properties of quantummany-body systems where non-linear and topological
excitations are absent or subdominant, whereas deviations are expected to arise in cases
where these excitations play a dominant role in the non-equilibrium time evolution of
the system.
Numerical simulations allow us to corroborate the analytical predictions but are addi-
tionally able to unravel phenomena beyond analytics. In particular, we can study uni-
versal scaling behavior arising from non-linear or topological excitations by means of
numerical simulations as they can either be generated within the non-equilibrium time
evolution of the system or put in by hand into the initial configuration. As the scal-
ing behavior occurs in a regime of strongly occupied modes, the time evolution can
be computed by means of semi-classical simulation methods. For a justification of the
semi-classical approximation in the framework of path integrals, we refer to Ref. [85].
Using the so-called truncated Wigner approximation [86, 87], we follow the evolution,
starting from a noisy initial configuration, by evaluating many trajectories according to
the classical equations of motion. Correlation functions are then obtained by averaging
the trajectories. The number of trajectories is chosen in a way that the statistical error
arising from run-to-run fluctuations is small. This crucially depends on the dimension-
ality of the system, the number of grid points used for the numerical simulation and
the numerical grid spacing. Extracting the scaling function and the scaling exponents
associated with the non-thermal fixed point, especially in the low momentum regime
of the correlators, requires a huge number of trajectories that are calculated up to very
long evolution times. Hence, we make use of high performance parallel computing tech-
niques to calculate the time evolution of the systems under consideration. In particu-
lar, the equations of motion are solved on high level graphical processing units (GPUs)
which allow us to highly parallelize the required computations using the large number
of provided streaming multiprocessors.
This thesis mainly contains results obtained from numerical simulations supported
by selected analytical calculations. For more technical descriptions of the analytical
treatments stated above at various levels of detail see Refs. [50, 52, 56, 61, 76, 88].
2.3. Ultracold Bose gases
An intensively studied class of quantum many-body systems far-from-equilibrium are
ultracold Bose gases. A major advantage of these systems is their high level of control-
lability. Making use of high precision experimental techniques, it is possible to engineer
various types of interactions between the atoms ranging from short range contact inter-
actions to long range dipolar interactions. In addition, they allow for experiments that
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are well isolated from the environment and feature long coherence times which makes
them suitable to investigate universal scaling dynamics out of equilibrium [35, 36]. Fur-
thermore, a high repetition rate enables studying higher-order correlation functions, the
building blocks of any quantum-field-theory description of many-body systems [89, 90].
To highlight some conceptual aspects, let us assume for now, that we have a non-
relativistic ultracold Bose gas in the superfluid regime below the critical temperature for
Bose condensation. Superfluidity is generally associatedwith a complex order-parameter
field ψ and results from breaking a global symmetry at sufficiently low temperatures.
This means that the expectation value 〈ψ (x, t)〉 assumes non-zero values below the crit-
ical temperature. Being in the superfluid regime, the order-parameter field can be ex-
pressed in density-phase representation according to 〈ψ (x, t)〉 = √ρ(x, t) exp{iθ(x, t)},
with ρ(x, t) = |〈ψ (x, t)〉|2 being the space-time dependent density and θ(x, t) being the
phase of the field. Additionally, we keep the system isolated such that the total particle
number N =
∫
dxρ(x, t) is fixed during the time evolution. This is different from rela-
tivistic systems or systems coupled to an environment where the total particle number
can change due to pair-creation processes or exchange with the environment.
Naturally, ultracold Bose gases are dilute systems characterized by the mean inter-
particle distance being much larger than the respective length scale associated with the
interactions. Dilute gases are generally referred to as being weakly interacting. We note
that, as the diluteness of the system is quantified by both the density and the interactions,
the above stated correspondence has to be taken with care in the limit of low densities.
2.3.1. Multi-component Bose gases as a tool to study universal
scaling dynamics
Apart from being many-body quantum systems, ultracold Bose gases can feature inter-
nal degrees of freedom such as different hyperfine states. This renders them to become
multi-component systems where the individual components are labeled by the respec-
tive hyperfine magnetic quantum numbers. Among other processes, atoms can be re-
distributed between the different components leading to much richer non-equilibrium
dynamics as compared to a single-component system.
A major advantage of multi-component Bose gases is the possibility to investigate
universal scaling under various aspects. On the one hand, we can employ experiments
with multi-component ultracold bosonic quantum gases. On the other hand, we can
make use of analytical and numerical tools to study respective theoretical models.
In the course of this thesis, we investigate the dynamics of multi-component Bose
gases from a theoretical point of view. In particular, we focus on two types of multi-
component systems, namely U (N )-symmetric and spin-1 Bose gases. Before we intro-
duce the specific theoretical models of these multi-component systems, we comment on
the capabilities of multi-component Bose gases to study universal scaling dynamics at
non-thermal fixed points. This discussion allows us to conceptually motivate the chosen
model systems.
The strength of a theoretical description lies in the freedom to choose the particular
model system. While experimental systems might feature rather complex types of inter-
actions, it can be useful to reduce the complexity and try to identify some overarching
properties from a much simpler theoretical model. In that light, one could think of the
idea to start with a model that has interactions compatible with the maximum possi-
ble symmetry of the underlying fundamental fields. By adding more complex types of
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interactions, one gradually breaks this overall symmetry.
In the context of non-relativistic N -component Bose gases, such a simple model is
characterized by quartic interactions between the complex bosonic fields and is sub-
ject to a U (N ) symmetry. From an analytical point of view, the model is well-suited to
make predictions for the scaling behavior at a non-thermal fixed point by means of a
non-perturbative resummed kinetic theory approach. Making use of a non-perturbative
large-N approximation [76, 91] allows for an analytical description of universal scal-
ing of the U (N )-symmetric model at the non-thermal fixed point [47, 56]. The applied
scheme is based on analytical work employing N -component relativistic scalar models
that are O(N )-symmetric under orthogonal transformations in the space of field com-
ponents, see Refs. [33, 34, 48, 50]. Note that the analytical predictions of the scaling
behavior of O(N )-symmetric models at non-thermal fixed points have been corrobo-
rated by numerical simulations of an O(4)- and O(8)-symmetric relativistic scalar field
theory [33, 64].
At this point, it is worthwhile to explain the suitability of theU (N )-symmetric model
for the analytical treatments. Therefore, it is essential to briefly review the key ideas of
the above stated resummation procedure, see Refs. [56, 76, 92, 93] for details.
The applied resummation scheme is based on the two-particle-irreducible (2PI) effec-
tive action. The 2PI effective action is defined as the double Legendre transform of the
generating functional of connected correlation functions with respect to a local and bilo-
cal source term. Hence, it is a functional of the field expectation value and the full
propagator. This implies that the graphs in the 2PI effective action, which are termed
skeleton diagrams, are built from the dressed propagator instead of the bare one. In
a diagrammatic form, the action contains those types of connected loop diagrams that
cannot be split apart when cutting two propagator lines. We stress that the propaga-
tor is an object defined by the time-ordered two-point correlators of the fundamental
fields of the respective model. In case of complex bosonic fields, it is a 2 ×2 Hermi-
tian matrix resembling the four possible combinations of two-point correlators. The 2PI
effective action provides a self-consistent set of dynamical equations for the field expec-
tation value and the propagator. The solutions to these equations preserve conservation
laws associated with global symmetries of the investigated theory. Hence, in case of the
U (N )-symmetric model, the solutions will obey particle-number conservation due to an
underlying globalU (1) symmetry.
To study the universal scaling dynamics at a non-thermal fixed point within a kinetic
theory approach, one commonly first derives a kinetic equation from the dynamical
equation of the propagator. In a second step, one analyzes scaling solutions of the kinetic
equation to determine the scaling exponents describing the evolution of equal-time two-
point correlators at the fixed point.
The respective dynamical equations involve the proper self-energy which has to be de-
duced from contributions to the 2PI effective action beyond one-loop. As the 2PI effective
action consists of an infinite number of 2PI diagrams, one has to make approximations
to the action in order to be able to compute the self-energy. Recall that without any
approximations, the 2PI effective action contains the complete information about the
quantum theory. Expanding the 2PI effective action in a small parameter provides a
controlled and systematic approximation. In case of a weak coupling, it might be in-
tuitive to think of an expansion of the effective action in powers of the small coupling
of the model. However, when mode occupations become large within the momentum
regime subject to the scaling evolution, in particular on the order of the inverse coupling,
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the coupling expansion (as well as so-called loop expansions of the 2PI effective action)
break down as higher order contributions will become significantly relevant. In other
words, this means that the scattering properties of the system become non-perturbative.
For an N -component field theory, it turns out that a controlled expansion parameter for
the 2PI effective action within the non-perturbative regime is given by the inverse of the
number of components. Limiting the contributions from higher orders of the expansion
requires N to be sufficiently large. To go beyond a mean-field type approximation, the
expansion is taken to next-to-leading order (NLO) in 1/N .
We stress that the NLO contribution is given by the resummation of an infinite number
of diagrams. The crucial property, resulting from the U (N ) symmetry of the model,
is that solely one class of diagrams appears at NLO. Performing the resummation of
this class of diagrams simply boils down to evaluating a geometrical sum providing an
analytical expression for the approximated 2PI effective action, see Refs. [56, 93, 94].
This finally allows us to analytically compute the associated self-energy within the given
approximation. To ultimately deduce the scaling behavior of the model within a kinetic
theory description, one takes the large-N limit in the resulting expressions. Performing
this limit is essential to identify the scaling of the dispersion relation characterizing the
scattering terms in the kinetic equation.
In this thesis, we use a different analytical approach bymeans of deriving a low-energy
effective field theory for theU (N )-symmetric Bose gas anticipating that the scaling be-
havior at the fixed point occurs in the regime of low momenta. The treatment can be
viewed as first rewriting the theory in the relevant low-energy degrees of freedom and
then deducing the scaling properties within a kinetic theory framework. In some sense,
this approach is more intuitive as it reduces the complexity of the problem before an-
alyzing the universal scaling behavior. Note that the low-energy effective field theory
approach in principle does not rely onN being large. Hence, we can also make analytical
predictions for the scaling behavior in the limiting case of N = 1 [61].
As U (N )-symmetric systems are also well-tractable by means of numerical simula-
tions, it is possible to corroborate the analytical predictions with numerical results.
Remarkably, the scaling properties extracted from numerical simulations of a U (1)-
symmetric non-relativistic Bose gas are in good agreement with the analytical predic-
tions derived within the large-N limit of the model [34]. In that light, it is of particular
interest to also compare numerical simulations of the U (N )-symmetric model for cases
with N > 1 to the analytical predictions. To do so, we numerically employ the case of
N = 3, which allows for a comparison with large-N predictions from both, the low-
energy effective field theory description as well as the 2PI resummed kinetic theory
approach. Furthermore, numerical simulations are capable of unraveling phenomena
beyond the scope of the analytical treatment such as the role of topological excitations
which are not included in the schemes discussed above.
While investigating the scaling behavior of theU (N )-symmetric model provides gen-
eral properties of universal scaling dynamics possible within the realm of non-relativistic
Bose gases, we are also interested in studying the scaling properties of models that are
realized in experiments with ultracold bosonic quantum gases.
Spinor Bose gases are one such class of multi-component systems, where the U (N )
symmetry is broken due to spin interaction terms. They are well-controlled in experi-
ments and feature long coherence times which makes them eminently suited for study-
ing non-equilibrium phenomena [95–99]. Note that analytical predictions for the scaling
behavior of spinor Bose gases by means of kinetic theory approaches are lacking so far.
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However, using experimental platforms and numerical simulations allows us to investi-
gate universal scaling dynamics far from equilibrium.
A particularly interesting platform are spin-1 Bose gases, where the three different
components account for the magnetic sublevels of the F = 1 hyperfine manifold of the
atoms forming the gas. Universal scaling dynamics has recently been observed exper-
imentally in a ferromagnetic spin-1 Bose gas in a near-1D geometry [35]. Numerical
studies have shown that universal scaling can occur in the ordering process of one- and
quasi-two-dimensional spin-1 Bose gases after a parameter quench into an ordered phase
[100–109]. We discuss the scaling behavior reported in Refs. [102, 109] in detail in the
course of this thesis and compare the results to the experimental observation in Ref. [35].
2.3.2. Collective and topological excitations of Bose gases
Starting from a far-from-equilibrium initial state, bothU (N )-symmetric and spin-1 Bose
gases show universal scaling dynamics associated with a non-thermal fixed point. How-
ever, we will find the underlying physical processes causing the scaling behavior to be
distinctly different in both systems. While the scaling evolution of the spin-1 Bose gas
is determined by the dissolution and annihilation of (quasi)topological excitations, the
scaling evolution of the U (N )-symmetric system is dominated by the redistribution of
(incoherent) collective excitations. Note that, strictly speaking, topological excitations
can be also viewed as coherent collective excitations. However, throughout this thesis
we solely refer to sound-like or quasiparticle excitations as collective excitations.
Due to their significant role in the universal dynamics, we briefly elaborate on general
properties of common collective and topological excitations of ultracold Bose gases at
this point. Note that we deliberately leave the discussion on a conceptual level. We
go into more detail when discussing the scaling dynamics of bothU (N )-symmetric and
spin-1 Bose gas in the second and third part of this thesis.
A dilute, interacting non-relativistic Bose gas within the superfluid phase generally
allows for different types of low-energy excitations on top of the condensate.
Collective excitations
One type of excitation that exists in interacting Bose gases are collective excitations or
quasiparticles. They are low-lying excited states on top of the condensed gas. One class
of collective excitations in Bose gases are Bogoliubov quasiparticles which are char-
acterized by a sound-like dispersion relation at low momenta [110]. Depending on the
number of components of the Bose gas, they can, for example, be soundwaves (phonons)
and/or spin waves (magnons). Such excitations arise from fluctuations on top of the con-
densed background gas. They can be theoretically described within the framework of
Bogoliubov theory, see Chpt. 4 for details.
For the U (N )-symmetric Bose gas we find two types of collective excitations in the
low-energy regime. Whereas one type has a Bogoliubov-like dispersion and is associated
with the total phase of all components, the other type is a Goldstone mode with free-
particle dispersion associated with relative phases between different components.
Topological excitations
While non-interacting Bose gases are described by linear equations of motion, interac-
tion terms cause the equations to become non-linear. These non-linearities generally
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allow for (quasi)topological solutions. Such coherent solutions have particle-like prop-
erties such that we can speak of them as being solitary excitations of the system [111].
The topology comes from the fact that these objects cannot be continuously deformed
into a pure ground state solution when we impose boundary conditions to the system.
The presence of topological excitations causes the Bose gas to be strongly correlated
even though the interaction between the atoms is commonly weak. Note that there are
also other types of non-linear excitations that do not feature topological properties [112].
Although the underlying model may allow for a variety of topological excitations, only
a few of them are actually dynamically stable. The stability of the objects generally de-
pends on the dimensionality of the system. There are two types of (quasi)topological
excitations that are of interest in this thesis - solitons and vortices.
To get a flavor of these excitations, we start by discussing basic properties arising in
single-component Bose gases. We then elaborate on more complex structures of topo-
logical excitations in multi-component systems.
Solitons are quasi-topological defects which generally travel with a fixed velocity but
are non-dispersive, i.e., stationary in shape and stable in d = 1 dimension. This is possi-
ble due to a special interplay of the dispersion and the non-linearity such that spreading
of the soliton is prevented through the non-linear interaction. Note that in a quantum-
field-theoretical framework, solitons are commonly associated with so-called kink solu-
tions. For repulsive interactions, the defects are termed dark solitons as they are charac-
terized by a localized suppression of the background condensate density [113, 114]. The
depth of the density suppression is quantified by the continuous grayness parameter
which is directly proportional to the solitons velocity. If the density drops to zero, the
soliton is called black and does not move. The quasi-topology of dark solitons results
from a phase jump∆θ of the complex bosonic field at its center. A black soliton features
the largest possible phase jump given by∆θ = pi . In case of attractive interactions, one
finds bright solitons characterized by a localized density peak due to the absence of a
background condensate. Unlike dark solitons, bright solitons show a linearly varying
phase instead of a phase jump and move in form of a localized wave packet along with
its carrier wave. In d > 1 dimensions, solitons become unstable due to so-called snaking
instabilities [115, 116].
Vortices are topologically stable solutions in d > 1 dimensions which form the su-
perfluid analogies of eddy flows in classical fluids. In general, vortices have a defect
core where the density of the condensate drops to zero, ρ(x) → 0 as |x| → 0. The
phase of the complex field winds around the vortex core with integer multiples of 2pi .
This integer multiple is called the winding number and defines the charge of the vortex.
A configuration with positive charge is termed vortex, a configuration with negative
charge anti-vortex. In general, only singly-quantized vortices with charge ±1 are stable
configurations. A vortex and an anti-vortex can mutually annihilate releasing unstable
solitary waves that propagate through the system. In d = 3 dimensions, point vortices
extend to vortex lines or loops around which the fluid rotates.
Multi-component systems allow for various combinations of the above stated, so to
say, elementary topological excitations in the different components. In one-dimensional
systems one thus observes so-called vector solitons. One particular example is that of
dark-bright solitons [117–120], where one of the components forms a potential well
where the absence of atoms causes its filling by atoms of a different component. If the
atoms of the second component solely populate that region, we talk of a dark-bright
solitonic state. Note that we assume the first component to also feature the phase jump
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associated with a dark soliton. In case of three-component systems, excitations such
as dark-bright-bright (DBB) and dark-dark-bright (DDB) solitons have been discussed
theoretically [121, 122] as well as observed experimentally [123]. Such types of vector
solitons give rise to interesting phenomena as it is possible to redistribute the popu-
lation among the components by means of mutual collisions. For spin-1 systems in
two spatial dimensions, a plethora of spin vortices has been found in numerical studies
[104–109, 124]. Such spin vortices are composed out of vortices in each of the individual
components. The composition is realized in a way that a vortex is also present in the
spin degree of freedom of the system.
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3. Theoretical models
In this chapter, we introduce the theoretical models of the multi-component Bose gases
investigated in the course of this thesis. We start with discussing the basic properties of
U (N )-symmetric Bose gases in Sect. 3.1. Then, we elaborate on the theoretical descrip-
tion of spin-1 Bose gases in Sect. 3.2. For both systems, we further comment on suitable
observables to extract the scaling behavior at non-thermal fixed points. In Sect. 3.3, we
discuss the numerical methods used to simulate the dynamics of the U (N )-symmetric
and spin-1 Bose gas. In Sect. 3.4, we finally make use of a hydrodynamic formulation to
analyze different contributions to the kinetic energy of the systems which allows us to
identify the role of different types of excitations in the universal scaling regime.
3.1. U (N )-symmetric Bose gas
In this section, we discuss the basic properties ofU (N )-symmetric Bose gases, where the
parameter N denotes the number of components. For the numerical simulations we will
later restrict ourselves to the case of N = 3. Nonetheless, we elaborate on the general
case here to highlight some generic characteristics of the model. Furthermore, we study
the model within the large-N limit in order to make analytical predictions for the scaling
behavior at the non-thermal fixed point.
We start in Sect. 3.1.1 by introducing the Hamiltonian and the equations of motion that
govern the time evolution of the system. In Sect. 3.1.2, we derive a low-energy effective
field theory for the U (N )-symmetric model which is based on identifying the relevant
degrees of freedom below a certain energy scale. The resulting low-energy description
allows us to directly infer the scattering properties needed tomake analytical predictions
for the scaling behavior of the system at the non-thermal fixed point within a kinetic
theory approach. Finally, we comment on the observables used to study universal scaling
dynamics in Sect. 3.1.3.
3.1.1. The model
The spatially uniform U (N )-symmetric Bose gas consists of identical particles distin-
guished only by a single property such as the hyperfine magnetic quantum numbers
of the atoms forming the gas. The system in d spatial dimensions is described by a
U (N )-symmetric Gross-Pitaevskii (GP) model with quartic contact interaction in the to-
tal density,
H =
∫
dx
[
−ψ †a
~2
2M
∇2ψa + д
2
ψ †aψ
†
b
ψbψa
]
, (3.1)
where M is the particle mass and space-time field arguments are suppressed. Further,
we sum over the Bose fields, a,b = 1, ...,N , obeying commutators [ψa(x, t),ψ
†
b
(y, t)] =
δabδ(x−y). The gases are thus assumed to occupy the same space and be subject to iden-
tical inter- and intra-species contact interactions quantified by д. In d = 3 dimensions
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the coupling reads
д =
4pi~2a
M
, (3.2)
with a being the respective s-wave scattering length characterizing the contact interac-
tions in the low-energy regime of the model.
In a sense, the U (N )-symmetric model features the most simple interaction term in
analogy to standard ϕ4 interactions in O(N )-symmetric relativistic scalar field theory
models. This makes the model appealing for analytical treatments and offers the pos-
sibility to extract general properties of universal scaling dynamics expected in non-
relativistic Bose gases as discussed in Sect. 2.3.1.
The time evolution of the U (N )-symmetric model is given by the coupled Gross-
Pitaevskii equations (GPEs)
i~∂tψa =
(
− ~
2
2M
∇2 + дψ †
b
ψb
)
ψa . (3.3)
Note that all numerical simulations of the model presented in this thesis are performed
for the three-dimensionalU (3)-symmetric case obtained by setting N = 3 and d = 3.
3.1.2. Low-energy effective field theory
For theU (N )-symmetric model, we aim to make analytical predictions for the universal
scaling expected at the non-thermal fixed point within a kinetic theory approach. Since
we anticipate the scaling behavior to take place at low momentum scales, we make use
of a low-energy effective field theory approach. This allows us to rewrite the theory
in terms of the relevant low-energy degrees of freedom. Deriving the associated low-
energy effective action of the model enables us to directly infer the form of the scattering
terms that enter the kinetic equations.
We make use of the effective action when discussing analytical predictions for the
universal scaling behavior of theU (N )-symmetric Bose gas in Sect. 7.1. This subsection
is taken and adapted from Refs. [37, 52]. For a detailed derivation of the effective action
see Ref. [61]. Note that we use units of ~ = 1 in the following.
The key observation for deriving a low-energy effective field theory is, that theU (N )-
symmetric Gross-Pitaevskii model offers a natural separation of scales which allows us
to identify relevant low-energy degrees of freedom. This is generally done by comparing
the influence of fluctuations of different degrees of freedom of the model below a certain
energy scale. We then integrate out all degrees of freedom whose contributions are sup-
pressed at low momenta such that we end up with an effective low-energy description
of the system in terms of the relevant degrees of freedom. For theU (N )-symmetric Bose
gas, we find phase excitations to dominate in the low-energy regime.
The derivation of the low-energy effective field theory, in a path-integral language,
makes use of the representation of the fluctuating Bose fieldsψa in terms of the particle
densities ρa and phase angles θa ,
ψa(x, t) =
√
ρa(x, t) exp
{
iθa(x, t)
}
. (3.4)
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With this, the Lagrangian of the model in Eq. (3.3) reads
L = −
∑
a
ρa∂tθa + 12M
[
ρa(∇θa)2 + (∇√ρa)2
]  − д2ρ2 , (3.5)
with total density ρ =
∑
a ρa . As a first step, we consider density fluctuations δρa and
phase fluctuations δθa about the uniform ground-state densities ρ
(0)
a = 〈ψ †a (x)ψa(x)〉
and phases θ
(0)
a = 0. Hence, we write ρa = ρ
(0)
a + δρa and θa = δθa and expand
the Lagrangian in Eq. (3.5) up to second order in the fluctuations. The corresponding
linearized equations of motion are given by
∂tθa =
1
4Mρ
(0)
a
∇2δρa − д
∑
b
δρb , (3.6)
∂tδρa = −ρ
(0)
a
M
∇2θa . (3.7)
Going to Fourier space, the equations of motion read
∂tθa(k, t) = − k
2
4Mρ
(0)
a
δρa(k, t) − д
∑
b
δρb(k, t) , (3.8)
∂tδρa(k, t) =
ρ
(0)
a
M
k2θa(k, t) . (3.9)
Taking a further time derivative, we can combine Eq. (3.8) and (3.9) to obtain a Bogoliubov-
type matrix wave equation for the θa ,
∂2t θa(k, t) +
k2
2M
(
k2
2M
δab + 2дρ
(0)
b
)
θb(k, t) = 0 , (3.10)
where Einstein’s sum convention is implied. While, for N = 1, we recover the Bo-
goliubov dispersion, for general N , diagonalization of the coefficient matrix yields the
eigenfrequencies of N − 1 Goldstone (G) and one Bogoliubov (B) mode. The respec-
tive dispersion relations, given by the square roots of the eigenvalues of the coefficient
matrix, read
ωG(k) =
k2
2M
, (3.11)
ωB(k) =
√
k2
2M
(
k2
2M
+ 2дρ(0)
)
. (3.12)
From the corresponding eigenvectors, we find that the Goldstone excitations with a free-
particle-like dispersion correspond to relative phases between different components,
whereas the Bogoliubov quasiparticle mode is related to the total phase.
Note that the Goldstone theorem [125] predicts, due to the spontaneous breaking of
U (N )→ U (N − 1), 2N − 1 gapless Goldstone modes. However, only N of these modes
are independent because of the absence of Lorentz invariance and thus particle-hole
symmetry [126, 127]. Hence, to take account of this fact and distinguish the modes,
we only refer to the quadratic modes as Goldstone ones, whereas the linear one will be
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addressed as Bogoliubov mode.
Similarly to Eq. (3.10), one can derive an evolution equation for the density fluctuations
δρa(k, t). From the solutions of the respective equation, we obtain that the time deriva-
tive of the density fluctuations is dominated by the Bogoliubov mode at low momenta
k  kΞ, such that
∂tδρa(k, t) ∼ ωB(k)δρa(k, t) . (3.13)
Here, kΞ = [2Mρ(0)д]1/2 is the healing-length momentum scale associated with the total
condensate density ρ(0) =
∑
a ρ
(0)
a .
Plugging the relation stated in Eq. (3.13) into Eq. (3.9) and expanding the Bogoliubov
dispersion relation at low momenta yields
δρa(k)
ρ(0)
∼ |k|
kΞ
θa(k)  θa(k) for k  kΞ . (3.14)
Hence, density fluctuations are suppressed in the regime of low momenta as compared
to phase fluctuations, which we identify as the relevant low-energy degree of freedom
of the model.
Integrating out the suppressed density fluctuations δρa at quadratic order of the ex-
pansion of the Lagrangian in Eq. (3.5), we arrive at the low-energy effective action Seff =
Seff,G + S
(3)
eff,nG + S
(4)
eff,nG, with Gaussian (quadratic) as well as three- and four-wave inter-
action parts
Seff,G[θ ] =
∫
k
1
2
 1дG(k) *,δab −
kΞ,akΞ,b/k
2
Ξ
1 + k2/2k2
Ξ
+- ∂tθa(k, t)∂tθb(−k, t)
− ρ
(0)k2
M
θa(k, t)θa(−k, t)
, (3.15)
S
(3)
eff,nG[θ ] =
∫
kk′
1
N 1/2
1
дG(k)
*,δab −
kΞ,akΞ,b/k
2
Ξ
1 + k2/2k2
Ξ
+- kΞkΞ,b k
′(k′ − k)
2M
× ∂tθa(−k, t)θb(k′, t)θb(k − k′, t) , (3.16)
S
(4)
eff,nG[θ ] =
∫
kk′k′′
1
2N
1
дG(k)
*,
δabk2Ξ
k2
Ξ,a
− 1
1 + k2/2k2
Ξ
+- k
′(k′ + k)
2M
k′′(k′′ − k)
2M
× θa(k′, t)θa(−k − k′, t)θb(k′′, t)θb(k − k′′, t) . (3.17)
Here,
∫
k ≡
∫
ddk/(2pi)d , and kΞ,a = [2M ρ
(0)
a д]
1/2 is a momentum scale taking the form
of the inverse healing length of a single component.
We find that the Gaussian part has Luttinger-liquid form [128], with momentum-
dependent coupling function дG(k) = Nдk2/(2k2Ξ). Note that the interaction terms
in Eq. (3.16) and Eq. (3.17) result from a basic three vertex between two phase-angle
fields and one δρa , arising in the expansion of the quadratic kinetic term in the model
in Eq. (3.3), while the cubic and quartic terms in the density fluctuations arising from
the original non-linear term are being neglected. We emphasize that the above stated
effective action allows us to predict scaling exponents for any finite N ≥ 1.
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For simplicity, we consider the large-N limit where we obtain [61]
Seff[θ ] =
∫
k
1
2дG(k)
θa(k, t)
(
−∂2t − (k2/2M)2
)
θa(−k, t)
−
∫
{ki}
k2Ξ,a
k2
Ξ
Nk1 · k2
2M дG(k3)
θa(k1, t)θa(k2, t) ∂tθa(k3, t)δ
( 3∑
i=1
ki
)
+
∫
{ki}
k2Ξ,a
k2
Ξ
N (k1 · k2) (k3 · k4)
8M2 дG(k1 − k2) θa(k1, t) · · · θa(k4, t)δ
( 4∑
i=1
ki
)
. (3.18)
Here,
∫
{ki} denotes an integral over all momenta ki with i ∈ {1, 2, 3} for the three-
wave interaction part and i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} for the four-wave interaction part, respectively.
The low-energy effective action contains interaction terms with momentum-dependent
couplings showing that the resulting theory is non-local in nature, as expected for such
type of effective descriptions [61]. Note that the index G of the coupling refers to the
relevant Goldstone excitations in the large-N limit.
We stress that the derivation of the low-energy effective field theory naturally cov-
ers the non-perturbative scattering regime due to the momentum-depending coupling
дG(k) which remarkably coincides with the universal coupling obtained in the non-
perturbative resummation within the 2PI formalism [56]. Moreover, taking the large-N
limit, the effective action becomes diagonal in component space to leading order in 1/N
and thus breaks up into N independent replicas. This means that the phases θa of the
different components decouple in the limit of large N .
The three- and four-wave interaction parts of the effective action in Eq. (3.18) define the
interactions between the phase excitations and will be used later to describe the scaling
behavior of the time-evolving correlation functions at the non-thermal fixed pointwithin
a kinetic theory approach.
3.1.3. Observables
To make analytical predictions for the scaling exponents within a kinetic theory ap-
proach, we analyze the scaling behavior of the two-point correlator of the phase-excita-
tion quasiparticles given by
fa(k, t) = 〈θa(k, t)θa(−k, t)〉 . (3.19)
To numerically study the universal scaling dynamics of the U (3)-symmetric model, we
make use of two different correlation functions motivated by the capabilities of exper-
imental settings, where one does not have direct access to the phase correlator of the
fundamental Bose fields stated in Eq. (3.19).
A general choice for such models are the occupation number distributions of the com-
ponents in momentum space given by
na(k, t) = 〈|ψa(k, t)|2〉 , (3.20)
with 〈. . . 〉 denoting the average over different runs of the numerical simulation which
will become clear from the discussion in Sect. 3.3. However, as Goldstone excitations
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associated with the relative-phase degree of freedom become dominant in the large-N
limit, we expect the scaling behavior to be predominantly seen in observables that con-
tain information about relative phases. Such information is absent in the occupation
number distribution. Therefore, we additionally study the momentum-space correlator
Cab(k, t) = 〈|(ψ †aψb)(k, t)|2〉 (3.21)
measuring the spatial fluctuations of the relative phases θa−θb between different compo-
nents a and b. We stress that such a correlator is accessible in experiments as it measures
coherences between different Bose fields.
To extract prescaling from the numerical data, we study two types of position-space
correlators, namely the first- and second-order spatial coherence function. The first-
order coherence function
д
(1)
a (r, t) = 〈ψ †a (x+ r, t)ψa(x, t)〉 (3.22)
is obtained as the Fourier transform of the occupation numberna(k, t). As the first-order
coherence function is insensitive to the relative phases, which are expected to become
more and more relevant in the system as we increase the number of components N , we
additionally study the second-order coherence function
д
(2)
ab
(r, t) = 〈ψ †a (x+ r, t)ψb(x+ r, t)ψ †b (x, t)ψa(x, t)〉 . (3.23)
Note that this observable is a four-point correlation function in the fundamental Bose
fieldsψa and results from a Fourier transform of Cab(k, t).
Due to the isotropy of the numerical system, we compute angle-averaged correlation
functions in d = 3 dimensions such that the correlators solely depend on the radial
momentum k = |k| or distance r = |r|, respectively.
3.2. Spin-1 Bose gas
In this section, we focus on spin-1 Bose gases and discuss the basic properties of this type
of multi-component system. We start by introducing the Hamiltonian and the equations
of motion that govern the time evolution of the system in Sect. 3.2.1. As compared to
the U (N )-symmetric case, the spin-1 model contains interactions that break the U (N )-
symmetry. Due to these interactions, the spin-1 system features different phases that
are characterized by means of the respective energetically favored spin configuration.
The presence of such phases offers the possibility to generate far-from-equilibrium con-
figurations by means of instabilities arising from parameter quenches between different
phases. To set the stage for a thorough discussion of potential parameter quenches and
to highlight the rich spin physics of the spin-1 model, we review the mean-field phase
diagram of the spin-1 Bose gas in Sect. 3.2.2. This further allows us to motivate and
identify in Sect. 3.2.3 all those observables, which we will use to study universal scaling
dynamics in spin-1 Bose gases.
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3.2.1. The model
A d-dimensional spin-1 Bose gas with atomic mass M is described by the Hamiltonian
[99]
H =
∫
dx
[
ψ†
(
− ~
2
2M
∇2 +V (x) + qf 2z
)
ψ +
c0
2
ρ2 +
c1
2
|F|2
]
, (3.24)
where ψ = (ψ1,ψ0,ψ−1)T is a three-component bosonic spinor field whose components
account for the magnetic sublevelsmF = 0,±1 of the F = 1 hyperfine manifold. Note
that we suppress space-time arguments of the fields to shorten the notation. The pa-
rameter q is the quadratic Zeeman energy shift which is proportional to an external
magnetic field along the z-direction. It leads to an effective detuning of the mF = ±1
components with respect to themF = 0 component. We are working in a frame where
a homogeneous linear Zeeman shift has been absorbed into the definition of the fields.
Spin-independent contact interactions are described by the term c0ρ2, where ρ =
ψ†ψ ≡ ∑mψ †mψm is the total density. Spin-dependent interactions are characterized
by the term c1 |F|2, where F = ψ†fψ is the spin density and f = (fx , fy, fz) is a vector
that contains the spin-1 matrices in the fundamental representation
fx =
1√
2
*.,
0 1 0
1 0 1
0 1 0
+/- , fy =
i√
2
*.,
0 −1 0
1 0 −1
0 1 0
+/- , fz =
*.,
1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 −1
+/- . (3.25)
The spin-dependent term accounts, among others, for the redistribution of atoms be-
tween the three hyperfine levels via spin-changing collisions [99]. In d = 3 dimensions,
the coupling constants c0 and c1 are given by
c0 =
4pi~2 (a0 + 2a2)
3M
, c1 =
4pi~2 (a2 − a0)
3M
, (3.26)
with the s-wave scattering lengths a0 and a2 of the symmetric spin channels with total
spin 0 and 2.
The spin interaction term and the quadratic Zeeman energy shift break theU (N ) sym-
metry of the Hamiltonian. Both contributions can be viewed as competing energy scales
whose quantitative relation favors different spin configurations. This causes the spin-1
Bose gas to feature distinct phases within the two-dimensional plane spanned by the pa-
rameters c1 and q. The presence of different phases allows for much richer dynamics as
compared to U (N )-symmetric Bose gases and further offers the possibility to generate
far-from-equilibrium configurations by means of parameter quenches between different
phases. In case of c1 = q = 0, Eq. (3.24) reduces to theU (N )-symmetric model stated in
Eq. (3.1) with N = 3.
In experimental systems, the atoms are confined by means of an external trapping
potential V (x) which is typically harmonic. This causes the density of the condensed
gas to become position-dependent as compared to the homogeneous case, V (x) = 0,
where the background density is constant.
The time evolution of the spin-1 system is given by the coupled Gross-Pitaevskii equa-
tions (GPEs)
i~∂tψ =
(
− ~
2
2M
∇2 +V (x) + qf 2z + c0ρ + c1F · f
)
ψ. (3.27)
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Antiferromagnetic
ψAF ∼ *.,
1
0
1
+/-
Polar
ψP ∼ *.,
0
1
0
+/-
Easy-Axis
ψF ∼ *.,
1
0
0
+/- v
*.,
0
0
1
+/-
Easy-Plane
ψEP ∼ *..,
e−iφ
√
1 − q/q0√
2(1 + q/q0)
eiφ
√
1 − q/q0
+//-
q
c1
q0 = 2ρ |c1 |
Figure 3.1.: Mean-field phase diagram of the spin-1 Bose gas in absence of a trapping
potential (V = 0) for vanishing z-component of the magnetization (we are
implicitly accounting here for the fact that the ground state in the easy-axis
phase is degenerate). For c1 > 0, we obtain two different phases. For q > 0,
the system is in the polar phase whereas for q < 0, the system is in the
antiferromagnetic phase. The phase transition occurs at q = 0. For c1 < 0,
three phases exist. In case of q > 2ρ |c1 |, the system is in the polar phase,
for 0 < q < 2ρ |c1 |, it is in the easy-plane phase and for q < 0, it is in the
easy-axis phase. A quantum phase transition (QPT) occurs at q = 2ρ |c1 |.
The phase transition between the easy-plane and easy-axis phase is at q = 0.
Note that q0 = 2ρ |c1 | and ρ is the homogeneous total density. For details
on the ground states see main text. Figure caption taken and adapted from
Ref. [129].
3.2.2. Mean-field phase diagram
To enable universal scaling dynamics, it is essential to prepare the system in an extreme
out-of-equilibrium initial configuration. As aforementioned, such a configuration can be
generated in spin-1 Bose gases bymeans of instabilities arising from parameter quenches
between the different phases of the model. To set the stage for a thorough discussion
of this procedure, we briefly review the mean-field phase diagram of the homogeneous
spin-1 Bose gas, see Ref. [130] for details.
For a mean-field description, we replace the bosonic field operators in Eq. (3.24) by
complex functions resembling the respective field expectation values. The phase dia-
gram is obtained by minimizing the mean-field energy functional of the spin-1 system
in absence of a trapping potential within the (c1,q)-plane. For each phase, we also elab-
orate on the associated mean-field ground state and potential properties of the order-
parameter fields. A schematic plot of the phase diagram is shown in Fig. 3.1. This sub-
section is taken and adapted from Ref. [129].
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(i) polar phase – For c1 > 0, the spin interaction is antiferromagnetic. If q > 0 addi-
tionally, the system is in the polar phase. The ground state is unmagnetized and is given
by the state vector
ψP = e
iϕ√ρ *.,
0
1
0
+/- . (3.28)
Here, ρ is the homogeneous total density of the system and ϕ is a global phase distin-
guishing different realizations of the spontaneous symmetry breaking.
(ii) antiferromagnetic phase – Ifq < 0, but c1 > 0, the system is in the antiferromagnetic
phase. The ground state is again unmagnetized and its state vector reads
ψAF =
√
ρ *.,
eiϕ1
0
eiϕ−1
+/- . (3.29)
Here, ϕ±1 are arbitrary phases of themF = ±1 components. The first-order phase tran-
sition separating the antiferromagnetic and polar phase is at q = 0.
(iii) easy-axis phase – For c1 < 0, the spin interaction is ferromagnetic. If q < 0
additionally, the system is in the easy-axis ferromagnetic phase. The two degenerate
ground states emerge by an explicit symmetry breaking in the mF = ±1 components.
This leads to a state which is either fully magnetized in +z or −z direction, i.e., fz =
(ρ1 − ρ−1) /ρ = ±1. The corresponding state vectors are given by
ψF = e
iϕ√ρ *.,
1
0
0
+/- or ψF = eiϕ
√
ρ *.,
0
0
1
+/- . (3.30)
At q = 0, a first-order phase transition occurs in the system.
(iv) easy-plane phase – For c1 < 0 and 0 < q < q0, with q0 = 2ρ |c1 |, the system is in
the easy-plane ferromagnetic phase in which the mean-field ground state reads
ψEP =
√
ρ
eiϕ
2
*..,
e−iφ
√
1 − q/q0√
2(1 + q/q0)
eiφ
√
1 − q/q0
+//- , (3.31)
whereφ denotes the angle with respect to the spin-x-axis. The complex order-parameter
field in the easy-plane phase is the transversal spin
F⊥ = Fx + iFy =
√
2 (ψ ∗0ψ1 +ψ
∗
−1ψ0) . (3.32)
The ground state gives rise to the mean spin vector lying in the transversal spin plane,
with magnetization | f⊥ | = |F⊥ |/ρ = [1 − (q/q0)2]1/2. At q = q0, the system exhibits a
quantum phase transition (QPT) that breaks the full spin symmetry of the ground state.
For q > q0, the system is again in the polar phase with the unmagnetized ground state
given by Eq. (3.28).
3.2.3. Observables
While we discuss the generation of far-from-equilibrium states via quenches for all types
of spin interactions, we subsequently solely consider universal scaling dynamics in fer-
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romagnetic (c1 < 0) spin-1 Bose gases. We investigate the scaling behavior of the system
after a parameter quench into the easy-plane ferromagnetic phase. We take the transver-
sal spin F⊥, as defined in Eq. (3.32), as our main observable to study the spatio-temporal
scaling evolution of the spin-1 model.
In order to get a qualitative impression of the non-equilibrium dynamics, we show
single realizations of the transversal spin. Potential non-linear and (quasi)topological
excitations are most easily identified when going into the amplitude-phase representa-
tion of the complex order-parameter field. Therefore, we write F⊥ = |F⊥ |eiθF⊥ and depict
both amplitude and phase separately. However, in order to distinguish different types of
spin vortices in the two-dimensional setting, we additionally make use of single realiza-
tions of the fundamental fields ψmF = |ψmF |eiθmF of the differentmF -components. While
different types of spin vortices look the same in the transversal spin degree of freedom,
they are composed of a different structure of topological excitations in the three mF -
components, see Chpt. 6 for details.
For a quantitative analysis of the universal scaling dynamics, we consider averaged
correlations of the transversal spin. Since our system is translationally invariant, we
evaluate these correlations in momentum space by means of the structure factor
S(k, t) = 〈|F⊥(k, t)|2〉 , (3.33)
with 〈. . . 〉 denoting the average over different runs of the numerical simulation which
will become clear from the discussion in Sect. 3.3. Note that due to the isotropy of the nu-
merical system, we compute angle-averaged correlation functions in d > 1 dimensions
such that the correlators solely depend on the radial momentum k = |k|.
Within the scaling regime, the structure factor obeys the scaling form
S(k, t) = (t/tref)
α fs
(
[t/tref]
β k
)
, (3.34)
where fs is a universal scaling function depending on a single variable only. The cor-
responding scaling exponents α and β define the evolution of the single characteristic
length L(t) ∼ t β . The time scale tref denotes some reference time within the temporal
scaling regime.
If the scaling behavior is caused by the mutual annihilation of topological excitations,
a common phenomenon in two-dimensional systems, universality of the process is gen-
erally encoded in the decay laws of these excitations. In that case, the decaying number
of topological excitations is inversely proportional to the power-law growth of the char-
acteristic length L(t) which can be associated with the effective mean distance between
such excitations. Thus, we can deduce the universal scaling exponent β by extracting
the power-law decay of the mean number of topological excitations as a function of the
evolution time, see Chpt. 6 for details.
3.3. Numerical methods
As we are interested in the non-equilibrium dynamics of theU (3)-symmetric and spin-1
Bose gas within a regime of strongly occupied modes, we compute the time evolution
by means of semi-classical simulation methods.
In presence of strong mode occupations, it has been shown that the dynamical evolu-
tion is well described by classical fields [85–87, 131]. Replacing the bosonic field opera-
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tors in the GPEs in Eq. (3.1) and (3.27) by classical complex fields results in the respective
classical equations of motion. Solving these equations for a fixed initial configuration
leads to a mean-field description of the time evolution.
Making use of the semi-classical truncated Wigner approximation allows us to com-
pute the time evolution beyondmean-field level as we include quantum statistical fluctu-
ations in the initial field configurations, which are then evolved according to the classical
equations of motion. Observables, such as correlation functions, are obtained by aver-
aging over many trajectories of the numerical simulation. For details on the truncated
Wigner approximation see Refs. [86, 87].
At this point, it is worthwhile to mention that the GPEs particularly provide an ade-
quate description of the dynamics of dilute gases [110]. Recall that the Bose gas is called
dilute when its inter-particle distance, set by the mean density in the numerical sim-
ulation, is much larger than the respective s-wave scattering length characterizing the
contact interactions. This condition has to be ensured by an appropriate choice of the
numerical density and the interaction parameter.
We numerically solve the equations of motion for both, theU (3)-symmetric and spin-
1 Bose gas, by means of a spectral split-step algorithm. The method is based on treating
the term involving the second-order derivative separately from the other terms in the
equations of motion within each discrete numerical time step. While the derivative term
becomes diagonal and thus simple to evaluate in momentum space, the other terms are
treated in real space. Hence, the split-step algorithm involves a number of Fourier trans-
formations. We can speed up the computations significantly by performing parallelized
discrete fast Fourier transforms on graphical processing units (GPUs). While the non-
linearity in theU (N )-symmetric model is straightforwardly evaluated when solving the
coupled GPEs in Eq. (3.1), one needs a more refined treatment for the spin-interaction
part in Eq. (3.27) when dealing with the spin-1 model. For details and different imple-
mented versions of the split-step algorithm for the spin-1 model see Refs. [132–134].
We remark that in order to solve the equations of motion numerically, we have to
discretize space on a lattice with a given number of grid points in each of the dimensions.
This means that quantities like time, length or densities are measured in units of the
numerical grid spacing. Afterwards we can assign a physical length to the grid spacing
which then defines the physical system that corresponds to our numerical simulation. In
many cases, one simply goes the opposite way, i.e., we take a given physical system and
adjust the grid spacing in a way that we are able to resolve all characteristic scales of the
system in our numerics. Keeping that in mind, it is obvious that we do not have to start
our computation with the dimensionful coupled GPEs, as stated in Eq. (3.1) and (3.27),
but we can consistently rescale the GPEs to rewrite the equations in the task-related
most convenient form.
Throughout this thesis, we use different rescaled versions of the spin-1 GPEs stated in
Eq. (3.27). For example, it can be useful to rescale the equations in a way that only the
ratio between the density and spin coupling remains in the equations of motion. This
is particularly relevant in cases where we want to directly study the influence of the
coupling ratio onto the properties of the system. No matter which type of rescaling is
chosen, one can always transform all quantities back to physical units which allows for a
direct comparison of all numerical results. In order to avoid potential confusion, we will
clearly state how time, length and densities are measured in the respective numerically
studied spin-1 systems in Chpts. 4–6.
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3.4. Hydrodynamic formulation
Apart from using a description by means of Gross-Pitaevskii theory, the physics of ultra-
cold Bose gases can be equivalently captured in a hydrodynamical formulation, where
the equations are expressed in terms of macroscopic observable physical quantities such
as densities and mass currents. Making use of such a formulation allows decomposing
the kinetic energy density of the system into different hydrodynamic contributions.
In particular, we are able to separate contributions to the flow field arising from com-
pressible and incompressible excitations populating the system. While the compressible
part is determined by sound-like collective excitations, the incompressible part contains
information about the topological excitations. Note that the incompressible contribution
to the flow field is only present in d > 1 spatial dimensions. The decomposition of the
kinetic energy density provides information about the dominating type of excitation at
a non-thermal fixed point and furthermore gives insights into the power-law behavior
of the universal scaling function characterizing the fixed point distribution.
In this section, we present a brief definition of the hydrodynamic decomposition of
the spin-1 Bose gas in d > 1 spatial dimensions. The derivation of the decomposition
is analogous for the U (3)-symmetric model. For details of the decomposition see also
Refs. [61, 135]. This section is taken and adapted from Ref. [109].
For simplicity of the expressions, we use units of ~ = 1. In a hydrodynamic formula-
tion [135], the spin-1 system is described by the total density ρ, the spin vector fµ and
the nematic tensor nµν ,
ρ =
∑
m
ψ †mψm (3.35)
fµ =
1
ρ
∑
m,m′
ψ †m
(
fµ
)
mm′
ψm′ , (3.36)
nµν =
1
ρ
∑
m,m′
ψ †m
(
nµν
)
mm′
ψm′ , (3.37)
µ = x ,y, z, with fµ being the spin-1 matrices in the fundamental representation, and
the nematic or quadrupole tensor representation nµν = (fµfν + fν fµ)/2. The superfluid
velocity field v is then given by
v =
−i
2Mρ
∑
m
[
ψ †m (∇ψm) −
(
∇ψ †m
)
ψm
]
. (3.38)
For expressing the hydrodynamic energy, it is useful to define the generalized velocities
corresponding to the quantum-pressure (q), the spin (s), the nematic (n), the incompress-
ible (i) and compressible (c) parts,
w(q) = M−1∇√ρ , w(i,c) = √ρ v(i,c) ,
w
(s)
µ = (2M)
−1√ρ ∇fµ , w(n)µν = (2M)−1
√
2ρ ∇nµν . (3.39)
Here, v(i,c) are obtained by a Helmholtz decomposition of the velocity field v = v(i) +
v(c), with the incompressible part having a vanishing divergence, ∇ · v(i) = 0, and the
compressible part a vanishing curl, ∇ × v(c) = 0.
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Using the hydrodynamic variables, we can express the energy as
E = Ekin +
∫
dx
[c0
2
ρ2 +
c1
2
ρ2 f 2µ + qρnzz
]
. (3.40)
In the U (3)-symmetric model, the last two terms are absent as c1 = q = 0 in this case.
However, as we are interested in the decomposition of the kinetic part of the energy,
Ekin, the following treatment is equivalent for the spin-1 andU (3)-symmetric Bose gas.
For both types of systems the kinetic part reads
Ekin =
1
2M
∫
dx
[
(∇√ρ)2 + ρ
4
(
∇fµ
) 2
+
ρ
2
(
∇nµν
) 2]
+
M
2
∫
dx ρv2 . (3.41)
Hence, in Fourier space, the kinetic-energy spectrum is given by the correlation func-
tions of the generalized velocities
εkin(k) = ε
(q)(k) + ε(c)(k) + ε(i)(k) + ε(s)(k) + ε(n)(k) , (3.42)
averaged over the orientation of the momentum vector,
ε(δ)(k) =
M
2
∫
dΩk〈|w(δ)(k)|2〉 , (δ = q, i, c) (3.43)
ε(s)(k) =
M
2
∫
dΩk〈w(s)µ (k) ·w(s)µ (k)〉 , (3.44)
ε(n)(k) =
M
2
∫
dΩk〈w(n)µν (k) ·w(n)µν (k)〉 , (3.45)
where Einstein’s sum convention is implied. The respective total energies are obtained
as E(δ) =
∫
dx
∫
dk kd−1 ε(δ)(k). The spectrum of the kinetic energy can then be used to
calculate corresponding occupation numbers using the relation
n(δ)(k) = 2M k−2ε(δ)(k) , (3.46)
where δ = q, i, c, s,n. The total occupation number, which is the sum of the occupation
numbers of the different components, is then approximately given by
ntot(k) ≈
∑
δ
n(δ)(k) = 2M k−2εkin(k) . (3.47)
We remark that the total occupation number ntot and 2M k−2εkin(k) deviate from each
other in the regime of infrared momenta below the inverse healing length scale due
to additional contributions from four-point correlations of the fundamental fields con-
tributing to the kinetic energy density, see the discussion in the Appendix of Ref. [40].
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Part II.
Non-thermal fixed points dominated
by topological excitations
35

In the first part of this thesis, we set the basis for discussing universal scaling dynamics
at non-thermal fixed points in multi-component Bose gases far from equilibrium. In the
remainder, we present two classes of fixed points where the scaling behavior is caused
by different excitations of the investigated systems. In this part, we consider universal
scaling dynamics which is dominated by topological excitations whereas we focus on
non-thermal fixed point scaling dominated by collective excitations in the final part of
the thesis.
To illustrate universal scaling dominated by topological excitations, we investigate
the non-equilibrium dynamics of spin-1 Bose gases. In Chpt. 4, we elaborate on the gen-
eration of out-of-equilibrium configurations in spin-1 systems by means of parameter
quenches. Such configurations are a key feature to enable spatio-temporal scaling of
correlations in the subsequent dynamical evolution of the system. We then present nu-
merical results showing bidirectional universal scaling in a one-dimensional spin-1 Bose
gas driven by quasi-topological excitations such as spin textures and kink-like defects in
Chpt. 5. We finally discuss universal scaling involving the growth of two macroscopic
length scales determined by the mutual annihilation of two types of spin vortices in a
two-dimensional spin-1 Bose gas in Chpt. 6.
In order to embed our numerical studies into the broader research context, we briefly
review previous work on universal scaling dynamics dominated by topological excita-
tions. We focus on scaling phenomena reported in single-component and spin-1 Bose
gases which set the appropriate framework for the numerical studies in the remainder
of this part.
Universal ordering processes characterized by the underlying dynamics of (quasi)topo-
logical excitations were commonly discussed in dissipative systems, where they are re-
ferred to as coarsening or phase ordering dynamics [69, 136–142]. Coarsening is a spe-
cific type of universal scaling evolution, generically associated with the phase-ordering
kinetics of a system coupled to a temperature bath, and exhibiting an ordering phase
transition [69]. Typically, the coarsening evolution following a quench into the ordered
phase only involves a single characteristic lengthwhich fixes the scale of the correlations
and evolves as a power law in time. Such a growing length scale can be associated with,
e.g., the coarsening of magnetic domains in the ordered phase. The associated scaling
exponents are determined by the underlying dynamics of the topological excitations and
potential conservation laws [69]. As already mentioned in Sect. 2.1, the concept of non-
thermal fixed points generalizes such universal scaling dynamics to isolated systems far
from equilibrium.
There are numerous experimental and numerical works that study universal scaling
dynamics at non-thermal fixed points where the scaling behavior is governed by the
dynamics of topological excitations. First investigations were made by numerical simu-
lations of single-component Bose gases in two and three spatial dimensions [39, 40, 42].
In these cases, the non-thermal fixed point was identified by a steep infraredmomentum-
space power-law distribution of the particle number distribution. Performing a hydrody-
namic decomposition of the flow field further revealed the dominant role of topological
excitations in such systems. By changing the out-of-equilibrium initial configuration
of the system, it was possible to either make the system approach a non-thermal fixed
point during its subsequent time evolution or directly equilibrate [40]. Recent numeri-
cal studies of a single-component Bose gas in two spatial dimensions uncovered that a
quantum many-body system can be attracted to multiple non-thermal fixed points with
different scaling exponents [45]. It was shown that the initial arrangement and quan-
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tization of vortices can lead to two distinct types of universal scaling behavior. If the
configuration was chosen in a way that the vortices tend to cluster during the time evo-
lution, slowed scaling with exponent β ' 1/5 was extracted from the numerical data as
compared to the case of free vortices characterized by β ' 1/2. The observed strongly
slowed scaling can be interpreted as being due to mutual defect annihilation following
three-vortex collisions and has recently been found consistent with experimental data
[143–145]. The first experimental observation of universal scaling dynamics dominated
by (quasi)topological excitations has been made in a one-dimensional single-component
Bose gas [36]. In this case, the scaling evolution with exponent β ' 1/10 is governed by
the redistribution of solitonic excitations that emerge from shock cooling of the atomic
gas.
Within recent years, spin-1 Bose gases have become of particular research interest for
universal scaling dynamics as they can bewell-controlled in experiments. The rich phase
diagram of the system further allows for a plethora of scaling phenomena. Motivated by
experiments in two spatial dimensions, where domain coarsening of spin textures, with-
out reference to universal scaling, has been observed in the long-time dynamics after a
parameter quench [146], several numerical studies of two-dimensional spin-1 Bose gases
have been carried out. Quenching the spin-1 system into the easy-plane ferromagnetic
phase starting from a polar condensate, universal scaling dynamics was found to be char-
acterized by the annihilation of spin vortices with unmagnetized core [104, 105]. In case
of antiferromagnetic spin interactions, nematic ordering caused by half-quantum vor-
tices could be extracted [107]. In all theseworks, only a single vortex type determined the
universal scaling evolution of the system. The scaling reported in Chpt. 6 is very differ-
ent in nature although it also results from the annihilation of spin vortices. However,
due to the presence of two types of spin vortices with distinctly different decay laws, the
system features the growth of two macroscopic length scales leading to a violation of
single-length scaling. Such a multiple-faceted scaling behavior has later also been found
in a one-dimensional spin-1 Bose gas with antiferromagnetic interactions [103]. Apart
from this, unconventional universal scaling occurred in a one-dimensional spin-1 Bose-
Hubbard model in the superfluid regime which is closely related to the spin-1 Bose gas
[100]. In this case, the scaling results from merging of one-dimensional spin domains.
In addition, studying the non-equilibrium time evolution of the spin-1 Bose-Hubbard
model in one spatial dimension with antiferromagnetic spin interactions revealed uni-
versal scaling dynamics with scaling exponent β'1/3 [101]. In this case, the scaling of
a single macroscopic scale is characterized by the pair annihilation of magnetic solitons
by forming Flemish strings. In Chpt. 5, we report bidirectional universal scaling dynam-
ics in a one-dimensional spin-1 Bose gas. In contrast to the cases mentioned above, the
scaling is characterized by a growingmacroscopic scale and a simultaneously decreasing
microscopic scale. Such an evolution, prototypical for scaling dynamics at a non-thermal
fixed point, is usually not observed in numerical simulations as the build-up of a thermal
tail generally spoils the scaling behavior in the ultraviolet regime of momenta.
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4. Generating far-from-equilibrium
states via quenches
In order to approach a non-thermal fixed point during the time evolution, we have to
prepare the system in an extreme out-of-equilibrium configuration. Such a configuration
can be generated by means of a fast change of a Hamiltonian parameter of the system,
which we refer to as a quench. We already discussed the example of a strong cooling
quench, where one removes all atoms above a certain momentum scale to create the
far-from-equilibrium initial state of the Bose gas (see Sect. 2.1).
In this chapter, we discuss potential scenarios that can be employed to generate far-
from-equilibrium initial configurations in spin-1 Bose gases. Due to the rich phase di-
agram, spin-1 Bose gases offer the possibility to drive the system out of equilibrium by
performing a sudden parameter quench across a phase transition. Such a protocol leads
to instabilities that generate far-from-equilibrium configurations in a controlled fashion
during the early-time dynamics of the system. Note that the short-time dynamics fol-
lowing quenches between different phases of the spin-1model has also been investigated
in experiments [97, 98].
Whether the system features an instability depends on the state of the system prior
to the quench. Such pre-quench states are commonly chosen to be the ground states
of a particular spin-1 phase as they are easily prepared in experimental settings. We
infer the presence of an instability after a parameter quench between different phases
from investigating the dynamical stability of the respective pre-quench state in the post-
quench phase.
The stability properties can be studied by means of Bogoliubov theory which has been
carried out in detail for homogeneous spin-1 systems in Ref. [130]. As we later make use
of instabilities to generate far-from-equilibrium states in one- and two-dimensional ho-
mogeneous spin-1 Bose gases, which set the stage for the subsequent universal scaling
dynamics, we briefly review the results obtained from Bogoliubov theory in the homo-
geneous spin-1 system in Sect. 4.1.
However, far less is known about what happens in the presence, e.g., of an external
trap, as it is commonly the case in experiments [110, 147]. Hence, a major part of this
chapter is devoted to the investigation of the influence of a trapping potential onto the
stability properties of the spin-1 Bose gas. In order to keep the numerical computations
feasible, we consider spin-1 Bose gases in one spatial dimension. We start by refining
the definition of the spin-1 model and by introducing a set of numerical units that is
most suitable for the stability discussion in Sect. 4.2. In order to investigate the stability
properties of the ground states in presence of a trapping potential, we first need to map
out the corresponding mean-field phase diagram, which is presented in Sect. 4.3. To
do so, we make use of a, so-called, continuous-time Nesterov method. We present an
extension of the method, which has been previously applied to one-component systems,
to our multi-component system in Sect. 4.3.2. Subsequently, we solve numerically the
Bogoliubov de-Gennes equations in order to analyze the stability of the ground states of
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the trapped spin-1 system in Sect. 4.4. Finally, we summarize the results and comment
on potential future research in Sect. 4.5.
The content of this chapter is taken and adapted from Ref. [129]. I stress that most of
the parts are taken verbatim from the publication. However, I rearranged the structure
of the presentation. I further added and/or modified formulations to embed the work
into the broader context of this thesis.
4.1. Bogoliubov excitations in a homogeneous spin-1
system
In the following, we give a brief summary of the Bogoliubov theory for the spin-1 ground
states in absence of a trapping potential. The results are summarized in Table 4.1. A
detailed analysis of the homogeneous theory can be found in Ref. [130].
To obtain the Bogoliubov excitation spectra, one first expands the Hamiltonian up to
second order in small fluctuations about a particularmean-field state of the systemwhich
we take to be one of the spin-1 ground states as introduced in Sect. 3.2.2. This proce-
dure then leads to the so-called Bogoliubov de-Gennes equations. Solving the eigenvalue
problem one obtains the Bogoliubov excitation spectra which then enable us to deter-
mine the dynamical stability of the ground states in different phases. We outline this
procedure for the trapped spin-1 system in detail in Sect. 4.4.
Whenever themode energies of the determined Bogoliubov spectra become imaginary,
a dynamical instability occurs as relevant momentum modes will grow exponentially in
time. In that case, the growth rates of the unstable modes can be calculated from the
excitation spectra (i.e., from the imaginary parts of the corresponding eigenfrequencies).
We will use the Bogoliubov predictions made for the homogeneous system for a later
comparison to numerical results obtained for the trapped system.
The following discussion refers to the mean-field phase diagram of the spin-1 system
introduced in Sect. 3.2.2. For the numerical treatment in this chapter, we will use a
unit system where we normalize the interactions of the model by the spin-independent
coupling c0 such that we replace the spin-dependent coupling c1 by the coupling ratio
δ = c1/c0. For details on the unit system see Sect. 4.2. To avoid confusion between
densities of the homogeneous and the trapped system, we denote the homogeneous total
density by ρh throughout this chapter.
4.1.1. Excitations about the polar state
Diagonalizing the Bogoliubov Hamiltonian for a small perturbation about the polar state
ψ ∼ (0, 1, 0)T in a homogeneous spin-1 system, one obtains one phonon mode and two
modes corresponding to excitations in the transverse spin direction.
The spectrum of the phonon mode is given by
EPph(k) =
√
ϵk(ϵk + 2ρhc0), (4.1)
with mode energy ϵk = k2/2 and ρh being the homogeneous total density. This mode is
stable irrespective of the parameters q and δ .
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State Energy spectrum Stability properties in …phase
AF P EA EP
P EPph(k) =
√
ϵk (ϵk + 2ρhc0) S S S S
Es(k) =
√
(ϵk + q) (ϵk + q + 2ρhδ ) U S U U
γs(k˜) =
= (√q (q + 2ρhδ ))  γs(k˜) = ρh |δ | γs(k˜) = = (√q (q + 2ρhδ )) 
for 0 < −q < ρhδ for −ρhδ < q < −2ρhδ
γs(k˜) = ρh |δ | for ρhδ ≤ −q γs(k˜) = ρh |δ | for 0 ≤ q ≤ −ρhδ
AF EAFph (k) =
√
ϵk (ϵk + 2ρhc0) S S S S
Em(k) =
√
ϵk (ϵk + 2ρhδ ) S S (δ > 0), U (δ < 0) U U
γm(k˜) = ρh |δ | γm(k˜) = ρh |δ | γm(k˜) = ρh |δ |
Eg(k) =
√
(ϵk − q)2 + 2ρhδ (ϵk − q) S U S (q < 2ρhδ ) , U (q > 2ρhδ ) U
γg(k˜) =
= (√q (q − 2ρhδ ))  γg(k˜) = ρh |δ | γg(k˜) = ρh |δ |
for q < ρhδ and δ > 0 for ρhδ < q < 0
γg(k˜) = ρh |δ | γg(k˜) = = (√q (q − 2ρhδ )) 
for q ≥ ρhδ and δ > 0 for 2ρhδ < q ≤ ρhδ
EP E0 =
√
ϵk (ϵk + q) U S U S
γ0(k˜) = |q |/2 γ0(k˜) = |q |/2
EA EEAph =
√
ϵk [ϵk + 2 (1 + δ ) ρh] S S S (δ ≥ −1) , U (δ < −1) S (δ ≥ −1) , U (δ < −1)
γ EAph (k˜) =
√
3 (1 + δ ) ρh γ EAph (k˜) = √3 (1 + δ ) ρh
Table 4.1.: Stability properties of the spin-1 ground states derived within homogeneous Bogoliubov theory. The abbreviations P, AF, EP, EA stand
for polar, antiferromagnetic, easy-plane, and easy-axis. Stable regimes of the listed excitation spectra are marked with S, unstable
regimes with U. In case of an instability, the maximal growth rate γ (k˜), with k˜ being the respective most unstable momentum mode,
is stated. The instabilities used in Chpt. 5 and Chpt. 6 to generate far-from-equilibrium configurations which subsequently lead to
universal scaling dynamics are highlighted in blue. Table taken and adapted from Ref. [129].
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The spectrum of the transverse spin excitations reads
Es(k) =
√
(ϵk + q) (ϵk + q + 2ρhδ). (4.2)
This mode is dynamically unstable whenever the parameters q and δ are chosen in a way
that the expression under the square root becomes negative.
(i) antiferromagnetic phase – In case of q < 0 and δ > 0, i.e., in the antiferromagnetic
phase, three different instability regimes exist. For 0 < −q < ρhδ , momentum modes up
to an ultraviolet (UV) cutoff kUV =
√−2q are unstable. The most unstable mode is k˜ = 0
with growth rate
γs
(
k˜
)
= = (Es(0)) = =
(√
q (q + 2ρhδ)
)  , (4.3)
where the symbol = denotes the imaginary part of a complex number. For ρhδ ≤ −q,
the most unstable mode is k˜ =
√−2(q + ρhδ) with growth rate
γs
(
k˜
)
= ρh |δ | . (4.4)
In case of 2ρhδ < −q, an additional infrared (IR) cutoff of the instability region occurs at
kIR =
√−(q + 2ρhδ).
The same scenario as discussed above is present for δ < 0.
(ii) easy-plane phase – For 0 < q < −2ρhδ , i.e, in the easy-plane phase, the first two
of the above stated instability regimes can be found. In case of −ρhδ < q < −2ρhδ ,
the most unstable mode is k˜ = 0 with growth rate given by Eq. (4.3). For parameters
0 ≤ q ≤ −ρhδ , the most unstable mode occurs at k˜ =
√−2(q + ρhδ). The corresponding
growth rate is stated in Eq. (4.4).
We make use of this instability in Chpt. 5 to generate a far-from equilibrium initial
configuration in a one-dimensional homogeneous spin-1 Bose gas. The broad range of
unstable momentum modes at q ' ρhδ is well-suited to initialize bidirectional universal
scaling dynamics of the non-equilibrium system.
(iii) easy-axis phase –Moving to q < 0, i.e., entering the easy-axis phase, the additional
IR cutoff of the instability region occurs as mentioned above. The most unstable mode
is k˜ =
√−2(q + ρhδ) with growth rate given by Eq. (4.4).
4.1.2. Excitations about the antiferromagnetic state
Diagonalizing the Bogoliubov Hamiltonian for a small perturbation about the antiferro-
magnetic state ψ ∼ (1, 0, 1)T in a homogeneous spin-1 system, one obtains one stable
uncoupled phonon mode given by
EAFph (k) =
√
ϵk(ϵk + 2ρhc0). (4.5)
In addition, an uncoupled magnon mode with spectrum
Em(k) =
√
ϵk(ϵk + 2ρhδ) (4.6)
exists. The magnon mode exhibits unstable momentum modes up to a UV cutoff of
kUV =
√−4ρhδ in case of δ < 0. Irrespective of the parameter q, the most unstable
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momentum mode is k˜ =
√−2ρhδ with corresponding growth rate
γm
(
k˜
)
= ρh |δ | . (4.7)
Hence, one finds unstable modes showing the same maximal growth rate within the
polar, easy-plane and easy-axis phase associated with ferromagnetic spin interactions.
Furthermore, a quadratic mode described by
Eg(k) =
√
(ϵk − q)2 + 2ρhδ (ϵk − q) (4.8)
is present in the system.
(i) polar phase – For δ > 0 and q > 0, i.e., in the polar phase for antiferromagnetic
spin interactions, we find two different instability regimes. In case of q < ρhδ , the most
unstable mode occurs at k˜ = 0. Its growth rate reads
γg
(
k˜
)
=
=
(√
q (q − 2ρhδ)
)  . (4.9)
The second regime emerges for q ≥ ρhδ where the most unstable mode becomes k˜ =√
2(q − ρhδ). The growth rate is given by
γg
(
k˜
)
= ρh |δ | . (4.10)
For δ < 0 and q > −2ρhδ , i.e., in the polar phase for ferromagnetic spin interactions, the
quadratic mode is stable.
(ii) easy-plane and easy-axis phase – For δ < 0 and ρhδ < q < −2ρhδ , i.e., in the easy-
plane phase and parts of the easy-axis phase, the most unstable mode is k˜ =
√
2(q − ρhδ)
with growth rate according to Eq. (4.10). A second instability regime occurs within the
easy-axis phase for 2ρhδ < q ≤ ρhδ . Here, k˜ = 0 is the most unstable mode with growth
rate given by Eq. (4.9). For values q < 2ρhδ , the quadratic mode is dynamically stable.
We make use of this type of instability in the easy-plane phase in Chpt. 6 to generate
a far-from-equilibrium initial configuration in a two-dimensional homogeneous spin-1
Bose gas. The subsequent universal scaling dynamics is much richer than simply using
the respective instability arising from the expansion about the polar state due to the
presence of multiple spin vortices.
4.1.3. Excitations about the easy-plane state
Diagonalizing the BogoliubovHamiltonian for a small perturbation about the easy-plane
state ψ ∼
(√
1 − q/q0,
√
2(1 + q/q0),
√
1 − q/q0
)T
in a homogeneous spin-1 system,
where q0 = −2ρhδ , one obtains one gapless mode given by
E0 =
√
ϵk (ϵk + q). (4.11)
This mode is dynamically unstable for q < 0 irrespective of the spin interaction δ . The
most unstable mode is k˜ =
√−q with growth rate
γ0
(
k˜
)
=
q
2
. (4.12)
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We remark that, in addition to the above stated gapless mode, there are two further
Bogoliubov modes that will not be discussed in this thesis.
4.1.4. Excitations about the easy-axis state
Diagonalizing the Bogoliubov Hamiltonian for a small perturbation about the easy-axis
state ψ ∼ (1, 0, 0)T or ψ ∼ (0, 0, 1)T respectively in a homogeneous spin-1 system, one
obtains two single-particle like modes which are stable. The system exhibits an addi-
tional phonon mode with spectrum
EEAph =
√
ϵk [ϵk + 2 (1 + δ) ρh]. (4.13)
This mode is dynamically unstable for δ < −1.
The most unstable mode is k˜ =
√−2(1 + δ)ρh with growth rate given by
γ EAph
(
k˜
)
=
√
3 (1 + δ) ρh. (4.14)
As we are studying experimentally realistic parametric regimes in the following, the
spin coupling |δ | is on the order of ∼ 10−2 so we expect to find no dynamically unstable
modes for the easy-axis state irrespective of the parameter q and the sign of δ .
4.2. The one-dimensional trapped spin-1 Bose gas
Having summarized the key results obtained from Bogoliubov theory of the spin-1 Bose
gas in absence of a trapping potential, we use the remainder of this chapter to investigate
the stability properties in presence of a trapping potential as it is commonly the case in
experimental systems.
In Sect. 3.2, we introduced the d-dimensional spin-1 Bose gas with arbitrary trapping
potential V (x). Here, we consider a one-dimensional (1D) spin-1 Bose gas in a highly
anisotropic harmonic trap with longitudinal (ω‖) and transverse (ω⊥) trapping frequen-
cies chosen such that ω‖  ω⊥. In that case, the wave functions can be separated into a
longitudinal and transverse part. The transverse wave function is the ground state of the
respective harmonic oscillator and can be integrated out to obtain the following system
of coupled 1D mean-field equations for the longitudinal part of the wave function
i~∂tψ±1 = H0ψ±1 + q˜ψ±1 + c(1D)1
(
|ψ±1 |2+|ψ0 |2−|ψ∓1 |2
)
ψ±1 + c
(1D)
1 ψ
2
0ψ
∗
∓1, (4.15)
i~∂tψ0 = H0ψ0 + c(1D)1
(
|ψ1 |2+|ψ−1 |2
)
ψ0 + 2c
(1D)
1 ψ−1ψ
∗
0ψ1. (4.16)
Here,ψ±1 andψ0 are the classical complex bosonic spinor fields and the asterisk denotes
the complex conjugate of the corresponding field. The spin-independent part of the
Hamiltonian is given by
H0 = −[~2/(2M)]∂2x + (1/2)Mω2‖x2 + c0ρ˜ , (4.17)
where ρ˜ = |ψ1 |2+|ψ0 |2+|ψ−1 |2 is the total density. The parameter q˜ denotes the quadratic
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Zeeman energy shift and the effective 1D coupling constants read
c
(1D)
0 =
c0
2pia2⊥
, c
(1D)
1 =
c1
2pia2⊥
, (4.18)
with a⊥ =
√
~/(Mω⊥) being the transverse harmonic oscillator length of the system.
The coupling constants c0 and c1 are given by c0 = 4pi~2 (a0 + 2a2) /(3M) and c1 =
4pi~2 (a2 − a0) /(3M), with the s-wave scattering lengths a0 and a2, see Eq. (3.26).
Measuring time, length and density in units of ~/(c
(1D)
0 ρp), [~
2/(Mc
(1D)
0 ρp)]
1/2 and ρp
respectively with ρp being the peak density of the system, we can write Eqs. (4.15) and
(4.16) in dimensionless form as
i∂tψ±1 = H0ψ±1 + qψ±1 + δ
(
|ψ±1 |2+|ψ0 |2−|ψ∓1 |2
)
ψ±1 + δ ψ 20ψ
∗
∓1, (4.19)
i∂tψ0 = H0ψ0 + δ
(
|ψ1 |2+|ψ−1 |2
)
ψ0 + 2δ ψ−1ψ ∗0ψ1, (4.20)
where H0 = − (1/2) ∂2x + (1/2)Ω2x2 + ρ with ρ = ρ˜/ρp and q = q˜/(c(1D)0 ρp). The
normalized trap strength is
Ω =
3
2 (a0 + 2a2) ρp
(
ω‖
ω⊥
)
(4.21)
and we define
δ =
c
(1D)
1
c
(1D)
0
=
a2 − a0
a0 + 2a2
. (4.22)
Typical values of δ ≈ −5·10−3 and δ ≈ 3·10−2 can be found in 87Rb and 23Na respectively,
see, e.g., Refs. [148, 149].
Wemake use of this particular unit system as it allows us to characterize a broad range
of trapped spinor systems. Varying the coupling ratio δ gives access to different species
of atoms. Normalizing the trap strength to the transversal trapping frequency enables us
to directly tune the effective dimensionality of the system. This is useful to determine a
regime of trapping geometries that show the same physical properties as a homogeneous
one-dimensional setup.
4.3. Ground states and phase diagram of the trapped
spin-1 Bose gas
In Sect. 3.2.2, we introduced the ground states and the corresponding mean-field phase
diagram of the homogeneous spin-1 Bose gas. Note again that in the unit system used
here, the parameter c1 has to be replaced by the coupling ratio δ . As we aim at analyzing
the stability properties of the ground states in presence of a trapping potential, we first
have to map out the phase diagram in presence of the trap. Therefore, we make use of a
continuous-time Nesterov (CTN) scheme. We present an extension of the scheme, previ-
ously applied to one-component systems, to our multi-component system in Sect. 4.3.2.
Finally, we show numerical results obtained with this method for the one-dimensional
trapped spin-1 Bose gas in Sect. 4.3.3.
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4.3.1. Time-independent equations of motion
In the course of this section, we want to determine the ground states of the system
in presence of a trapping potential, i.e., we aim to identify the stationary states of the
trapped system with the lowest eigenenergy. By choosing the general ansatzψm(x , t) =
ψm(x)e
−iµmt withm = 0,±1 and µm being the chemical potential of each spinor compo-
nent, Eqs. (4.19) and (4.20) turn into
µ±1ψ±1 = H0ψ±1 + qψ±1 + δ
(
|ψ±1 |2+|ψ0 |2−|ψ∓1 |2
)
ψ±1
+ δ ψ 20ψ
∗
∓1e
−i(2µ0−µ1−µ−1)t , (4.23)
µ0ψ0 = H0ψ0 + δ
(
|ψ1 |2+|ψ−1 |2
)
ψ0 + 2δ ψ−1ψ ∗0ψ1e
−i(µ1+µ−1−2µ0)t . (4.24)
A stationary state resulting from Eqs. (4.23) and (4.24) has to fulfill the phase matching
condition 2µ0 − µ1 − µ−1 = 0. As a population imbalance between themF = ±1 com-
ponents is not favored, independent of the choice of the couplings in the equations of
motion, we assume that µ1 = µ−1 for all stationary states considered in this thesis. This
implies that µ0 = µ1 = µ−1 ≡ µ. The time-independent equations of motion thus read:
F±1(ψ1,ψ0,ψ−1,ψ ∗1 ,ψ ∗0 ,ψ ∗−1) ≡ − µψ±1 + H0ψ±1 + qψ±1
+ δ
(
|ψ±1 |2+|ψ0 |2−|ψ∓1 |2
)
ψ±1
+ δ ψ 20ψ
∗
∓1
=0, (4.25)
F0(ψ1,ψ0,ψ−1,ψ ∗1 ,ψ ∗0 ,ψ ∗−1) ≡ − µψ0 + H0ψ0
+ δ
(
|ψ1 |2+|ψ−1 |2
)
ψ0
+ 2δ ψ−1ψ ∗0ψ1
=0. (4.26)
Here, we introduced functions F0,±1 as abbreviations for the time-independent equations
of motion which will be of practical use in Sect. 4.4.2.
Various first- and second-order methods can be applied to find solutions to the above
stated equations of motion. A commonly used method for such a problem is an exact
Newton scheme. It is a second-order method involving the explicit calculation of the
Jacobian. A major advantage of the Newton scheme is that it is not restricted to finding
ground states (i.e., the global energy minimum) of a physical system. On the other hand,
a disadvantage of this scheme is that an adequate initial guess for the wave functions,
proximal to the true solution, is needed to ensure convergence.
For the trapped spin-1 system, however, a priori, we do not know where the quantum
phase transition (QPT) between the easy-plane and polar phase is located. Moreover, our
initial guesses in the trapped case may not be sufficiently accurate. Thus, the Newton
method might fail to converge to the true ground state. In that light, we first focus
on a method which is able to map out the spin-1 phase diagram independently of the
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specifics of the initial guess. Nonetheless, we will make use of the Newton method
lateron in order to find a specific state of interest also within a phase where it is not the
ground state anymore. This is required to perform the stability analysis for a given state
throughout the whole (δ ,q)-plane of the spin-1 phase diagram. The Newton scheme for
the spin-1 system will be discussed in detail in Sect. 4.4.1.
4.3.2. Continuous-time Nesterov scheme
For simplicity, let us assume that we are interested in the variational problem ofminimiz-
ing the function G(x). Following the classical discrete-time Nesterov (mirror descent)
algorithm [150], it has been shown in the work presented in Ref. [151] that one can for-
mulate a continuous-time analogue. This involves a second-order ordinary differential
equation (ODE), which in some sense generalizes standard gradient descent schemes.
The ODE is given by
x¨ +
3
t
x˙ +
d
dx
G(x) = 0, (4.27)
where the dots denote derivatives with respect to the continuous time variable t . We re-
fer to this scheme as the continuous-time Nesterov (CTN) method. In general, Eq. (4.27)
can be viewed as describing the damped motion of a particle in a potentialG(x). In con-
trast to standard gradient descent schemes, we are dealing with a second-order differ-
ential equation resulting in the “acceleration vector” pointing into the direction of the
steepest descent. The strength of the damping ∼ t−1 explicitly depends on the evolu-
tion time, i.e., the damping is large at small times when the particle is, comparatively,
further away from the fixed point solution and decreases as the fixed point solution is
approached, which is ensured by choosing an appropriate time step as well as a proper
preconditioner when solving Eq. (4.27) numerically. The preconditioner is an operator
(or upon discretization, amatrix) that helps solving the linear system at hand by reducing
its condition number.
The CTN method can be optimized by introducing a gradient restarting scheme, see
Refs. [151, 152]. Following that scheme in two or three spatial dimensions, the time t is
reset to 1 when the angle between the negative gradient −∇G(x) of the function G that
we are trying to extremize and x˙ is larger than 90 degrees and a pre-specified amount of
time tres has elapsed. In one spatial dimension this geometrical condition boils down to
the inner product of −dG(x)/dx and x˙ being smaller than 0. Gradient restarting ensures
that the CTN is sufficiently damped in all stages of the evolution. This can be intuitively
understood when thinking again of the motion of a particle in a potential. The inner
product of −dG/dx and x˙ being smaller than 0 means that our particle is moving in the
direction of the fixed point solution. To avoid possible oscillations of the solution in the
vicinity of the fixed point in case of weak damping, we then reset the time which results
in a large damping of the motion. Note that gradient restarting is only useful when the
specific geometrical condition stated above is fulfilled. We refer to the optimized scheme
as accelerated continuous-time Nesterov (ACTN) method.
In Ref. [152], it has recently been shown that the CTN method and its accelerated ver-
sion can also be applied to functionals and can be used for finding stationary states of
partial differential equations (PDEs). In particular, the CTNmethod was utilized for ana-
lyzing stationary states in a one-component Bose gas in one and two spatial dimensions.
Here, we extend the CTNmethod to a multi-component system, illustrating its ability to
capture ground states in a wide range of parametric regimes and rather independently
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of the specifics of the initial guess. Following the steps of [152], which are based on the
replacements x → ψ (x) and dG/dx → F (ψ (x)), i.e., replacing derivatives with respect
to the spatial coordinate x by functional derivatives with respect to the field ψ (x), we
obtain a PDE for the evolution (towards equilibrium) of the field ψ in space and time.
Generalizing the replacements for all hyperfine components, the CTN scheme for the
spin-1 system assumes the form:
0 = ψ¨±1 +
3
t
ψ˙±1 − [−H0ψ±1 − qψ±1
−δ
(
|ψ±1 |2+|ψ0 |2−|ψ∓1 |2
)
ψ±1 − δ ψ 20ψ ∗∓1 + µψ±1
]
, (4.28)
0 = ψ¨0 +
3
t
ψ˙0 −
[
−H0ψ0 − δ
(
|ψ1 |2+|ψ−1 |2
)
ψ0
− 2δ ψ−1ψ ∗0ψ1 + µψ0] . (4.29)
Note that the overdot denotes a partial derivative with respect to time as we are per-
forming a distributed minimization by solving the partial differential equations of the
above system. We use a second-order center difference scheme for approximating the
second derivative and a first-order backward difference scheme for approximating the
first derivative with respect to time. This leads to the following evolution equations
ψn+1±1 =
(
2 − 3
n
)
ψn±1 + (∆t)
2
[
−H0ψn±1 − qψn±1
−δ
(
|ψn±1 |2+|ψn0 |2−|ψn∓1 |2
)
ψn±1 − δ
(
ψn0
) 2 (
ψn∓1
) ∗
+ µψn±1
]
−
(
1 − 3
n
)
ψn−1±1 , (4.30)
ψn+10 =
(
2 − 3
n
)
ψn0 + (∆t)
2
[
−H0ψn0 − δ
(
|ψn1 |2+|ψn−1 |2
)
ψn0
− 2δ ψn−1
(
ψn0
) ∗
ψn1 + µψ
n
0
]
−
(
1 − 3
n
)
ψn−10 , (4.31)
where t = n∆t with time step∆t and n being the number of iterations made. Naturally,
we mean by the superscript thatψni = ψi(n∆t) = ψi(t).
Making use of gradient restarting, the ACTN scheme for the spin-1 system is given by
ψn+1±1 =
(
2 − 3
n˜
)
ψn±1 + (∆t)
2
[
−H0ψn±1 − qψn±1
−δ
(
|ψn±1 |2+|ψn0 |2−|ψn∓1 |2
)
ψn±1 − δ
(
ψn0
) 2 (
ψn∓1
) ∗
+ µψn±1
]
−
(
1 − 3
n˜
)
ψn−1±1 , (4.32)
ψn+10 =
(
2 − 3
n˜
)
ψn0 + (∆t)
2
[
−H0ψn0 − δ
(
|ψn1 |2+|ψn−1 |2
)
ψn0
− 2δ ψn−1
(
ψn0
) ∗
ψn1 + µψ
n
0
]
−
(
1 − 3
n˜
)
ψn−10 . (4.33)
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Here, n˜ starts at 1 and is increased by 1 in each iteration step. n˜ is then reset to 1 when the
(discretized in time) multicomponent generalization of the gradient restarting condition
for functionals
0 <
〈
−H0ψn1 − qψn1 − δ
(
|ψn1 |2+|ψn0 |2−|ψn−1 |2
)
ψn1
−δ
(
ψn0
) 2 (
ψn−1
) ∗
+ µψn1 , ψ
n+1
1 −ψn1
〉
+
〈
−H0ψn0 − δ
(
|ψn1 |2+|ψn−1 |2
)
ψn0
− 2δ ψn−1
(
ψn0
) ∗
ψn1 + µψ
n
0 , ψ
n+1
0 −ψn0
〉
+
〈
−H0ψn−1 − qψn−1 − δ
(
|ψn−1 |2+|ψn0 |2−|ψn1 |2
)
ψn−1
−δ
(
ψn0
) 2 (
ψn1
) ∗
+ µψn−1 , ψ
n+1
−1 −ψn−1
〉
(4.34)
is satisfied and n > nres holds. Here, 〈a ,b〉 = ∑i a∗i bi denotes the complex inner product.
To successfully apply the ACTN method, a preconditioner has to be included. We
choose the preconditioner to be P = c −d2/dx2, with the variable x being the argument
of the fields ψm(x) and the constant c being a real number. Due to the damping term
in the ACTN scheme, we additionally need to normalize the wave functions to the total
particle number N after each iteration step. The chemical potential µ is treated as a
Lagrangemultiplier and can be calculated from either Eqs. (4.25) or (4.26). The full ACTN
scheme with µ being calculated from Eq. (4.26) can be written as
µn =
〈
−H0ψn0 − δ
(
|ψn1 |2+|ψn−1 |2
)
ψn0 − 2δψn−1
(
ψn0
) ∗
ψn1 , P
−1ψn0
〉〈
ψn0 , P
−1ψn0
〉 , (4.35)
ψ˜n+1±1 =
(
2 − 3
n˜
)
ψn±1 + (∆t)
2 P−1
[
−H0ψn±1 − qψn±1
−δ
(
|ψn±1 |2+|ψn0 |2−|ψn∓1 |2
)
ψn±1 − δ
(
ψn0
) 2 (
ψn∓1
) ∗
+µnψ
n
±1
]
−
(
1 − 3
n˜
)
ψn−1±1 , (4.36)
ψ˜n+10 =
(
2 − 3
n˜
)
ψn0 + (∆t)
2 P−1
[
−H0ψn0 − δ
(
|ψn1 |2+|ψn−1 |2
)
ψn0
− 2δ ψn−1
(
ψn0
) ∗
ψn1 + µnψ
n
0
]
−
(
1 − 3
n˜
)
ψn−10 , (4.37)
ψn+10,±1 =
ψ˜n+10,±1
√
N[〈
ψ˜n+11 , ψ˜
n+1
1
〉
+
〈
ψ˜n+10 , ψ˜
n+1
0
〉
+
〈
ψ˜n+1−1 , ψ˜
n+1
−1
〉] 1/2 . (4.38)
The convergence of the method depends on the choice of the constant c in the precondi-
tioner P , the time step ∆t as well as the minimum number of iterations that have to be
performed before applying the gradient restarting nres. Note that the ACTN scheme
can also be carried out in Fourier space which allows for a straightforward compu-
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Figure 4.1.: Absolute value squared of the ground state wave functions, |ψm(x)|2, with
m = 0,±1 and the corresponding spin configurations, |Fν (x)|, with ν =
z,⊥ as a function of the spatial position x obtained by means of the ACTN
method for a trapped spin-1 Bose gas. The four panels correspond to values
of (δ ,q) of (a) (5 · 10−3,−0.1), (b) (5 · 10−3, 0.1), (c) (−5 · 10−3,−0.1) and (d)
(−5 · 10−3, 0.1). The wave function of themF = 0 component is depicted by
a dash-dotted orange line. ThemF = ±1 components are shown with blue
dots and red dashes respectively. The total density
∑
m |ψm(x)|2 is illustrated
by the grey solid line. The amplitude of the transversal spin |F⊥ | is given by
the solid black line and the amplitude of the Fz-magnetization by the green
dashes. The analysis is performed for parameters Ω = 10−2 and N = 20000
to mimic experimental settings. The associated phases of the spin-1 system
are shown in the titles of the subplots. Note the scale of the amplitude of the
spin in panels (a) and (b), which illustrates the numerical error arising from
the error tolerance used for the ACTN scheme. Figure taken and adapted
from Ref. [129].
tation of the action of the inverse of the preconditioner on Fourier modes P−1eikx =
[1/(c + k2)]eikx .
4.3.3. Numerical results
In this subsection, we apply the ACTN method to map out the phase diagram for our
trapped spin-1 Bose gas. Motivated by considerations of experimentally accessible re-
gimes, see, e.g., Refs. [148, 149], we choose |δ | = 5 ·10−3, Ω = 10−2 and N = 20000. The
numerics is performed on a one-dimensional grid with Ng = 512 grid points and the
error tolerance of the ACTN is set to 10−10. The choice of parameters can correspond
to a 1D condensate with peak density ρp ≈ 93 · 106m−1 confined in a trap with ω⊥ =
100ω‖ = 2pi · 200 Hz.
To provide a specific example, we now discuss the numerically obtained ground states
for a quadratic Zeeman energy of |q | = 0.1 (using the dimensionless units introduced
in Sect. 4.2). Our initial guess of the wave function is a Gaussian, centered around the
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middle of the trap, with width σ = 500/
√
2 in each of themF components. To converge
to the ground state in the easy-axis phase, we need to explicitly break the symmetry
between the mF = ±1 components. As the equations of motion are symmetric in the
mF = ±1 components we have to impose a slight imbalance between them in the initial
wave function. We find that an imbalance of 0.2% is sufficient to let the system converge
to either one or the other degenerate easy-axis ground state. Note that this does not
affect the generality of the method to find ground states of the system without the need
of an accurate initial guess.
The absolute value squared of the ground state wave functions and the correspond-
ing spin configurations are depicted in Fig. 4.1. We start by discussing the results for
antiferromagnetic spin interactions, which in our study corresponds to δ = 5 · 10−3.
(i) polar phase –Convergence to the ground state atq = 0.1within our preset tolerance
is reached after ' 700 iterations. The corresponding absolute value squared of the wave
functions only being non-zero for themF = 0 component as well as the vanishing spin
(see Fig. 4.1(b)) clearly shows that the system is in the polar phase. The chemical potential
of the ground state is µ = 22.4. This value corresponds to µ = ρpc0 obtained within the
Thomas-Fermi approximation.
(ii) antiferromagnetic phase – In case of q = −0.1, the ACTN method needs ' 600
iterations to converge to the ground state. The data in Fig. 4.1(a), showing an equal non-
zero absolute value squared of the wave functions of the mF = ±1 components and a
vanishing spin, confirms that the system is in the antiferromagnetic phase. The chemical
potential here is µ = 22.3.
For both settings (i) and (ii) we find that taking the parameters ∆t = 0.5, c = 7 and
nres = 50 leads to an efficient convergence of the numerical scheme.
In the following, we present the results obtained for ferromagnetic spin interactions,
which in our case is represented by δ = −5 · 10−3.
(iii) easy-axis phase – At q = −0.1, we find two degenerate ground states after '
10000 iterations. The system is in the easy-axis phase which is validated by the non-
zero Fz-magnetization (see Fig. 4.1(c)). The chemical potential is µ = 22.23. Efficient
convergence of the ACTN is reached for parameters ∆t = 0.5, c = 15 and nres = 100.
(iv) easy-plane phase – At q = 0.1, it takes ' 2000 iterations to converge to the ground
state. The transversal spin depicted in Fig. 4.1(d) clearly shows that the system is in the
easy-plane phase. The chemical potential is found to be µ = 22.38. Taking the ACTN
parameters to be∆t = 0.5, c = 7 and nres = 200 leads to an efficient convergence of the
scheme in this case.
The zero-temperature phase transition between the easy-plane and the polar phase oc-
curs at q = q0. In a homogeneous system described on the level of mean-field equations
the transition is determined by q0 = 2ρh |δ |, where ρh is the homogeneous total density
of the system. In a trapped system it is a priori not clear which density, if any, might
enter this type of critical-point relation.
Using the ACTN method, we are able to numerically determine the position of the
phase transition within our mean-field approximation. To do so, we continuously in-
crease the quadratic Zeeman energy starting at q = 0 and let the ACTN converge to
the corresponding ground state. We then calculate the amplitude of the transverse spin
|F⊥(x)| for the ground-state configuration. Crossing the phase transition, the transverse
spin should drop to zero as the system enters the unmagnetized polar phase. We define
the phase transition to occur when |F⊥(x)|∞ < 10−2, where | · |∞ denotes the L∞ norm.
We find q0 = 0.2236 to mark the phase transition in the trapped system. This value is
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in good agreement with qp0 = 2ρp |δ | = 0.224 corresponding to the peak density. The
position of the phase transition is thus determined by the peak density of the trapped
system. Note that the ACTNmethod needs ' 4 ·105 iterations to converge to the ground
state in the vicinity of the phase transition. Hence, we observe that the number of iter-
ations needed to converge to the ground state increases significantly close to the phase
transition. Nevertheless, the method is still able to converge to the relevant ground state.
Choosing a value of q > q0, i.e., being again in the polar phase, the same parame-
ters ∆t , c and nres as for the polar phase with antiferromagnetic spin interactions can
be used to achieve an efficient convergence of the ACTN scheme, i.e., the convergence
of the numerical scheme is independent of the sign of δ as this term vanishes for an
unmagnetized state.
4.4. Stability analysis of the trapped spin-1 Bose gas
In this section, we perform the stability analysis for the spin-1 ground states throughout
the (δ ,q)-plane of the spin-1 phase diagram. The stability properties are extracted by
numerically solving the Bogoliubov de-Gennes (BdG) equations in presence of a trapping
potential. The BdG equations are obtained by considering small perturbations about a
possible stationary state of the system to linear order.
We compare numerical results for the trapped setup with Bogoliubov theory in a ho-
mogeneous spin-1 system discussed in Sect. 4.1. Solving the BdG equations describing
the linear excitations about a particular stationary state, requires to first determine the
wave functions of this state. To find the desired stationary state for any parameter set
(δ ,q), we employ a highly accurate Newton scheme, which we introduce in Sect. 4.4.1.
We then derive the BdG equations for the one-dimensional trapped spin-1 Bose gas in
Sect. 4.4.2. Finally, we discuss the numerically obtained stability properties of the spin-1
ground states in Sect. 4.4.3.
4.4.1. Determining the wave functions of stationary states within
the (δ ,q)-plane using an exact Newton method
Performing the stability analysis of the different states discussed above within the (δ ,q)-
plane of the spin-1 phase diagram, i.e., especially in regions where they are not the
ground state anymore, requires to first numerically determine their wave functions for
any given set of parameters (δ ,q). To achieve this goal, we employ an exact Newton
method which is also capable of converging to excited states of the system. However, as
highlighted above, this requires an initial guess for the wave function which is close to
the desired state. The Newton scheme for the spin-1 system can be cast into the form of
a six-dimensional matrix equation:
J∆ψ = F , (4.39)
where F = (F1,F0,F−1,F ∗1 ,F ∗0 ,F ∗−1)T is a vector that contains the time-independent
equations of motion (see Eqs. (4.25) and (4.26)) as well as their complex conjugated ver-
sions and ∆ψ gives the correction to the wave function of the previous iteration of the
Newton scheme with ψ = (ψ1,ψ0,ψ−1,ψ ∗1 ,ψ
∗
0 ,ψ
∗
−1)
T being a vector of all spinor fields.
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The Jacobian J is given by the matrix
Jij =
∂Fi
∂ψj
, (4.40)
where i, j ϵ {0, . . . , 5} and the partial derivative is evaluated at the current wave function
ψ . Note that we end up with a 6Ng × 6Ng matrix when takingNg grid points to discretize
the wave functions.
As we wish to converge to a state with fixed particle number, we introduce a Lagrange
multiplier λ for the chemical potential µ. This adds the following constraint to our New-
ton scheme
Fλ ≡
∫ (
|ψ1 |2 + |ψ0 |2 + |ψ−1 |2
)
dx − N = 0. (4.41)
Consequently, we get an additional row and column in the Jacobian such that we are
dealing with 6Ng + 1 equations in the Newton scheme. The modified scheme can be
written as
J˜∆ψ˜ = F˜ , (4.42)
with ψ˜ = (ψ1,ψ0,ψ−1,ψ ∗1 ,ψ
∗
0 ,ψ
∗
−1, λ)
T . Note that allψ
(∗)
m are vectors containing the wave
function at grid points 1, . . . ,Ng. In each iteration step, we calculate F˜ and evaluate the
Jacobian J˜ of the system. The second derivative occurring in the equations of motion is
obtained bymeans of a second-order center difference scheme. By solving the eigenvalue
equation (4.42), we obtain the correction to the wave function∆ψ˜ . The Newton scheme
terminates if the correction is smaller than a preset tolerance.
4.4.2. Bogoliubov de-Gennes equations
The stability properties of a specific stationary state are deduced from numerically solv-
ing the corresponding Bogoliubov de-Gennes (BdG) equations. In this subsection, we
present the derivation of the BdG equations for the trapped spin-1 system and elaborate
on how to subsequently solve them.
As a first step, we have to linearize the equations of motion about the stationary state
of interest. Thus we take the ansatz
ψm(x , t) = [Φm(x) + ϵδψm(x , t)] e
−iµt , (4.43)
with m = 0,±1 labeling the three hyperfine components and Φm(x) being the wave
function of each component at the stationary state; µ is the corresponding chemical
potential; ϵ is a (formal) small parameter with ϵ  1 and δψm is the perturbation about
the stationary state.
Note that a “δ” is used here as a symbol to differentiate between the wave function of
the stationary state and its fluctuations and should not be confused with the coupling
parameter in the Hamiltonian of the model.
Plugging this ansatz into Eqs. (4.19) and (4.20) we obtain
iϵ∂tδψm = Fm (Φ1 + ϵδψ1,Φ0 + ϵδψ0,Φ−1 + ϵδψ−1,
Φ∗1 + ϵδψ
∗
1 ,Φ
∗
0 + ϵδψ
∗
0 ,Φ
∗
−1 + ϵδψ
∗
−1) . (4.44)
Here, the Fm are the functions introduced in Eqs. (4.25) and (4.26).
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Figure 4.2.: Real (<) and imaginary (=) parts of the mode frequencies ω resulting from
the BdG analysis of the polar state ψ ∼ (0, 1, 0)T within the (a) antiferro-
magnetic (δ ,q) = (5 · 10−3,−0.1), (b) polar (5 · 10−3, 0.1), (c) easy-axis
(−5 · 10−3,−0.1) and (d) easy-plane (−5 · 10−3, 0.1) phase. In panels (a),
(c) and (d) we see a continuum band of mode frequencies along the real and
the imaginary axis indicating that the frequencies are either purely real or
purely imaginary. The red crosses mark the predicted mode frequency with
the largest imaginary part within the given parameter regime derived from
homogeneous Bogoliubov theory by replacing the homogeneous density by
the peak density of the trapped system. The prediction is in good agreement
with the largest imaginary part of the numerically obtained mode frequen-
cies. In panel (b) we only show the neutral and the dipolar mode of the
system. Their appearance as the lowest eigenmodes confirms that our BdG
method is working properly. Figure taken and adapted from Ref. [129].
Linearization of the equations of motion (4.44) boils down to a Taylor expansion of Fm
to first order in ϵ . The expansion for Fm reads
Fm (. . . ) = Fm (Φ) + ϵ

(
∂Fm
∂Φ1
)
|Φ
δψ1 +
(
∂Fm
∂Φ0
)
|Φ
δψ0
+
(
∂Fm
∂Φ−1
)
|Φ
δψ−1 +
(
∂Fm
∂Φ∗1
)
|Φ
δψ ∗1 +
(
∂Fm
∂Φ∗0
)
|Φ
δψ ∗0
+
(
∂Fm
∂Φ∗−1
)
|Φ
δψ ∗−1
 + O
(
ϵ2
)
. (4.45)
Here, Φ = (Φ1,Φ0,Φ−1,Φ∗1,Φ
∗
0,Φ
∗
−1) is a vector containing the wave functions at the
stationary state. Note that Fm (Φ) = 0 for all components as Φ is a stationary state of
the system. The partial derivatives of Fm are taken with respect to the stationary fields
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Figure 4.3.: Squared mode frequencies ω2 as a function of the mode number n for the
trapped system (colored dots) as compared to the homogeneous setting
(black diamonds). The depicted data points for the trapped case are ob-
tained by means of the BdG analysis of the polar state using the parameters
−0.35 ≤ q/ρpδ ≤ 0, δ = 5 ·10−3 and Ω = 10−2. Data points for the homoge-
neous case result from Eq. (4.2) using momenta kn = pin/Lb associated with
the n-th eigenmode in a one-dimensional box of length Lb = 2RTF, where
RTF is the Thomas-Fermi radius of the corresponding trapped system. The
presence of the trap leads to a reduction of the growth rates for all unstable
modes except the most unstable one. However, it appears to have no effect
on the crossing point to the stable regime. Themode frequencies are given in
units of npδ . The grey dashed line marks the transition between the unstable
(ω2 < 0) and the stable (ω2 > 0) regime of modes. Figure taken and adapted
from Ref. [129].
and are then evaluated at Φ. To order ϵ we thus obtain
i∂tδψm =
(
∂Fm
∂Φ1
)
|Φ
δψ1 +
(
∂Fm
∂Φ0
)
|Φ
δψ0 +
(
∂Fm
∂Φ−1
)
|Φ
δψ−1
+
(
∂Fm
∂Φ∗1
)
|Φ
δψ ∗1 +
(
∂Fm
∂Φ∗0
)
|Φ
δψ ∗0 +
(
∂Fm
∂Φ∗−1
)
|Φ
δψ ∗−1. (4.46)
To solve the BdG equations, we make use of the ansatz
δψm(x , t) =
(
um(x)e
−iωt +v∗m(x)eiω
∗t
)
, (4.47)
with mode functions um,vm and mode frequency ω. Inserting the ansatz into Eq. (4.46)
and matching the phase factors to obtain a time-independent description, we end up
with a system of six coupled equations. We canwrite the BdG equations as an eigenvalue
problem of the form
J¯M = −ωM . (4.48)
Here,M = (u1,u0,u−1,v1,v0,v−1)T is a vector that contains all eigenmodes of the sys-
tem. Note again that the vector has 6Ng entries after the discretization on a grid with
Ng grid points. The matrix J¯ turns out to be the Jacobian introduced in Eq. (4.40) whose
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lower half of entries is multiplied by a factor of −1. We can formally write it as
J¯ij = [1 − 2Θ(i − 3)] (Jij)|Φ , (4.49)
where i, j ϵ {0, . . . , 5} and the Heaviside theta function Θ is defined as Θ(z) = 1 for
z ≥ 0.
The mode frequencies ω correspond to the eigenvalues of J¯ and the mode functions
um,vm are given by the eigenvectors. We numerically solve the eigenvalue problem in
Eq. (4.48) using the standard −geev LAPACK routines in python. Eigenmodes corre-
sponding to mode frequencies with a non-zero imaginary part are dynamically unstable
as they grow in time. Their growth rate is given by the magnitude of the imaginary part.
4.4.3. Numerical results
In the following, we discuss the stability properties of the spin-1 ground states in pres-
ence of a trapping potential. We investigate those properties for the polar, antiferromag-
netic, easy-plane and easy-axis state, respectively. The numerical settings are taken to
be the same as in Sect. 4.3.3, i.e., we take parameters |δ | = 5 · 10−3 for the spin coupling
and Ω = 10−2 for the normalized trap strength. We finally study the dependence of
the stability properties on the strength of the spin coupling δ and the normalized trap
strength Ω for the example case of the polar state.
Excitations about the polar state
We investigate the dynamical stability of the polar state ψ ∼ (0, 1, 0)T throughout the
different phases of our trapped spin-1 system. To get an overview of the stability prop-
erties of the polar state, we discuss results of the BdG analysis obtained for the case
example of |q | = 0.1. The initial guess for the wave functions used in the Newton
scheme is taken to be a Gaussian, centered around the middle of the trap, with width
σ = 500/
√
2 in themF = 0 component and 0 in themF = ±1 components. The New-
ton method converges to the polar state in any of the phases within 10 iterations when
setting the error tolerance to 10−10. Due to a finite accuracy of the eigenvalue solver, we
only consider eigenmodes with imaginary part larger than 10−4 as modes with non-zero
imaginary part.
(i) polar phase – To check whether our numerical BdG analysis is working properly,
we first study the stability of the polar state inside the polar phase, i.e., at the parameter
pair (δ ,q) = (5 · 10−3, 0.1). As the polar state is the ground state in this phase it has to
be stable. This corresponds to all mode frequencies ω being real. Performing the BdG
analysis, we find the imaginary parts of all obtained eigenmodes to be zero within our
tolerance. This confirms the expected stability of the polar state within the polar phase.
Fig. 4.2(b) shows the imaginary (=(ω)) and real (<(ω)) part of the two energetically
lowest eigenmodes. The mode with eigenvalue ω = 0 is the neutral mode. In addition,
we observe that the first mode on the real axis is located at |ω | = 0.01. This mode is
called the dipolar mode with mode frequency given by the normalized trap strength Ω
(c.f. Eq. (4.21)). Both characteristics are expected for the ground state within the polar
phase and thus corroborate the accuracy of our numerical BdG analysis.
(ii) antiferromagnetic phase –The real and imaginary parts of all mode frequencies for
the polar state in the antiferromagnetic phase, i.e., at parameters (δ ,q) = (5 ·10−3,−0.1),
are depicted in Fig. 4.2(a). We find that the polar state is dynamically unstable in this
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Figure 4.4.: Maximal growth rate γmax = max |=(ω)| of the eigenmodes obtained by
means of the BdG analysis of the polar state as a function of q and the
sign of δ . The investigated parameter regime is indicated by the blue and
orange solid lines in the schematic representation of the spin-1 phase dia-
gram (c.f. Fig. 3.1). The analysis is performed for parameters Ω = 10−2 and
|δ | = 5 · 10−3. The growth rate as well as the quadratic Zeeman energy are
given in units of ρp |δ |. For δ > 0, the growth rate follows the homogeneous
prediction (dashed line) for the whole parameter range. The same feature is
found in case of δ < 0 where the data agrees with the dotted lines. The inset
shows the residuals |γmax,h − γmax |/γmax,h, with γmax,h being the growth rate
calculated from the homogeneous prediction. The deviation of the numer-
ically extracted growth rates from the homogeneous prediction is less than
0.2% for all parameters considered. The color coding is as in the main frame.
Figure taken and adapted from Ref. [129].
parameter regime as a continuum band of modes exhibits |=(ω)| > 10−4. The most un-
stable mode has a growth rate of γmax = 0.1112 which equals 0.995ρp |δ |. Note that we
use ρp |δ | = 0.1118 extracted by means of the ACTN method in Sect. 4.3.3 for compari-
son. We find that this growth rate coincides with the growth rate for the homogeneous
system resulting from Eq. (4.3) when replacing the homogeneous density ρh by the peak
density ρp of the trapped system. This indicates that the peak density plays a crucial role
in characterizing the stability properties of the trapped spin-1 system. We will investi-
gate this key observation in more detail below.
The above stated property might suggest that the trap has no influence at all on the sta-
bility properties of the ground states. Nevertheless, we observe that the trap introduces
new features in the system. To give an illustrative example, we perform the BdG analysis
of the polar state within the antiferromagnetic phase for parameters −0.35 ≤ q/ρpδ ≤ 0.
For each value of q, we extract the squared mode frequencies ω2 of the lowest n eigen-
modes of the trapped system. To compare the numerically obtained results with the
homogeneous setting, we calculate the squared mode frequencies by means of Eq. (4.2)
using momenta kn = pin/Lb, with n ≥ 1, associated with the n-th eigenmode in a one-
dimensional box of length Lb = 2RTF, where RTF is the Thomas-Fermi radius of the
corresponding trapped system. Fig. 4.3 shows the squared frequencies for both settings
in units of ρpδ as a function of themode numbern. Except for the most unstable momen-
tum mode, we observe strong deviations when the trap is present. Most strikingly the
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Figure 4.5.: Real (<) and imaginary (=) parts of the mode frequencies ω resulting from
the BdG analysis of the antiferromagnetic state ψ ∼ (1, 0, 1)T within the (a)
antiferromagnetic (δ ,q) = (5 · 10−3,−0.1), (b) polar (5 · 10−3, 0.1), (c) easy-
axis (−5 · 10−3,−0.1) and (d) easy-plane (−5 · 10−3, 0.1) phase. In panels (b),
(c) and (d) we see a continuum band of mode frequencies along the real and
the imaginary axis indicating that the frequencies are either purely real or
purely imaginary. The red crosses mark the predicted mode frequency with
the largest imaginary part within the given parameter regime derived from
homogeneous Bogoliubov theory by replacing the homogeneous density by
the peak density of the trapped system. The prediction is in good agreement
with the largest imaginary part of the numerically obtained mode frequen-
cies. Figure taken and adapted from Ref. [129].
growth rates of unstable modes are smaller than in the homogeneous case. However, the
crossing point to the stable regime is not altered by the trap. We remark that our find-
ings are in agreement with recent results obtained for the squared mode frequencies in
a one-dimensional trapped spin-1 system using parameters q/(ρpδ) ∈ {−0.05, 0, 0.05}
[153].
As the goal here is tomainly investigate the overall structure of the stability of the spin-
1 ground states we will, in the following, focus on discussing the maximal growth rates
allowing us to distinguish between stable and unstable regimes as well as to determine
the dominant contribution to the growth of mode occupations in case of an instability.
(iii) easy-plane phase – Fig. 4.2(d) shows the results of the BdG analysis for the polar
state in the easy-plane phase, i.e., at parameters (δ ,q) = (−5 · 10−3, 0.1). We observe
once again a band of unstable modes fulfilling the criterion |=(ω)| > 10−4. In this case,
the most unstable mode has a growth rate ofγmax = 0.1118 = ρp |δ |. The trapped system
exhibits exactly the growth rate expected in a homogeneous system given by Eq. (4.4)
when replacing the homogeneous density with the peak density of the trapped system.
(iv) easy-axis phase – The real and imaginary parts of the mode frequencies for the
polar state in the easy-axis phase, i.e., at parameters (δ ,q) = (−5 · 10−3,−0.1), are pre-
sented in Fig. 4.2(c). Once again, in agreement with theory, we find the polar state to be
dynamically unstable due to a band of modes with |=(ω)| > 10−4. As in the case above,
the most unstable mode has a growth rate of γmax = ρp |δ |. Furthermore, in the easy-axis
phase, as well, the growth rate corresponds to the homogeneous case (see Eq. (4.4)) with
the peak density replacing the homogeneous density.
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Figure 4.6.: Maximal growth rate γmax = max |=(ω)| of the eigenmodes obtained by
means of the BdG analysis of the antiferromagnetic state as a function of q
and the sign of δ . The investigated parameter regime is indicated by the blue
and orange solid lines in the schematic representation of the spin-1 phase
diagram (c.f. Fig. 3.1). The analysis is performed for parameters Ω = 10−2
and |δ | = 5 · 10−3. The growth rate as well as the quadratic Zeeman energy
are given in units of ρp |δ |. For δ > 0, the growth rate follows the homo-
geneous prediction (dashed line) for the whole parameter range. In case of
δ < 0, we observe a constant growth rate of 1 irrespective of q. The growth
rate coincides with the homogeneous setting (dotted line). The antiferro-
magnetic state is always dynamically unstable for δ < 0. The inset shows
the residuals |γmax,h − γmax |/γmax,h, with γmax,h being the growth rate calcu-
lated from the homogeneous prediction. The deviation of the numerically
extracted growth rates from the homogeneous prediction is less than 0.2%
for all parameters considered. The color coding is as in the main frame. Fig-
ure taken and adapted from Ref. [129].
Hence, we find that the stability properties of the most unstable mode, characterized
by themaximal growth rateγmax, coincidewith the homogeneous prediction in the above
shown example. To show that this property is indeed valid over variations of parameters,
we carry out the BdG analysis of the polar state at various quadratic Zeeman energies.
We perform the relevant continuations for fixed spin coupling δ , but for both types of
spin interactions.
The maximal growth rate γmax = max |=(ω)| as a function of q and different signs of δ
is shown in Fig. 4.4. To allow for a direct comparison to the homogeneous predictions,
the growth rates and the quadratic Zeeman energies are given in units of np |δ |. For
δ > 0, the growth rate follows the homogeneous prediction for the whole parameter
range. The same feature is found in case of δ < 0. The observed behavior for δ > 0
coincides with the one for δ < 0 when shifting the quadratic Zeeman energy by two
units. This is in exact agreement with the shift of the phase transition fromq/(ρp |δ |) = 0
to q/(ρp |δ |) = 2 which shows that the exact same properties are found irrespective of
the sign of δ .
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Figure 4.7.: Real (<) and imaginary (=) parts of the mode frequencies ω
resulting from the BdG analysis of the easy-plane state ψ ∼(√
1 − q/q0,
√
2(1 + q/q0),
√
1 − q/q0
)T
within the (a) easy-axis
(δ ,q) = (−5 · 10−3,−0.1) and (b) easy-plane (−5 · 10−3, 0.1) phase.
In panel (a) we see a continuum band of mode frequencies along the real and
the imaginary axis indicating that the frequencies are either purely real or
purely imaginary. The red crosses mark the predicted mode frequency with
the largest imaginary part within the given parameter regime derived from
homogeneous Bogoliubov theory. The numerically obtained largest imagi-
nary part of the mode energies is in good agreement with the homogeneous
prediction given by |q |/2 = 0.05. Figure taken and adapted from Ref. [129].
Excitations about the antiferromagnetic state
We continue by investigating the dynamical stability of the antiferromagnetic stateψ ∼
(1, 0, 1)T throughout the phases of our trapped spin-1 system. The initial state for the
wave functions used in the Newton scheme is taken to be a Gaussian, centered around
the middle of the trap, with width σ = 500/
√
2 in themF = ±1 components and 0 in the
mF = 0 component. The Newton method converges to the antiferromagnetic state in all
phases within 9 iterations. The error tolerance is set to 10−10 as before.
(i) antiferromagnetic phase – Fig. 4.5(a) shows the real and imaginary parts of the mode
frequencies obtained by means of the BdG analysis in the antiferromagnetic phase. We
find no dynamically unstable modes. As before, this is the consistency check of the
method as the antiferromagnetic state is the ground state in this phase and thus has to
be stable.
(ii) polar phase – Within the polar phase (see real and imaginary parts of the mode
frequencies depicted in Fig. 4.5(b)) the antiferromagnetic state is dynamically unstable
as we observe a band of eigenfrequencies with |=(ω)| > 10−4. The growth rate of the
most unstable mode is γmax = 0.995ρp |δ |, once again coinciding with the growth rate
for the homogeneous system obtained through Eq. (4.9) by replacing the homogeneous
density ρh with the peak density ρp of the trapped system.
(iii) easy-axis phase – Fig. 4.5(c) shows the real and imaginary parts of the mode fre-
quencies resulting from the BdG analysis of the antiferromagnetic state in the easy-axis
phase, where again a band of unstable eigenmodes arises. The most unstable one ex-
hibits a growth rate of γmax = ρp |δ |. In this parameter regime, the growth rate equals
the homogeneous prediction given in Eq. (4.7) when exchanging the homogeneous den-
sity with the trapped problem peak density.
(iv) easy-plane phase – Last, we present the real and imaginary parts of the mode
frequencies for the antiferromagnetic state in the easy-plane phase in Fig. 4.5(d). The
instability here is found to possess a maximal growth rate of γmax = ρp |δ |, in line with
Eq. (4.7).
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Figure 4.8.: Maximal growth rate γmax = max |=(ω)| of the eigenmodes obtained by
means of the BdG analysis of the easy-plane state as a function of q and
δ < 0. The investigated parameter regime is indicated by the orange solid
line in the schematic representation of the spin-1 phase diagram (c.f. Fig. 3.1).
The analysis is performed for parameters Ω = 10−2 and |δ | = 5 · 10−3. The
growth rate as well as the quadratic Zeeman energy are given in units of
ρp |δ |. The growth rate follows the homogeneous prediction (dashed line)
given by γmax = |q |/2 over the whole parameter range. The inset shows
the residuals |γmax,h − γmax |/γmax,h, with γmax,h being the growth rate calcu-
lated from the homogeneous prediction. The deviation of the numerically
extracted growth rates from the homogeneous prediction is less than 0.1%
for all parameters considered. The color coding is as in the main frame. Fig-
ure taken and adapted from Ref. [129].
Furthermore, we investigate the stability properties of the antiferromagnetic state for
various quadratic Zeeman energies and different signs of δ . The maximal growth rate
γmax = max |=(ω)| as a function of q and both signs of δ is shown in Fig. 4.6. To allow for
a direct comparison to the homogeneous predictions, the growth rates and the quadratic
Zeeman energies are given in units of ρp |δ |. For δ > 0, the growth rate follows the
homogeneous prediction for the whole parameter range. In case of δ < 0, we observe
a constant growth rate of 1 throughout the whole parameter range. This coincides with
the homogeneous setting where the maximal growth rate is always 1 in the units used
here for δ < 0 (c.f. Eqs. (4.7) and (4.10)).
Furthermore, our BdG analysis shows that the antiferromagnetic state is always dy-
namically unstable for δ < 0.
Excitations about the easy-plane state
We proceed by investigating the dynamical stability of the easy-plane state given by
ψ ∼
(√
1 − q/q0,
√
2(1 + q/q0),
√
1 − q/q0
)T
within the easy-plane and the easy-axis
phase of our trapped spin-1 system. The BdG analysis for δ > 0 is not shown here as
we were not able to converge to the easy-plane state in the antiferromagnetic and polar
phase by means of a standard Newton method. The initial state for the wave functions
used in theNewton schemewithin the easy-axis phase is taken to be aGaussian, centered
around the middle of the trap, with width σ = 500/
√
2 where the amplitude in the
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Figure 4.9.: Real (<) and imaginary (=) parts of the mode frequencies ω resulting from
the BdG analysis of the easy-axis state ψ ∼ (1, 0, 0)T within the (a) antifer-
romagnetic (δ ,q) = (5 · 10−3,−0.1), (b) polar (5 · 10−3, 0.1), (c) easy-axis
(−5 · 10−3,−0.1) and (d) easy-plane (−5 · 10−3, 0.1) phase. The easy-axis
state is stable in all phases. This result agrees with the prediction for the ho-
mogeneous system in case of |δ | = 5 · 10−3. Figure taken and adapted from
Ref. [129].
mF = 0 component is a factor of 1/
√
2 smaller than in themF = ±1 components. Within
the easy-plane phase the initial Gaussian also has a width of σ = 500/
√
2, however, the
amplitudes in themF = ±1 components are a factor of two smaller than in themF = 0
component. TheNewtonmethod converges to the easy-plane state in both phases within
18 iterations. The error tolerance is again set to 10−10. It is relevant to mention here that
this easy-plane state is the only one which we are not able to converge to throughout
the parametric variations that we considered (due to the absence of convergence in the
δ > 0 regime).
(i) easy-plane phase –The real and imaginary parts of themode frequencies of the easy-
plane state in the easy-plane phase are depicted in Fig. 4.7(b). The state is dynamically
stable in this parameter regime as expected from its ground state nature in this regime.
(ii) easy-axis phase – Fig. 4.7(a) shows the real and imaginary parts of the mode fre-
quencies resulting from the BdG analysis of the easy-plane state in the easy-axis phase.
In this case, a band of dynamically unstable modes with |=(ω)| > 10−4 arises. The
growth rate of the most unstable mode is given by γmax = 0.05 = |q |/2. This coincides
with the prediction for the homogeneous system stated in Eq. (4.12).
To confirm that the maximal growth rate indeed follows a linear function in |q |, we
perform the BdG analysis for various negative quadratic Zeeman energies. We present
the results obtained for−ρp |δ | ≤ q ≤ −0.1ρp |δ |. The initial guess for theNewtonmethod
has to be adjusted to reflect the final population of the three components. The maximal
growth rate γmax = max |=(ω)| agrees exactly with |q |/2 (see dashed line in Fig. 4.8).
The growth rates and the quadratic Zeeman energies are again given in units of ρp |δ |.
Excitations about the easy-axis state
We finally study the stability properties of the easy-axis state ψ ∼ (1, 0, 0)T throughout
the different phases of our trapped spin-1 system. The initial state of thewave function of
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Figure 4.10.: Maximal growth rate γmax = max |=(ω)| of the eigenmodes obtained by
means of the BdG analysis of the polar state as a function of q and the
sign of δ . The investigated parameter regime is indicated by the blue and
orange solid lines in the schematic representation of the spin-1 phase dia-
gram (c.f. Fig. 3.1). The analysis is performed for parameters Ω = 10−2 and
|δ | = 2 · 10−2, i.e., the strength of the spin coupling is increased by a factor
of 4 as compared to Fig. 4.4. The growth rate as well as the quadratic Zee-
man energy are given in units of ρp |δ |. For δ > 0, the growth rate follows
the homogeneous prediction (dashed line) for the whole parameter range.
The same characteristics appear in case of δ < 0 where the data is matched
by the dotted lines showing the homogeneous case. The inset shows the
residuals |γmax,h −γmax |/γmax,h, with γmax,h being the growth rate calculated
from the homogeneous prediction. The deviation of the numerically ex-
tracted growth rates from the homogeneous prediction is less than 0.3% for
all parameters considered. The color coding is as in the main frame. Figure
taken and adapted from Ref. [129].
themF = 1 component used in the Newton scheme is taken to be a Gaussian, centered
around the middle of the trap, with width σ = 500/
√
2. In addition, we start with a
vanishing wave function in themF = 0,−1 components. The Newton method converges
to the easy-axis state in all phases within 9 iterations. The error tolerance is again set to
10−10.
Fig. 4.9 shows the real and the imaginary parts of the mode frequencies obtained by
means of the BdG analysis of the easy-axis state in the different phases. We find that the
easy-axis state is stable in all phases. This agrees with the prediction for the homoge-
neous system in the case of |δ | = 5 · 10−3.
Role of spin coupling strength δ
Aswe observe the stability properties of the ground states in the trapped system tomatch
the homogeneous setting, we wish to investigate the dependence of those properties on
the strength of the spin coupling δ . This is of particular interest as different magnitudes
of the spin coupling are realized in experiments. Therefore, we increase the spin coupling
by a factor of 4 such that |δ | = 2 · 10−2 which is close to the experimental coupling
for sodium. To resolve all unstable momentum modes on our numerical grid properly,
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Figure 4.11.: Maximal growth rate γmax = max |=(ω)| of the eigenmodes obtained by
means of the BdG analysis of the polar state as a function of q and the
sign of δ . The investigated parameter regime is indicated by the blue and
orange solid lines in the schematic representation of the spin-1 phase dia-
gram (c.f. Fig. 3.1). The analysis is performed for parameters Ω = 10−1 and
|δ | = 5 · 10−3 , i.e., the normalized trap strength is increased by a factor of
10 as compared to Fig. 4.4. The growth rate as well as the quadratic Zeeman
energy are given in units of ρp |δ |. For δ > 0, the growth rate follows the ho-
mogeneous prediction (dashed line) for q > −1. For q < −1 the growth rate
tends to attain smaller values than in the homogeneous case (dashed line)
showing a maximal deviation of about 1%. The same phenomenon appears
in case of δ < 0 where the data is matched by the dotted lines for q > 1.
The growth rate again shows a maximal deviation of about 1% from the ho-
mogeneous case (dotted line) for q < 1. The deviations are more clearly
visible in the inset which shows the residuals |γmax,h − γmax |/γmax,h, with
γmax,h being the growth rate calculated from the homogeneous prediction.
The color coding is as in the main frame. Increasing the normalized trap
strength by an order of magnitude only causes minor changes of the stabil-
ity properties. However, such changes are expected because we are about
to leave the one-dimensional regime as the transversal trapping frequency
becomes comparable to the longitudinal trapping frequency. Figure taken
and adapted from Ref. [129].
we have to increase the number of grid points to Ng = 1024. All other parameters
remain unchanged. As a prototypical example, we investigate the maximal growth rates
obtained by means of the BdG analysis of the polar state as a function of the quadratic
Zeeman energy q and different signs of δ .
Fig. 4.10 shows the maximal growth rate γmax = max |=(ω)| for |δ | = 2 · 10−2. The
growth rate as well as the quadratic Zeeman energy are given in units of ρp |δ |. The
growth rate follows the homogeneous prediction for the whole parameter range, both
for the positive and for the negative value of δ (see dashed and dotted line respectively).
Our analysis indicates that the stability properties of the ground states do not change
when increasing the spin coupling strength. Thus, we expect to observe the same dynam-
ical instabilities in systems with different spin couplings when choosing the quadratic
Zeeman energy q in the corresponding units of ρp |δ |.
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Figure 4.12.: Maximal growth rate γmax = max |=(ω)| of the eigenmodes obtained by
means of the BdG analysis of the polar state as a function of q and the
sign of δ . The investigated parameter regime is indicated by the blue and
orange solid lines in the schematic representation of the spin-1 phase di-
agram (c.f. Fig. 3.1). The analysis is performed for parameters Ω = 10−3
and |δ | = 5 · 10−3 , i.e., the normalized trap strength is decreased by
a factor of 10 as compared to Fig. 4.4. The growth rate as well as the
quadratic Zeeman energy are given in units of ρp |δ |. For δ > 0, the growth
rate follows the homogeneous prediction (dashed line) for the whole pa-
rameter range. The same phenomenon appears in case of δ < 0 where
the data is matched by the dotted line. Decreasing the normalized trap
strength by an order of magnitude does not change the stability proper-
ties (c.f. Fig. 4.4). The observed behavior is expected as we are further ap-
proaching the homogeneous setting when lowering Ω. The inset shows the
residuals |γmax,h −γmax |/γmax,h, with γmax,h being the growth rate calculated
from the homogeneous prediction. The deviation of the numerically ex-
tracted growth rates from the homogeneous prediction is less than 0.3% for
all parameters considered. Color coding as in the main frame. Figure taken
and adapted from Ref. [129].
Role of normalized trap strength Ω
In the following, we want to study the role of the normalized trap strength Ω on the
stability properties. All results discussed in this part are obtained for a spin coupling of
|δ | = 5·10−3. The homogeneous setting is recovered asΩ→ 0. On the other hand, when
Ω is increased, we progressively depart from the 1D regime as the condition ω⊥  ω‖
is not fulfilled anymore. When the transverse and longitudinal trapping frequencies be-
come comparable in magnitude, we expect deviations of the stability properties from the
previously shown ones as we have to include additional transversal degrees of freedom.
Therefore, we choose the parameter Ω to be sufficiently far away from unity, so as to
remain within a quasi-1D realm. To resolve the relevant momentum modes, we again
use Ng = 1024.
We start by increasing Ω by a factor of 10 such that Ω = 10−1. Fig. 4.11 shows the
maximal growth rate γmax = max |=(ω)| of the eigenmodes as a function of q and the
sign of δ . The growth rate as well as the quadratic Zeeman energy are given in units of
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ρp |δ |. For δ > 0, the growth rate follows the homogeneous prediction (dashed line) for
q > −1. For q < −1 the growth rate is slightly smaller than in the homogeneous case
(dashed line) with a maximal deviation of about 1%. The same feature appears in case of
δ < 0. Here, the growth rate agrees with the homogeneous prediction (dotted line) for
q > 1. The rate also shows a maximal deviation of about 1% from the homogeneous case
(dotted line) for q < 1.
We continue with analyzing the stability properties of the polar state when decreasing
the normalized trap strength by a factor of 10 such that Ω = 10−3. The maximal growth
rate γmax = max |=(ω)| of the eigenmodes obtained by means of the BdG analysis as a
function of q and the sign of δ is depicted in Fig. 4.12. The growth rate as well as the
quadratic Zeeman energy are given in units of ρp |δ |. For δ > 0, the growth rate follows
the homogeneous prediction (dashed line) for the whole parameter range. The same
characteristics appear in case of δ < 0 (see dotted line).
We conclude that increasing the normalized trap strength by an order of magnitude
leads to small deviations from the homogeneous predictions when q < −1 for δ > 0 and
q < 1 for δ < 0. Beyond this trapping strength, one progressively departs from the one-
dimensional regime as the transversal trapping frequency becomes comparable to the
longitudinal one. We find no deviations of the stability properties from the previously
discussed setting where Ω = 10−2 when decreasing the normalized trap strength by an
order of magnitude. This is expected as we are approaching the homogeneous setting
even further by lowering the normalized trap strength.
Our analysis shows that the principal stability properties of the ground states agree
with the homogeneous setting over several orders of magnitude of the normalized trap
strengthΩ. Thus, we expect the characteristics of dynamical instabilities to agree in var-
ious one-dimensional trapping geometries. The trapping potential is found to not alter
the overall stability properties calculated for homogeneous settings. It solely introduces
the peak density of the trapped system which appears in the equations for the maxi-
mal growth rates instead of the homogeneous density. Deviations will naturally appear
progressively as the trapping strength increases towards values closer to Ω→ 1.
4.5. Summary and outlook
In this chapter, we elaborated on potential scenarios that can be employed to gener-
ate far-from-equilibrium states via quenches in spin-1 Bose gases. The key feature is to
make use of instabilities that arise when performing parameter quenches between differ-
ent phases. The exponential growth of the respective dynamically unstable momentum
modes then drives the system away from equilibrium during the early-time evolution.
Whether the system features an instability and is driven out of equilibrium depends on
the state prior to the quench and can be inferred from investigating its dynamical sta-
bility within the post-quench phase.
We first discussed the stability properties of ground states in homogeneous spin-1
Bose gases and elaborated on the instabilities that we will use in Chpt. 5 and Chpt. 6
to generate the out-of-equilibrium configurations that subsequently lead to universal
scaling dynamics in one- and two-dimensional spin-1 systems.
In the main part of this chapter, we studied the stability properties of the ground states
of a trapped one-dimensional spin-1 Bose gas. We started by mapping out the ground
state phase diagram of the trapped system. Therefore, we made use of the accelerated
continuous-time Nesterov (ACTN) method which we extended to our multi-component
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system. We revealed that the ACTNmethod is a robust and powerful tool for finding the
ground states of a physical system as it does not require a highly accurate initial guess
for the wave function of the different components. This makes the method extremely
useful to explore systems with unknown phase diagrams in the future.
We numerically performed a stability analysis of the spin-1 ground states by solv-
ing the BdG equations for the trapped system. We found that the principal stability
conclusions for the ground states coincide with the predictions made in absence of a
trapping potential, although as shown in Fig. 4.3, the spectrum is not identical and the
growth rates of modes other than the most unstable one are indeed altered. The max-
imal growth rates obtained in the trapped system match the homogeneous predictions
when replacing the homogeneous density with the peak density of the trapped system
in the corresponding equations. The near-independence of the stability conclusions is
valid within the regime of quasi-1D values of the normalized trap strength (represent-
ing the ratio of longitudinal to transverse trapping frequencies). It should be noted that
we explored each of the possible states (polar, antiferromagnetic, easy-plane and easy-
axis) in almost each of the possible regimes, identifying the states in the regimes where
they are no longer the ground state via Newton iterations. In the latter cases, potential
instabilities of the states were elucidated.
Naturally, the stability analysis of the trapped spin-1 Bose gas paves the way for nu-
merous additional investigations of interest for the near future. For instance, an obvious
question that was raised through our studies is whether the easy-plane state can be
found to exist in the half-plane with δ > 0. Moreover, for the 1D setting, we tackled the
ground states of the system and their stability over the (δ ,q)-plane. However, there are
numerous intriguing excited states, including ones involving solitary waves that are ex-
perimentally accessible [123]. It would be particularly relevant to extend our techniques
to the latter context. Finally, while we focused on the quasi-1D setting here, adapting
such techniques to 2D and 3D spinorial states would be of interest in its own right.
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5. Bidirectional universal scaling
dynamics in a one-dimensional
spin-1 Bose gas
In this chapter, we numerically study the universal scaling dynamics of an isolated one-
dimensional ferromagnetic spin-1 Bose gas. Preparing the system in an initial state
far from equilibrium by means of a sudden quench into the easy-plane ferromagnetic
phase, bidirectional universal scaling is found to enable and characterize the dynam-
ics close to a non-thermal fixed point. The observed universal scaling is governed by
quasi-topological excitations in the spin degree of freedom of the system. Amacroscopic
length scale which scales in time according to LΛ(t) ∼ t β , with β ' 1/4, quantifies the
coarsening of the size of spin textures. At the same time, kink-like defects populating
these textures undergo a refining process measured by a shrinking microscopic length
scale Lλ ∼ t β ′, with β′ ' −0.17. The combination of these scaling evolutions enables
particle and energy conservation in the isolated system and constitutes the bidirectional
transport in momentum space. The value of the scaling exponent β suggests the dynam-
ics to belong to the universality class of diffusive coarsening of the one-dimensional XY-
model. However, the universal momentum distribution function exhibiting non-linear
transport marks the distinction between diffusive coarsening and the self-similar evolu-
tion at a non-thermal fixed point in the isolated system. This underlines the importance
of the universal scaling function in classifying non-thermal fixed points.
This chapter is organized as follows: In Sect. 5.1, we elaborate on the numerical param-
eters as well as the applied quench protocol. With this at hand, we examine the bidirec-
tional universal scaling dynamics of the system in Sect. 5.2. Then, we discuss the spatio-
temporal scaling regime and the insensitivity of the scaling exponents with respect to
the reference time in Sect. 5.3. Furthermore, we investigate the features of the bidirec-
tional scaling in position-space correlation functions in Sect. 5.4. As universal scaling
dynamics at a non-thermal fixed is a transient phenomenon in the non-equilibrium time
evolution of the system, we study the departure from the scaling regime in Sect. 5.5. In
Sect. 5.6 and Sect. 5.7, we then comment on the extracted scaling exponents and compare
our findings to experimental observations. Finally, we summarize our results and give
an outlook to future work in Sect. 5.8.
The content of this chapter is taken and adapted from Ref. [102]. I stress that the
majority of the parts are taken verbatim from the publication. However, I reordered the
overall structure of the presentation. I further added and/or modified formulations to
embed the work into the broader context of this thesis.
5.1. Numerical methods and parameter quench
We consider a homogeneous one-dimensional spin-1 Bose gas described by the Hamilto-
nian in Eq. (3.24) with d = 1. We work in the regime of ferromagnetic spin interactions
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(c1 < 0) and positive quadratic Zeeman energy q.
Apart from the trapping potential and a larger total density, we here perform numer-
ical simulations in the parameter regime realized in the experiment in Ref. [35] on 87Rb
in the F = 1 hyperfine manifold. In particular, we set the ratio of the density and spin
coupling to c0/|c1 | = 100. We compare our findings to the experimental observations
reported in Ref. [35] in Sect. 5.6.
Assuming a constant homogeneous mean density ρ0 = 〈ρ〉, we can express the Hamil-
tonian in Eq. (3.24) in terms of the dimensionless length x˜ = x/ξs, with spin heal-
ing length ξs = ~/
√
2Mρ0 |c1 |, and time t˜ = t/τs, with spin-changing collision time
τs = ts/(2pi) = ~/(ρ0 |c1 |). The quadratic Zeeman energy is quantified by the dimen-
sionless field strength q˜ = qτs/~, the field operators become ψ˜m = ψm/
√
ρ0, the density
ρ˜ = ρ/ρ0, the spin vector F˜ = F/ρ0, and the dimensionless couplings read c˜0 = c0/|c1 |
and c˜1 = c1/|c1 | = sgn(c1). Throughout this chapter, all quantities are expressed in the
above units and the tilde will be suppressed.
We consider far-from-equilibrium dynamics after a quench exerted on a homogeneous
condensate in the polar phase, i.e., an initial state with 〈ψ0(x)〉 ≡ 1, by means of a sud-
den change of the quadratic Zeeman energy shift to the parameter range 0 < qf < 2. As
introduced in Sect. 3.3, we compute the time evolution of observables using truncated
Wigner simulations, starting each run with a field configuration for qi  2, with addi-
tional quantum noise added to the Bogoliubov modes [86, 87] of the polar condensate.
The initial state is thus given by
ψ(x) = *.,
0
1
0
+/-+
∑
k
*..,
ak,1e
ikx
ak,0uke
ikx − a∗
k,0vke
−ikx
ak,−1eikx
+//- . (5.1)
We again omit the tilde on the rescaled quantities k˜ = kξs, a˜k˜,m = ak,m/(ξs
√
ρ0). The
mode functions ak,m are complex Gaussian random variables with
〈a†
k,m
ak ′,m′〉 = 1
2
δmm′δk,k ′, (5.2)
which corresponds to adding an average occupation of half a particle in each mode k .
The Bogoliubov mode functions are given by
uk =
√
ϵk + c0
2
√
ϵk (ϵk + 2c0)
+
1
2
, vk =
√
u2
k
− 1, (5.3)
with mode energy ϵk = k2.
For the numerical simulations, we choose the initial condensate density to be ρ0 =
4.5 · 104 ξ−1s . The simulations are performed on a one-dimensional grid with Ng = 4096
grid points and periodic boundary conditions. The corresponding physical length is
L = 554 ξs. We remark that a sufficient convergence of the observables is reached after
averaging over & 103 trajectories.
The quench into the easy-plane ferromagnetic phase induces transversal spin modes
in the system to become unstable (see the respective highlighted instabilities in Table 4.1
and the corresponding discussion in Sect. 4.1.1), leading to the formation of a spin-wave
pattern during the early-time evolution after the quench. Non-linear interactions sub-
sequently give rise to the formation of a flat, relatively smooth background spin length
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Figure 5.1.: Space-time evolution of the transversal spin F⊥ = |F⊥ | exp {iθF⊥}. Quench-
ing the system across the quantum phase transition, here to qf = 0.9, intro-
duces exponentially growing unstable modes which, after a few characteris-
tic time scales ts, lead to the formation of a flat background transversal spin,
with textures on top. The spin textures, with size given by the distance over
which a 2pi phase winding occurs in the phase angle θF⊥ , are populated by
kink-like defects. The defects are characterized by a dip in the amplitude and
a corresponding phase jump as depicted in panels (a) and (b). The solid black
lines in panel (a) indicate a sound cone associated with the sound velocity of
the spin degree of freedom cs =
√
ρ0 |c1 | = 1. The size of the spin textures
grows in time which is associated with the dilution of kink-like defects lead-
ing to long-range order developing in the phase field (see panel (b)). Each
panel only shows an excerpt of the total grid of length L = 554 ξs. Figure
taken and adapted from Ref. [102].
(Fig. 5.1(a)) with patches in the transversal spin orientation (Fig. 5.1(b)). Within each
patch, the phase angle of the complex order-parameter field F⊥ = |F⊥ | exp{iθF⊥} is ap-
proximately constant in space. At the same time, kink-like defects, represented by a
dip in the amplitude and a corresponding phase jump, are traveling across the system at
roughly the speed cs =
√
ρ0 |c1 | = 1 associated with the sound velocity of the spin degree
of freedom (see solid lines in Fig. 5.1(a)). Spin patches in combination with phase jumps
form spin textures whose size is given by the distance over which a 2pi phase winding
occurs. The so-formed spin structure sets the stage for the subsequent universal ordering
process in which the distribution of defects dilutes. According to the evolution charts in
Fig. 5.1, the average size of the textures appears to grow in time.
5.2. Bidirectional universal scaling
While we got some qualitative impression of the non-equilibrium time evolution from
the single realizations of the transversal spin, we aim at a quantitative investigation of
the universal scaling dynamics of the spin-1 system in this section. In particular, we lay
out the important steps to extract the key features of the scaling behavior such as the
spatio-temporal scaling regime, the scaling exponents, the scaling function and potential
(emergent) conserved quantities that constrain the exponents.
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Figure 5.2.: Bidirectional self-similar evolution of the structure factor S(k, t). (a)
Overview of the time evolution. The initial polar condensate at t = 0 shows
ground-state fluctuations around zero spin (blue triangles). At t = 0.67 ts
(orange crosses), the population of the momentum modes is well approxi-
mated by the Bogoliubov prediction stated in Eq. (5.4) (dash-dotted line). For
times 25 ts ≤ t ≤ 200 ts, the system is in the spatio-temporal scaling regime
and evolves in a self-similar manner (dots). Three qualitatively different mo-
mentum regimes emerge: A plateau below a characteristic momentum scale
kΛ(t) (which is more clearly seen in panel (b); the dashed line exemplarily
marks the scale extracted by means of fitting the scaling function in Eq. (5.9)
to the infrared regime of the data at time t = 25 ts), ak−ζ power-law fall-off at
momenta up to a scalekλ(t) and a steeper power-law decay at largemomenta.
The inset shows the extracted exponent ζ (cf. solid line in main frame). (b)
Structure factor in the temporal scaling regime rescaled according to Eq. (5.7)
with scaling exponents α = 0.27 ± 0.06 and β = 0.25 ± 0.04 extracted via a
least-square fit. Within the infrared scaling regime, k ≤ k>IR (dashed line), all
curves collapse onto a single one. The inset shows that, within this momen-
tum regime, the local spin fluctuations are conserved (up to ∼ 2%) for times
25 ts ≤ t ≤ 200 ts (dotted lines). The corresponding upper bound for the
integral is set by ku(t) = k>IR · (t/tref)−1/4 with tref = 25 ts. Within errors, the
scaling exponents are consistent with α = β . (c) Structure factor in the tem-
poral scaling regime rescaled according to Eq. (5.7) with α ′ = −0.53 ± 0.08
and β′ = −0.17±0.04. Within the ultraviolet scaling regime, k<UV ≤ k ≤ k>UV
(marked by dashed lines), all curves collapse onto a single one. Figure taken
and adapted from Ref. [102].
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For the quantitative analysis of the observed phase-ordering dynamics, we consider
the structure factor of the transversal spin S(k, t) = 〈|F⊥(k, t)|2〉, see Eq. (3.33). Fig. 5.2(a)
shows the time evolution of the structure factor S(k, t) for a quench to qf = 0.9 in the
easy-plane ferromagnetic phase. The polar condensate at t = 0 has no magnetization.
At t = 0.67 ts, the population of the momentum modes of the structure factor within
the instability regime fits the Bogoliubov prediction given by
S(k, t) = 4 sinh2 (γkt) /γ
2
k . (5.4)
Here, the growth rate of unstable momentum modes determined by
γk =
√
(ϵk + q) (2 − ϵk − q) , (5.5)
with mode energy ϵk = k2, is obtained as the imaginary part of the complex Bogoliubov
mode energy [130]. In the course of the subsequent non-linear redistribution of the
excitations, the system is found to enter a spatio-temporal scaling regime where the
structure factor evolves in a self-similar manner. During this period of the relaxation
process, we observe three qualitatively different momentum regions which reflect the
patterns seen in the single spatial realizations in Fig. 5.1.
Below a characteristic momentum scale kΛ(t), the structure factor S(k, t) shows a
plateau. Kink-like defects account for the power-law fall-off of the structure factor
S(k, t) ∼ k−ζ for momenta k . kλ(t) [69]. The exponent ζ = d + n depends on the
dimensionality of the system and the defect structure. For kink-like defects (n = 1) in
one spatial dimension, the resulting exponent ζ = 2 is close to the value ζ = 1.91±0.02
which we extract by fitting the scaling form
ffit(k) = A/[1 + (k/kΛ)
ζ ] (5.6)
to the infrared (IR) part of S(k, t). For large momenta k & kλ(t), the structure factor
shows a steeper fall-off, before saturating at the level of ground-state fluctuations, S(k →
ka) ' 0.5 × 10−4, where ka denotes the lattice cutoff.
Fig. 5.2(a) indicates that the structure factor exhibits scaling according to
S(k, t) = (t/tref)
α fs
(
[t/tref]
β k
)
, (5.7)
see Eq. (3.34), within a region of IR momenta below the ultraviolet (UV) end of the k−ζ
power-law fall-off, i.e., for k . kλ(t). Taking the structure factor at time tref = 25 ts
as a reference and performing a least-square fit of the data up to t = 200 ts yields α =
0.27 ± 0.06 and β = 0.25 ± 0.04. The performed least-square analysis is based on the
method described in the Appendix of Ref. [34]. The errors are determined from the width
of a Gaussian distribution used to fit the marginal-likelihood functions of both scaling
exponents [34]. These errors can become relatively large due to statistical uncertainties
and systematic deviations caused by the limited scaling window. To get some further
insights into the temporal scaling regime, we discuss the scaling exponents as a function
of the reference time in Sect. 5.3.
Rescaling the structure factor in time by making use of the scaling form in Eq. (5.7)
yields the collapse onto a single curve below the momentum scale k>IR, as shown in
Fig. 5.2(b). The inset in Fig. 5.2(b) demonstrates that the local spin fluctuations are con-
served in time (up to a relative error of 2%) within the IR scaling regime. Hence, we
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find, to a good approximation, that ∂t
∫ ku(t)
0 dk S(k, t) = 0, with ku(t) = k
>
IR · (t/tref)−1/4
and tref = 25 ts. Using the scaling form in Eq. (5.7) for the structure factor S(k, t) results
in the scaling relation α = β . The numerically extracted exponents are consistent with
this scaling relation. As a consequence of the conserved local spin fluctuations, we can
describe the time evolution of the system for momenta k . kλ(t) by a single scaling
exponent and thus a single characteristic IR length LΛ(t) ∼ t β with β ' 0.25. This
macroscopic length scale corresponds to the size of the spin textures in the system.
We further note that the flat background spin length seen in bright green color in
Fig. 5.1(a) reflects the approximate conservation of the integrated spin structure factor,
〈|F⊥ |2〉(k = 0) = ∑p〈F ∗⊥(p)F⊥(p)〉, cf. inset of Fig. 5.2(b), which governs the scaling
evolution towards the non-thermal fixed point and quickly assumes a near-equilibrium
value. On top of that, week amplitude fluctuations are seen which, to linear order, are
expected to include the gapped excitations of the spin length.
In the UV range of momenta, the structure factor additionally suggests a second char-
acteristic length Lλ(t)which shrinks in time. Fig. 5.2(c) shows that the rescaled structure
factor collapses onto a single curve for momenta kΛ(t) . k . k>UV when choosing the
scaling exponents α ′ = −0.53 ± 0.08 and β′ = −0.17 ± 0.04.
Being able to rescale the structure factor in the IR as well as in the UV regime of
momenta clearly shows the bidirectional nature of the numerically observed universal
scaling. Hence, we find that the structure factor, in a range of momenta with strong
spin-wave excitations, obeys the extended scaling form [56]
S(k, t) = LΛ(t)
α/β fs(LΛ(t)k,LΛ(t)/Lλ(t)), (5.8)
with the scaling function being well approximated by
fs(x ,y) = f0[1 + x
ζ + x ζ
′
y ζ−ζ
′
]−1 . (5.9)
Here, ζ ′ ' 12  ζ characterizes the large-k fall-off. For the bidirectional scaling behav-
ior shown in Fig. 5.2, the scaling function fs follows, to a good approximation, the form
in Eq. (5.9), with a single power-law exponent ζ in between the IR and UV scales kΛ(t)
and kλ(t), respectively.
For the scaling function in Eq. (5.9), the temporal scaling evolution of LΛ(t) and Lλ(t)
implies that the exponents are related by
α − α ′ = (β − β′)ζ . (5.10)
Moreover, imposing kinetic energy conservation in the ultraviolet scaling regime, i.e.,
∂t
∫ ku(t)
kl(t)
dk kz S(k, t) = 0 within a corresponding UV momentum interval [kl(t), ku(t)],
yields α ′ = (1 + z) β′. Taking the additional conservation of local spin fluctuations
in the IR, α = β , one obtains the dynamical exponent z, characterizing the dispersion
ω(k) ∼ kz , to be
z = (ζ − 1) (1 − β/β′) . (5.11)
Inserting the extracted parameters β = 0.25±0.04, β′ = −0.17±0.04 and ζ = 1.91±0.02,
we find z = 2.24 ± 0.38.
To cross-check this result, we numerically determine the dispersion for which the
kinetic energy
∫ ku(t)
kl(t)
dk ω(k) S(k, t) shows the minimal deviation from being conserved
within the UV scaling regime set by kl(t) = k<UV · (t/tref)0.17 and ku(t) = k>UV · (t/tref)0.17
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Figure 5.3.: (a) Scaling exponentsα (blue stars) and β (orange circles) obtained from least-
square rescaling fits to S(k, t) within the time window [tref, tref + ∆t ] with
∆t = 120 ts. The scaling exponents are independent of the reference time
tref. A constant fit to the data reveals α = 0.284 ± 0.013 (dashed line) and
β = 0.261±0.008 (solid line). The error is given by the standard deviation of
all data points as they are not statistically independent. (b) Scaling exponents
α ′/3 (blue stars) and β′ (orange circles) obtained by the same method and
within the same time window as in (a). A constant fit to the data yields
α ′/3 = −0.183 ± 0.002 (dashed line) and β′ = −0.168 ± 0.004 (solid line).
Error computed as in (a). Figure taken and adapted from Ref. [102].
with tref = 25 ts. This method yields z = 2.15 ± 0.05 consistent with the dynamical
exponent directly calculated from the extracted scaling parameters.
5.3. Scaling regime
To study universal scaling dynamics, it is inevitable to identify the spatio-temporal scal-
ing regime during the non-equilibrium time evolution of the system. A key feature of
this regime is a constant scaling function which we identified in Sect. 5.2 by means
of a fit as stated in Eq. (5.6) to the structure factor of the transversal spin at different
evolution times. Furthermore, self-similar scaling is characterized by scaling exponents
that are independent of the reference time tref within the spatio-temporal scaling period.
In this section, we confirm this property of the system by performing the least-square
rescaling analysis for different reference times tref, within the constant time window
[tref, tref +∆t ] with ∆t = 120 ts. We find that the scaling exponents settle to a constant
value at tref ' 25 ts which marks the onset of the scaling regime (see Fig. 5.3).
A constant fit to the extracted IR scaling exponents for 25 ts ≤ tref ≤ 74 ts yields α =
0.284±0.013 and β = 0.261±0.008 (see Fig. 5.3(a)). For the UV scaling exponentswe find
α ′ = −0.549 ± 0.006 and β′ = −0.168 ± 0.004 (see Fig. 5.3(b)). The error is given by the
standard deviation of all data points, which are not statistically independent. Making use
of analyzing the scaling exponents for various reference times incorporates fluctuations
of the scaling exponents caused by statistical errors in each reference spectrum thus
leading to a potentially more accurate determination of the universal exponents.
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Figure 5.4.: Spatial first-order coherence function C(r , t) within the temporal scaling
regime. C(r , t) is calculated by applying a Fourier transform to the struc-
ture factor S(k, t). At larger distances the correlation function decays ex-
ponentially C(r , t) ∼ exp(−r/LΛ), with time-evolving correlation length
LΛ(t) ∼ t β . The inset shows C(r , t) rescaled with α˜ = 0.02 and β = 0.25
for reference time tref = 25 ts such that the data collapses at large distances.
This enables us to observe the shrinking of the characteristic UV length scale
Lλ(t) occurring at distances below r ' 0.5 . Note the semi-log scale of the
inset. Figure taken and adapted from Ref. [102].
5.4. Spatial correlation function
The two different characteristic length scales that undergo universal scaling dynamics in
the system can also be studied bymeans of the position-space correlation functionC(r , t)
which is calculated by applying a Fourier transform to the structure factor S(k, t). Note
that r = x − x′ denotes the distance between positions x and x′ on the one-dimensional
grid. Fig. 5.4 shows the position-space correlation function for distances 0 ≤ r ≤ 2
within the temporal scaling regime.
The shrinking of the characteristic UV length scaleLλ(t) ∼ t β ′ is found below distances
r ' 0.5. It is related to the quadratic part of the correlation function at short distances
becoming steeper (see inset of Fig. 5.4). Note that the effect is small due to the slow
scaling with β′ ' −0.17.
At larger distances, the correlation function is given by
C(r , t) ∼ exp
(
− r
LΛ
)
, (5.12)
with time-evolving correlation length LΛ(t) ∼ t β . The growth of the correlation length
in time is associated with the decrease of the slope of the correlation function drawn in
semi-logarithmic representation. The data collapses onto a single curve at large distances
when rescaling the argument of the correlation function with the IR scaling exponent
β = 0.25 (see inset of Fig. 5.4). To account for small variations in the amplitude of the
correlation function we introduce an exponent α˜ = 0.02.
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Figure 5.5.: Time evolution of the structure factor S(k, t) on time scales up to t = 4000 ts
indicating the departure from the scaling regime. Bidirectional self-similar
dynamics can be observed even up to t ' 400 ts as the scaling function re-
mains the same as in Fig. 5.2. For t ≥ 800 ts, a thermal tail given by an ap-
proximate k−2 power law (see black dashed line) is present in the UV regime
of momenta. The mean kinetic energy in the tail gradually increases as time
evolves up to t = 4000 ts. Note that the final equilibration process is beyond
the time scales considered in our numerical simulations. Figure taken and
adapted from Ref. [102].
5.5. Departure from the scaling regime
Self-similar evolutionwithin a spatio-temporal scaling regime during the phase-ordering
process of a non-equilibrium system is understood to generally occur as a transient phe-
nomenon on the way to equilibrium. Indications of this behavior become visible in
the time evolution of the structure factor S(k, t) on time scales beyond t = 400 ts (see
Fig. 5.5). To study the transient nature in more detail, we extract the time evolution
of the characteristic momentum scales kΛ(t) ∼ LΛ(t)−1 and kλ(t) ∼ Lλ(t)−1 by means
of fitting the scaling form in Eq. (5.9) to the structure factor S(k, t) for evolution times
up to t = 2000 ts. We find that the IR scale LΛ(t) shows scaling with β ' 0.25 for
all times considered for the extraction (see Fig. 5.6(a)). To retain the IR scaling, energy
has to be transported to the UV. In the case of the bidirectional scaling evolution, the
energy transported to the UV leads to the sharpening of kink-like defects. However,
defects in the spin degree of freedom are expected to have a natural minimal width on
the order of the spin healing length. As the UV scale approaches this length scale, i.e., as
Lλ(t) = 2pi/kλ(t) → 1, we thus observe that the UV scaling exponent starts to deviate
from β′ ' −0.17 (see Fig. 5.6(b)) causing the system to leave the regime of bidirectional
universal scaling dynamics. The deviation of the scaling exponent becomes clearly vis-
ible around t ' 500 ts. This behavior is accompanied by a build-up of a thermal tail
in the range of momenta larger than k>UV, which instead stores the transported energy
(cf. Fig. 5.5).
Although the system leaves the regime of bidirectional universal scaling dynamics at
t ' 500 ts, it remains close to the non-thermal fixed point as the IR scaling exponent
is unaffected for evolution times up to t = 2000 ts. At a later point in time, which is
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Figure 5.6.: Time evolution of the characteristic IR scale kΛ(t) (panel (a)), as well as
the UV scale kλ(t) (panel (b)). While the IR scale decreases algebraically
as kΛ(t) ∼ LΛ(t)−1 ∼ t −0.25 over the whole range of evolution times con-
sidered (see solid line in (a)), the UV scale starts to deviate from kλ(t) ∼
Lλ(t)
−1 ∼ t 0.17 (see solid line in (b)) at t ' 500 ts. The deviation arises as the
corresponding UV length scale approaches the spin healing length, i.e., as
Lλ(t) = 2pi/kλ(t) → 1. While this causes the system to leave the regime of
bidirectional universal dynamics, it stays close to the non-thermal fixed point
as the IR scaling behavior remains unchanged. The characteristic scaleskΛ(t)
and kλ(t) are obtained by means of fitting the scaling form in Eq. (5.9) to the
structure factor up to a maximum momentum given by k>UV (see Fig. 5.2(c)).
We remark that the scaling function in Eq. (5.9) does not appropriately cap-
ture the data in the UV regime of momenta anymore for evolution times
t & 2000 ts, which strongly influences the extraction of the UV scale kλ(t).
Hence, we restrict our analysis to the time window 25 ts ≤ t ≤ 2000 ts. For
all times considered, kΛ(t) is comfortably larger than the momentum scale
kL = 2pi/L = 0.011 associated with the system size L. Error bars cor-
respond to the fit error of the extracted scales. Note the double-log scale.
Figure taken and adapted from Ref. [102].
presently beyond the reach of our simulations, we expect the rising mean kinetic energy
in the thermal tail as well as the finite size of the system to induce the system to move
away from the fixed point and towards final equilibrium.
5.6. Discussion of scaling exponents
So far, we presented our numerical findings that characterize the bidirectional scaling
behavior of the one-dimensional spin-1 system. In this section, we discuss the extracted
infrared scaling in the context of related one-dimensional models.
As the scaling dynamics of the spinor system takes place in the transversal spin, it is in-
structive to compare with similar behavior known for the 1D XY model. Considering an
open system coupled to a heat bath and applying a temperature quench into the ordered
phase leads to phase-ordering kinetics with a temporal scaling exponent β = 1/4 [138].
At first sight, this appears to provide the universality classification for the self-similar
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dynamics seen in our system. However, the nature of the respective evolutions turns out
to be qualitatively very different. Coarsening in the 1D XY model with non-conserved
order parameter can be described as free phase diffusion of the order-parameter phase
angle. As the topological charge is locally conserved in the system, the position-space
correlation function at large distances r is given by C(r , t) → exp(−r/ξ0), where ξ0 is
the initial correlation length of the system. Thus, the characteristic IR length scale does
not change in time. Instead, the scaling takes place in the UV giving rise to a broaden-
ing Gaussian spatial correlation function during the ordering dynamics, and thus to a
sharpening Gaussian momentum-space structure factor [138].
In contrast, the universal scaling dynamics in our isolated spinor gas is driven by non-
linear dynamics of the spinor field, leading to a bidirectional transport of excitations in
momentum space. This transport redistributes spin-wave excitations from an interme-
diate scale to both, smaller and larger wave numbers. Thereby, the correlation length
LΛ(t) ∼ kΛ(t)−1 grows in time as LΛ(t) ∼ t1/4. Note that a similar behavior of the
correlation length has been reported in the one-dimensional p-state clock model for a
moderate-sizedp > 4 in Ref. [154]. We expect the coarsening dynamics described by this
model to be closer to that of our system where the kink-like defects in the transversal
spin are accompanied by phase jumps similar to the phase steps occurring in the p-state
clock model.
5.7. Comparison to experimental observations
In this section, we compare our findings with the experimental observations made in
Ref. [35]. In the experiment, we study the non-equilibrium dynamics of a spin-1 Bose
gas consisting of 87Rb atoms confined in a quasi-one-dimensional cigar-shaped trapping
geometry with trapping frequencies ω‖ ' 2pi · 2.2 Hz and ω⊥ ' 2pi · 250 Hz. The mean
atom number in the experiment is N ≈ 70000 leading to a one-dimensional peak density
of ρp ≈ 250 µm−1. This renders the system to be one-dimensional in the spin degree of
freedom as the spin-healing length is larger than the transversal extension of the atomic
cloud. However, the system appears quasi-one-dimensional in the density degree of
freedom as the corresponding healing length is smaller than the transversal extension.
The experimental system is initially prepared as a polar condensate deep in the polar
phase at a quadratic Zeeman energyq  2ρp |c1 |. Usingmicrowave dressing, we perform
a sudden quench of the quadratic Zeeman energy into the easy-plane ferromagnetic
phase. The post-quench magnetic field is adjusted such that q ≈ ρp |c1 |, with ρp |c1 | ≈
2pi ·2Hz. This choice ensures that the system remains in the easy-plane phase throughout
the entire time evolution irrespective of small fluctuations of the microwave dressing.
After four seconds of evolution time, which is on the order of ten spin-changing col-
lision times in our numerical simulations, the system enters a universal scaling regime
indicated by a constant power law of the momentum-space correlation function of the
transversal spin. Note that due to a decaying amplitude of the spin on time scales be-
yond four seconds, we considered the correlator of the phases of the transversal spin in
this work. This observable contains equivalent information about the scaling dynamics
as the complex transversal spin in case of a flat distribution of the spin amplitude which
holds for the performed experiments.
Rescaling the momentum-space correlator in the IR momentum regime leads to a scal-
ing exponent β ' 1/2. Due to an approximate conservation of fluctuations we find a
value of α ' β consistent with an emergent conserved quantity in one spatial dimension.
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The experimentally observed IR scaling exponent β ' 1/2 differs distinctly from the
numerically obtained exponent β ' 1/4. We attribute the different scaling exponent ob-
served in the experiment to the absence of quasi-topological excitations in the transver-
sal spin degree of freedom. While the strictly one-dimensional system studied by means
of numerical simulations features spin textures and kink-like defects that characterize
the scaling dynamics, the cigar-shaped trapping geometry seems to inhibit the creation
of such types of excitations during the non-equilibrium time evolution. The experimen-
tally observed scaling dynamics is thus much closer toU (N )-symmetric systems which
show a scaling evolution governed by β = 1/2, see Chpt. 7 for a detailed discussion of the
scaling properties of theU (N )-symmetric Bose gas. For further information concerning
the experimental observations see Refs. [35, 155].
5.8. Summary and outlook
In this chapter, we have numerically demonstrated universal self-similar dynamics in
a one-dimensional ferromagnetic spin-1 Bose gas characterized by two separate time-
evolving scales. The corresponding bidirectional self-similar evolution of the structure
factor of the transversal spin is determined by the algebraic growth of an infrared scale
LΛ(t) ∼ t β associated with the conservation of local spin fluctuations as well as an
algebraic decrease of a second scale Lλ(t) ∼ t β ′ connected to kinetic energy conservation
in the ultraviolet. The growth of LΛ(t) is observed to be associated with the dilution of
kink-like defects separating patches of approximately uniform spin orientation, while
Lλ(t) is set by the decreasing microscopic width of the defects.
Simulating the system in a strictly one-dimensional homogeneous setting, we ex-
tracted the IR scaling exponent β ' 0.25. Although the value of the scaling exponent
β suggests the dynamics to belong to the universality class of diffusive coarsening of
the one-dimensional XY-model, we showed that this is indeed not the case as both sys-
tems feature distinctly different universal scaling functions. We remark that the value of
β ' 0.25 is considerably smaller than the standard exponent β = 1/2 found in isolated
systems for universal scaling transport towards the IR [34, 35, 37, 42, 45, 50, 56, 61], as-
sociated with near-Gaussian fixed points [45, 61], and, in open systems in two and three
dimensions, for diffusive coarsening of a non-conserved order-parameter field [69].
Furthermore, we compared our findings to the experimental observation of universal
scaling dynamics reported in Ref. [35]. The distinct deviation from the experimentally
observed exponent β ' 1/2 is attributed to the presence of quasi-topological excitations
in the numerical simulations.
Note that our results show that universal scaling dynamics associated with a non-
thermal fixed point is possible in a purely one-dimensional geometry in contrast to the
case of a one-dimensional single-component gas where no scaling evolution is expected
due to kinematic constraints on elastic 2 → 2 scattering from energy and particle-
number conservation and β ' 0.1 has been observed experimentally [36].
There are a number of interesting prospects for future research arising from the numer-
ical as well as experimental studies discussed in this chapter. First of all, it is so far un-
known whether there is the possibility to generate a far-from-equilibrium configuration
in the strictly one-dimensional numerical setting that exhibits universal scaling dynam-
ics in the easy-plane ferromagnetic phase which is not dominated by quasi-topological
excitations. This naturally raises the question whether we then observe the same scaling
exponents as in the experimental quasi-one-dimensional geometry or no scaling at all
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due to the absence of a transversal degree of freedom.
We can also turn the problem around and ask whether a scaling exponent of β = 1/4
is observed experimentally in presence of quasi-topological excitations. Due to the re-
cently developed ability of performing local manipulations to clouds of bosonic quantum
gases in experiments, it is possible to imprint distributions of quasi-topological excita-
tions in a controlled and reproducible fashion. This allows investigating the interactions
of potential quasi-topological excitations in the easy-plane phase of the spin-1 system
experimentally. Such studies might also give access to an explanation for the numeri-
cally observed value of the scaling exponent β , which is lacking so far.
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6. Violation of single-length-scaling
dynamics via spin vortices in a
two-dimensional spin-1 Bose gas
In this chapter, we consider the universal scaling dynamics at a non-thermal fixed point
within the phase-ordering process of an isolated quasi-two-dimensional spin-1 Bose gas
quenched into the easy-plane ferromagnetic phase. Preparing the initial system in an un-
magnetized anti-ferromagnetic state, the subsequent ordering involves both polar core
and Mermin-Ho spin vortices, with the ratio between the different vortices controllable
by the quench parameter. Ferromagnetic domain growth occurs as these vortices anni-
hilate. The distinct dynamics of the two types of vortices means that the domain growth
law is determined by two macroscopic length scales, violating the standard dynamical
scaling hypothesis characterizing the self-similar evolution of correlation functions in
the universal scaling regime. Nevertheless, we find that universality of the ordering
process manifests in the decay laws for the spin vortices. To provide a full picture of
the phase ordering dynamics, we present results for the scaling of the order parameter
correlation function and the hydrodynamic decomposition of the kinetic energy of the
system.
This chapter is organized as follows: In Sect. 6.1, we elaborate on the numerical pa-
rameters as well as the applied quench protocol. In Sect. 6.2, we introduce the relevant
topological excitations of the system in the easy-plane ferromagnetic phase, which in
this case are polar core and Mermin-Ho spin vortices. Then, we present an algorithm
for the detection of different types of spin vortices in Sect. 6.3. With this at hand, we ex-
amine the universal phase ordering dynamics of the system. The main numerical results
are presented in Sect. 6.4 and Sect. 6.5. We first extract the universal decay laws of the
spin vortices and show the violation of single-length scaling. Furthermore, we investi-
gate the origin of the shape of the scaling function characterizing the momentum-space
correlations of the order-parameter field during the phase ordering by performing a hy-
drodynamic decomposition of the kinetic energy density. Finally, we summarize our
findings and give an outlook to future work in Sect. 6.6.
The content of this chapter is taken and adapted from Ref. [109]. I stress that the
majority of the parts are taken verbatim from the publication. However, I reordered the
overall structure of the presentation. I further added and/or modified formulations to
embed the work into the broader context of this thesis.
6.1. Numerical methods and parameter quench
We consider a homogeneous quasi-two-dimensional (2D) spin-1 Bose gas described by
the Hamiltonian in Eq. (3.24) with d = 2. We again work in the regime of ferromagnetic
spin interactions given by c1 < 0.
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Starting from a polar condensate at q  q0 = 2ρ0 |c1 |, where we denote the total con-
densate density by ρ0, it has been shown that after a sudden quench across the quantum
phase transition, separating the polar and the easy-plane phase, the system undergoes
universal scaling dynamics within the easy-plane ferromagnetic phase [35, 102, 104].
Here, we investigate the phase ordering dynamics occurring when quenching the sys-
tem into the easy-plane ferromagnetic phase starting from the state
ψAF =
√
ρ0
2
*.,
eiϕ1
0
eiϕ−1
+/- , (6.1)
where ϕ±1 denote arbitrary phases which we choose to be zero for our simulations. This
unmagnetized state is a mean-field ground state for the case of anti-ferromagnetic inter-
actions (c1 > 0), see Sect. 3.2.2. It can be easily generated experimentally by applying a
pi/2 radio-frequency (rf)-rotation to a polar condensate [156].
Quenching into the easy-plane ferromagnetic phase gives the system an excess energy
(relative to the easy-plane ground state) of ∆ϵAF = q +
1
4q0 (1 − q/q0)2. This is larger
than the excess energy for a polar initial condition (∆ϵP = ∆ϵAF − q), indicating that
more heating in the form of thermal excitations will occur for the initial condition we
employ. However, the degree of extra heating will be less for smaller q and here we focus
on the regime q . 0.3q0.
To seed the growth of unstable modes due to the quench, and the subsequent for-
mation of symmetry breaking domains, it is crucial to account for fluctuations beyond
mean-field order. We implement this by adding noise to the initial state according to the
truncated Wigner prescription, see Sect. 3.3 and Refs. [86, 87, 105]. The time evolution
of this initial state is then given by the spin-1 Gross-Pitaevskii equations (GPEs) stated
in Eq. (3.27).
Our quasi-2D simulations are performed for the case of c0/|c1 | = 3, and ρ0 = 104 ξ−2s ,
where ξs = ~/
√
Mq0 is the spin healing length of the system. Throughout this chapter,
we express length scales in units of the healing length ξs andmeasure time in units of the
characteristic spin time ts = ~/q0. Note that this definition differs from the time scale
used for the one-dimensional setting (see Sect. 5.1) by a factor of 4pi . Each component
of the spinor field is represented on a 2D grid of 2048×2048 points of spatial extent l × l
= 1600 ξs × 1600 ξs, and subject to periodic boundary conditions.
We consider a sudden quench made by setting q to a value in the range [0,q0] at the
start of the simulation. In the early time evolution, the dynamics is dominated by the
growth of unstable modes leading to the formation of transverse magnetization (see
Refs. [157, 158] and the respective highlighted instabilities in Table 4.1). Spin vortices
develop between the small magnetized domains that form with a length scale compara-
ble to ξs . Once the (local) ferromagnetic order is established, these defects are topologi-
cally stabilized and can only decay by mutual annihilation when the appropriate vortex-
antivortex pair meets. This process is relatively slow compared to the initial growth
of local order and dominates the long-time ordering dynamics of the system [69]. The
mean distance between spin vortices is proportional to the average size of the magnetic
domains, and is generally taken as the key length scale for the universal phase ordering
process.
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6.2. Spin vortices
In two-dimensional systems, vortices often play a dominant role in the phase-ordering
process and thus determine the observed universal scaling behavior. For our spin-1 sys-
tem, we find that two types of spin vortices have a crucial effect on the scaling dynamics
after the sudden quench. Therefore, we briefly introduce the structure of single spin
vortices in the easy-plane ferromagnetic phase. We write its wave function in polar co-
ordinates with origin taken at the vortex core. Sufficiently far from the core the general
vortex state vector is of the form
ψV =
√
n0
2
eiσϕφ
*..,
e−iσαφ
√
1 − q/q0√
2(1 + q/q0)
eiσαφ
√
1 − q/q0.
+//- . (6.2)
Here, φ is the azimuthal angle, σϕ and σα are integers accounting for the directions of the
mass and spin flow around the vortex, respectively. Different types of spin vortices arise
from different combinations of σϕ and σα . We only discuss elementary vortices given by
σϕ = 0,±1 and σα = ±1 as they will be long-lived configurations in the system.
Polar core vortices (PCVs) exhibit spin circulation (σα = ±1) but no mass circulation
(σϕ = 0), and have an unmagnetized (i.e. polar) core. The two types of PCVs can be
distinguished by the phase winding in the order parameter field, i.e., F⊥ ∼ eiσαφ . Here,
we refer to these as positive (p) σα = 1 and negative (n) σα = −1 PCVs, and note that
these two types constitute a vortex-antivortex pair and can annihilate.
There are four types of elementary Mermin-Ho vortices (MHVs) which exhibit both
mass (σϕ = ±1) and spin (σα = ±1) circulation, and the vortex core is magnetized. The
winding number of themF-th component is given by wmF = σϕ −mFσα . Thus, a MHV
is characterized by a double winding in either the mF = 1 or −1 component, a single
winding inmF = 0, and no winding in the remaining component. We denote the four
types of MHVs as (σϕ ,σα ) = (p,p), (n,n), (p,n), (n,p) where p ≡ +1 and n ≡ −1. The
spin circulation σα can be determined from the phase winding of the transverse spin
whereas σϕ can directly be inferred from the phase winding of themF = 0 component.
This unambiguously characterizes all types of MHVs. The two MHVs (p,p) and (n,n)
constitute a vortex-antivortex pair, and similarly for (p,n) and (n,p).
6.3. Detection of spin vortices
Compared to the case of quenches from the polar initial state, where only PCVs emerge,
our initial state gives rise to a rich ensemble of different vortices. In this section, we
present an algorithm that allows us to detect the different types of spin vortices in the
system enabling to investigate the universal scaling properties of both types of vortices.
An example of the vortex configuration in a subregion of the system is shown in Fig. 6.1.
This example is taken at a time sufficiently long after the quench such that the average
domain size is much larger than the microscopic length scales of the system set by spin
healing length ξs .
Each spin vortex is located by finding a vortex in the phase field of the transversal
spin (see Fig. 6.1(d)). The spin vortex type is identified as follows: We count the num-
ber and the corresponding winding of vortices occurring in the phase fields of the three
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Figure 6.1.: Image of a 336 ξs × 336 ξs subregion of the system at time t = 2485 ts , where
ts = ~/q0 is the characteristic spin time, for a quench to q = 0.15q0. (a)-(c)
Phase profiles θmF = Arg(ψmF) of the threemF-components. (d) Phase field
of the transversal spin revealing the spin circulations. (e) Identified spin vor-
tices: Vortex-antivortex pairs are shown with the same color code. All types
of Mermin-Ho vortices (MHVs) (blue pluses/dots and red stars/triangles) and
polar core vortices (PCVs) (green crosses/squares) are present. Vortex label-
ing and details of the identification procedure are given in the main text.
(f) All vortices detected in the phase profiles depicted in (a)-(d) including
their winding numbers indicated bywδ with δ = 0,±1, F , wherewF denotes
the winding identified in θF⊥ . The pure vortex detection is performed as in
Ref. [159]. Comparison of (e) and (f) shows that our algorithm for the spin
vortex identification (see main text) is able to identify all PCVs and MHVs
in the system with a high accuracy. A Gaussian blur filter with 2 grid point
width is applied to the data in (a)-(c) and 3 grid point width to the data in (d)
to reduce short length scale noise. Figure taken and adapted from Ref. [109].
mF-components in a specified detection area around the spin vortex (see Fig. 6.1(a)-(c)
and (f)). The initial detection area is taken to be 3 × 3 grid points. After extracting all
the information from the phase fields, we are usually able to unambiguously determine
the type of the spin vortex. We find that some of the spin vortices are stretched (i.e., the
vortices in the differentmF components are spatially separated) due to the heating from
the energy released by the quench. Such vortices cannot be identified if they extend
beyond the initial detection area, so we repeat the identification step using a larger de-
tection area in an iterative procedure. In each iteration step, we increase each side of the
detection area by one grid point. We terminate the algorithm when the spin vortex has
been identified or the detection area has grown to include a vortex number exceeding
a threshold value of four vortices. This accounts for our algorithm to detect a doubly
quantized vortex in themF = ±1 components as two separate singly quantized vortices
with equal winding number. Note that a small systematic error can arise in our identifi-
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Figure 6.2.: Vortex numberNvort as a function of timewithin the universal scaling regime
for q = 0.15q0. We show the decay of PCVs (orange diamonds) and a fit of
Eq. (6.3) (dotted line) to the PCV data as well as the decay of MHVs (green
crosses) and a fit of Eq. (6.4) (solid line) to the MHV data. The total number of
spin vortices is depicted by blue dots. The data is averaged over 5 trajectories
and the error bars correspond to the standard deviation of the results. Figure
taken and adapted from Ref. [109].
cation analysis when a vortex-antivortex pair is separated by less than three grid points,
which can, for example, happen when they are about to annihilate. The result of the
vortex identification analysis is shown in Fig. 6.1(e). We observe all types of PCVs and
MHVs to be present in the system (see Fig. 6.1(e) and (f)), and that our algorithm is able
to identify them accurately. In addition to spin vortices, free vortices occur in each of
themF-components and tend to cluster into small groups with the same phase winding.
6.4. Universal decay laws of spin vortices
To characterize the universal scaling dynamics within the phase-ordering process fol-
lowing the quench, we quantify the evolution of the spin vortex number in the system.
Fig. 6.2 shows the total number of PCVs (orange diamonds) and MHVs (green crosses)
at times 850 ts . t . 8300 ts for a quench to q = 0.15q0. There is approximately an
equal number of PCVs and MHVs at the earliest time presented. However, the decay
rate of each type of vortex is distinctly different, with the PCVs decaying faster than the
MHVs. This leads to qualitatively different regimes for the phase ordering dynamics: As
the MHVs become dominant at later times, the rate of decay of the total number of spin
vortices changes (and hence the magnetic domain growth law) approaching that of the
MHVs.
We quantitatively determine the decay laws for the two types of spin vortices. The
PCV decay is consistent with
Nvort ∼ [t/ ln (t/t0)]−2 , (6.3)
where t0 is a short-time cutoff [136] (see dotted line in Fig. 6.2). This result agrees with
the domain growth law and vortex decay rate found in earlier work on the polar to easy-
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Figure 6.3.: Vortex numberNvort as a function of timewithin the universal scaling regime
for quenches to (a) q = 0.3q0 and (b) q = 0.05q0. We show the decay of
PCVs (orange diamonds) and a fit of Eq. (6.3) (dotted lines) to the PCV data as
well as the decay of MHVs (green crosses) and (a) a fit of Eq. (6.4) (solid line);
(b) a fit of a Kudo decay law (solid line) according to Ref. [124] to the MHV
data. The total number of spin vortices is depicted by blue dots. The data is
averaged over 5 trajectories and the error bars correspond to the standard
deviation of the results. Figure taken and adapted from Ref. [109].
plane quench where only PCVs emerge [104]. The MHVs decay more slowly, consistent
with XY-like scaling [136, 137, 139]
Nvort ∼ [t/ ln (t/t0)]−1 , (6.4)
(see solid line in Fig. 6.2).
We further consider quenches to other values of q, and present results for two other
cases in Fig 6.3. These results reveal that the respective decay laws we have identified for
the PCVs and MHVs are universal. For the quench to q = 0.05q0, we find that we have
to modify the XY decay law stated in Eq. (6.4) taking into account the possible difference
in the number of vortices between the two subclasses of MHVs. The decay is well fit1
by a decay law found for MHVs in a similar parameter regime (q/q0  1, close to the
1We fit to Eq. (39) of Ref. [124] with a = 30957 ± 1433, c = 312 ± 69 and d = 17 ± 2. We take the
parameter b = l2/ξ 2s = 2.56 × 106 as an estimate for the maximal number of vortices. The curve in
Fig. 6.3(b) is then obtained by numerically inverting Eq. (39) for the vortex number.
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isotropic phase at q = 0) by Kudo et al. [124]. This Kudo decay law is governed by the
XY universality class. Consequently, this does not indicate a change in the universality
of the MHV decay.
A key feature we observe is, that varying the quadratic Zeeman energy we can en-
gineer the proportion of PCVs and MHVs that are present when the system enters the
scaling regime. Increasing the quadratic Zeeman energy, the ratio of PCVs to MHVs
decreases (see Figs. 6.2 and 6.3).
We have also studied quenches for a larger interaction parameter ratio of c0/|c1 | = 12
and find the number and the ratio of spin vortices as well as their decay to be consistent
with the results presented above. This supports our expectation that the decay laws of
the vortices are independent of the interaction parameter ratio as long as |c1 | is suffi-
ciently smaller than c0 such that the excitations of the total density and phase do not
significantly disturb the spin dynamics. Hence, we expect the same dynamics to occur
in various experiments using spin-1 Bose gases such as in Refs. [35, 97, 146].
6.5. Violation of single-length scaling
Due to the distinctly different universal decay laws of the two types of spin vortices,
we find that our system evolution violates the dynamical scaling hypothesis, which un-
derlies standard universal scaling behavior within the phase-ordering process. As afore-
mentioned, the dynamical scaling hypothesis [69] states that correlation functions of the
order parameter collapse (i.e., become time independent) when spatial coordinates are
scaled by the (single) macroscopic length scale L(t). Our system instead has two distinct
macroscopic length scales which have different scaling with time: the mean distance
between PCVs
LPCV(t) ∼ t/ ln t (6.5)
and the mean distance between MHVs
LMHV(t) ∼ (t/ ln t)1/2. (6.6)
Only in the limit of one spin vortex type being much more numerous than the other,
pure single length scaling according to the dynamic scaling hypothesis will hold.
We verify the above mentioned properties by studying the momentum-space corre-
lation function of the transversal spin as introduced in Eq. (3.33). To ensure a proper
normalization of the transversal spin, we consider the correlation function
S(k, t) = 〈f⊥(k, t)2〉, (6.7)
where f⊥ = F⊥/ρ0. As before, the brackets denote an average over different trajectories
of the simulation. Note that k = |k| denotes the radial momentum as we calculate
angle-averaged momentum-space correlators in the two-dimensional setting.
According to the scaling hypothesis, a self-similar evolution of the correlation func-
tion, involving a single macroscopic length scale L(t) only, is given by the scaling form
S(k, t) = [L(t)]α/β fs (L(t)k) , (6.8)
where fs is a universal scaling function andα , β are the corresponding scaling exponents.
As the single length scale L(t) evolves in time according to L(t) ∼ t β , we can write
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Figure 6.4.: Universal scaling dynamics of the momentum-space correlation function of
the transversal spin, S(k, t) (see Eq. (6.7)), according to Eq. (6.9) for a quench
to q = 0.15q0. (a) Using the scaling exponents α = 1.91 ± 0.19 and β =
0.95±0.11 and taking the reference time to be tref = 690 ts (i.e., the evolution
time which corresponds to the data of the earliest time shown), the data
collapses to a universal scaling function for times 650 ts . t . 1700 ts . The
scaling exponents are consistent with the scaling law obtained for PCVs (see
Eq. (6.5)). The power-law fall-off of the distribution as S(k, t) ∼ k−ζ is given
by ζ = 2.71 ± 0.01, which differs from the exponent ζ = 2.45 reported
for a system containing PCVs only [104]. (b) Using the scaling exponents
α = 0.96 ± 0.23 and β = 0.49 ± 0.11 and taking the reference time to
be tref = 4137 ts (i.e., the evolution time which corresponds to the data of
the earliest time shown), the data collapses to a universal scaling function
for times 4100 ts . t . 8300 ts . The scaling exponents are consistent with
the scaling law obtained for MHVs (see Eq. (6.6)). The power-law fall-off of
the distribution as S(k, t) ∼ k−ζ is given by ζ = 2.90 ± 0.01. All scaling
exponents are obtained by means of a least-square fit to the corresponding
data within the infrared momentum regime below the scale kmaxξs = 0.4
and kmaxξs = 0.2 for the cases (a) and (b), respectively. The exponent ζ
results from fitting the scaling form A/[1 + (k/kΛ)ζ ] (see Eq. (6.10)), with
characteristic momentum scale kΛ ∼ L(t)−1, to the above stated infra-red
regime of the rescaled data. The solid grey lines show the best fit of the
scaling form. All data depicted is averaged over 64 trajectories. Figure taken
and adapted from Ref. [109].
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Eq. (6.8) in the more general form (see Eq. (3.34))
S(k, t) = (t/tref)
α fs
(
[t/tref]
β k
)
, (6.9)
with tref being some reference time within the scaling regime. If the integral over the
correlations is conserved in time within the infrared momentum regime obeying the
scaling evolution, one finds the constraint α = 2β for a two-dimensional system.
Fig. 6.4 shows the momentum-space correlation function of the transversal spin re-
scaled according to Eq. (6.9) for two different regimes of the time evolution in case of a
quench to q = 0.15q0. For times 650 ts . t . 1700 ts , the correlation function exhibits
approximate scaling with scaling exponents α = 1.91 ± 0.19 and β = 0.95 ± 0.11 (see
Fig. 6.4(a)), whereas for times 4100 ts . t . 8300 ts , we extract scaling exponents α =
0.96 ± 0.23 and β = 0.49 ± 0.11 (see Fig. 6.4(b)). The exponents result from performing
a least-square fit of the data using the reference times tref = 690 ts and tref = 4137 ts ,
respectively. The errors are deduced from the width of the marginal-likelihood functions
of the scaling exponents [34]. The extracted scaling exponents are consistent with the
integral of the correlation function being conserved in time within the infrared scaling
regime as we find α ≈ 2β . Note that we do not take into account a possible logarithmic
correction entering the scaling forms in Eq. (6.8) and (6.9) in our analysis. As the time
window considered for the scaling analysis of the correlation function is comparatively
small, we expect the effects of logarithmic corrections to not be detectable within the
error of the extraction method.
We clearly observe two distinct scaling regimes for the time evolution of our spin-1
system. The scaling exponents for the early stage of the phase ordering are consistent
with the scaling law obtained for PCVs (see Eq. (6.5)), whereas we find good agreement
with the scaling of MHVs (see Eq. (6.6)) within the late-time regime. For times 1700 ts .
t . 4100 ts , we are not able to collapse the data with a single set of exponents α , β . This
indicates the violation of single-length scaling in the system. While the decay of each of
the underlying spin vortices obeys a universal scaling law during the whole process of
phase ordering, the correlation function measuring the evolution of the order parameter
does not. Nonetheless, in the late-time regime where MHVs are much more numerous
than PCVs (see Fig. 6.2), we find the phase ordering process to be well described by a
single length scale only corresponding to the decay of MHVs (see Fig. 6.4(b)). Due to
the fast decay of PCVs as compared to MHVs, the scaling behavior is dominated by the
PCV scaling law at early stages (see Fig. 6.4(a)), although there is an approximate equal
number of PCVs and MHVs in the system (see Fig. 6.2).
However, the phase ordering for evolution times t . 1700 ts is not purely characterized
by the dynamics and the properties of PCVs. This becomes visible when investigating
the scaling function associated with the scaling evolution in Fig. 6.4(a). The momentum-
space correlation function of the transversal spin shows a plateau below the character-
istic momentum scale kΛ ∼ L(t)−1, followed by a power-law fall-off S(k, t) ∼ k−ζ . Using
all rescaled data, we determine the exponent ζ by means of fitting the scaling form
ffit(k) = A/[1 + (k/kΛ)
ζ ] (6.10)
to the infrared momentum regime. We extract an exponent ζ = 2.71± 0.01 from the fit,
which is considerably larger than the exponent ζ = 2.45 found for a system containing
PCVs only [104]. We expect the deviation to arise from the approximately equal number
of MHVs being present in the system. In contrast, in the late-time regime, we extract an
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Figure 6.5.: Momentum distributions n(δ)(k) derived from the hydrodynamic decompo-
sition of the kinetic energy density into ε(δ)(k) = k2n(δ)(k)/(2M) at five
different evolution times during the phase ordering process. The momentum
distributions representing the quantum pressure n(q) (orange diamonds), ne-
matic n(n) (green squares), compressible n(c) (red triangles), incompressible
n(i) (purple pentagons) and the spin n(s) (brown arrows) parts of the decom-
position are compared to the total occupation number ntot =
∑
m |ψm |2 (blue
dots). See Sect. 3.4 for a detailed definition of each of the parts. The two
leftmost panels correspond to the time regime depicted in Fig. 6.4(a). The
power-law fall-off of the spin part n(s)(k) ∼ k−ζ with exponent ζ ' 2.6
(dashed line) is consistent with the one extracted for the correlation func-
tion of the transversal spin. The two rightmost panels correspond to the
time regime depicted in Fig. 6.4(b). Here, the power-law fall-off of the spin
part with exponent ζ ' 3 (solid line) is also consistent with the one ex-
tracted for the correlation function. This indicates that the spin part plays
the dominant role for the shape of the universal scaling function describing
the scaling evolution of the transversal spin. The occupation number spec-
trum ntot(k), however, is dominated, in the infrared momentum regime, by
the incompressible part arising from the vortices in the system. It shows
a power-law behavior with ζ ' 4 (dash-dotted line in the rightmost panel)
which is consistent with ζ = d+2 predicted for an ensemble of randomly dis-
tributed vortices in a d-dimensional system [69]. Figure taken and adapted
from Ref. [109].
exponent of ζ = 2.90± 0.01. This indicates that not only the scaling exponents but also
the shape of the scaling function differs for the two types of spin vortices causing the
associated universal dynamics to belong to clearly distinct universality classes.
We emphasize that the power-law fall-off of the correlation function of the transversal
spin does not characterize the flow fields induced by the vortices detected in the system.
For an ensemble of randomly distributed vortices, one generally expects a steeper power-
law fall-off of the order parameter correlation function with exponent ζ = d +2 [40, 62,
69].
Investigating the origin of the observed power-law fall-off thus requires to separate
the flow field induced by vortices from other contributions such as sound excitations or
additional structure in the spin degree of freedom of the system. For this, we make use
of a hydrodynamic decomposition of the kinetic energy density as defined in Sect. 3.4.
Fig. 6.5 shows the momentum distributions n(δ)(k) derived from such a decomposition.
In particular, note the (purple pentagons) curve n(i)(k) which depicts the contribution
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Figure 6.6.: Hydrodynamic decomposition of the kinetic energy density into ε(δ)(k) for
the same evolution times as in Fig. 6.5. The contributions representing
the quantum pressure ε(q) (orange diamonds), nematic ε(n) (green squares),
compressible ε(c) (red triangles), incompressible ε(i) (purple pentagons) and
the spin ε(s) (brown arrows) parts of the decomposition are compared to
εtot(k) = k
2ntot(k)/(2M) (blue dots). The sum of all parts of the decom-
position εkin =
∑
δ ε
(δ) (pink thin diamonds) reveals expected deviations
between the hydrodynamic decomposition and εtot for infrared momenta
[40]. While the spin part is characterized by a single power law accord-
ing to ε(s)(k) ∼ k−ζ+2 with ζ ' 2.6 (dashed line) in the early stage of the
phase ordering, a bimodal distribution with a steeper power-law fall-off con-
sistent with ζ ' 3 (solid line) within the low momentum region arises in the
late-time regime. The incompressible part shows a power-law behavior con-
sistent with ζ ' 4 (dash-dotted line). We remark that the power-law fall-off
of εtot arises from contributions of both, the incompressible and the spin part.
Hence, it neither gives direct access to the vortices characterizing the scal-
ing evolution nor to the surface structure of the spin domains determining
the shape of the universal scaling function of the transversal spin correlator.
Figure taken and adapted from Ref. [109].
of the incompressible, i.e., the divergence-free part of the velocity field to the kinetic
energy spectrum. This part arises from both, spin and free vortices (c.f. Fig. 6.1(f)) and
falls off as n(i)(k) ∼ k−ζ with ζ ' 4 during the late-time regime of the phase ordering.
We remark that for the early stage we observe a slightly steeper power-law consistent
with ζ ' 4.3.
As a result, while the total kinetic energy spectrum is dominated by the contribution
from the incompressible part within the infrared momentum region below kξs . 0.2,
the power-law fall-off of the spin correlator S(k, t) is closer to that of the spin part of the
decomposition (n(s), brown arrows in Fig. 6.5), for which we find an exponent consistent
with ζ ' 2.6 for times 650 ts . t . 1700 ts , and an exponent ζ ' 3 in the late-time
regime 4100 ts . t . 8300 ts (see dashed and solid lines respectively in Fig. 6.5). Both
exponents can be related to the surface structure of the transversal spin domains present
in the system. For domains in a d-dimensional system, one generally expects a power-
law behavior of the associated momentum-space correlator with exponent ζ = −2d+ds,
where ds denotes the surface fractal dimension [160]. For smooth surfaces, the fractal
dimension is ds = d − 1 [160], which results in an exponent ζ = 3. Hence, the late-time
scaling regime dominated by the annihilation of MHVs can be interpreted in terms of
the spin domains having a rather smooth surface structure. However, within the early
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stage of the phase ordering, the scaling is consistent with the spin domains having a
fractal surface structure with fractal dimension ds ≈ 1.4. Note that a fractal dimension
of this size has been found for the phase-ordering process involving PCVs only [104].
Our results thus seem to indicate that each type of spin vortex is accompanied by a
specific surface structure of the attached spin domain boundaries.
The spectrum of the kinetic energy gives additional insights into the results presented
in Fig. 6.5. Fig. 6.6 shows the hydrodynamic decomposition of the kinetic energy density
during the phase ordering process. As we have already seen in Fig. 6.5, for the early
stage of the phase ordering the spin part of the decomposition exhibits a power-law
behavior according to ε(s)(k) ∼ k−ζ+2 with ζ ' 2.6. In the late-time regime, the single
power law transitions into a bimodal distribution characterized by a steeper power-law
fall-off consistent with ζ ' 3 in the low momentum region, while the high momentum
region is still characterized by an exponent ζ ' 2.6. In contrast, for the incompressible
part of the kinetic energy, ε(i)(k), a single power-law consistent with ζ ' 4 prevails
throughout the whole evolution. Note that the power-law fall-off of the total kinetic
energy εtot(k) = k2ntot(k)/(2M) results from both, the incompressible and the spin
part such that it neither provides direct access to the vortices characterizing the scaling
evolution nor to the surface structure of the spin domains determining the shape of the
universal scaling function of the order parameter correlator.
6.6. Summary and outlook
In this chapter, we studied the universal scaling dynamics during the phase-ordering
process of a two-dimensional spin-1 system quenched into the easy-plane ferromag-
netic phase. Our choice of initial condition allowed both, polar core vortices (PCVs)
and Mermin-Ho vortices (MHVs) to form during the quench and we observed that both
types of spin vortices play a crucial role for the universal scaling characterizing the
phase-ordering process.
We found that the ratio of PCVs and MHVs produced can be varied by quenching to
different quadratic Zeeman energies q. The subsequent decay of each type of spin vortex
appeared to be described by a universal scaling law. Because the two types of vortices
have different decay laws, the standard (i.e., single macroscopic length scale) dynamical
scaling hypothesis characterizing the infrared self-similar evolution of correlations in
the universal scaling regime cannot hold for the order parameter of the system. We
thus believe that our numerical studies present an extension of the dynamical scaling
hypothesis to systems supporting multiple defects relevant to the order parameter.
Our results for the scaling of the order-parameter correlation function support the
interpretation of two distinct macroscopic length scales and importantly demonstrate
that in the PCV dominated regime, the scaling function deviates from the one found for
a system containing PCVs only [104]. Performing a hydrodynamic decomposition of the
kinetic energy density, we identified the spin part of the decomposition to determine the
shape of the scaling function of the order-parameter correlations.
We remark that earlier work studying spin-1 quench dynamics found that only PCVs
played a role in the phase ordering process [104]. Phase ordering of a (non-quenched)
spin-1 system containing only MHVs was investigated in Ref. [124], with the initial vor-
tices inserted randomly into the initial equilibrium state. Hence, our studies unraveled
a neat choice of initial condition to generate multiple topological excitations that show
universal scaling in the subsequent dynamical evolution of the system.
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A practical feature of our system is that it can be realized in experiments with spin-1
Bose gases. The initial state production and tuning of q are common place experimental
manipulations. The main challenges lie in producing a large quasi-2D system, ideally in
a flat bottomed trap, and subsequently monitoring the evolution for long time scales.
Note that the initial condition considered here is a pi/2-spin rotation of the one studied
in Ref. [104], yet the ordering dynamics proceeds in a different manner involving two
classes of topological defects. An interesting future direction is to vary the spin rotation
angle continuously to produce a family of initial states to explore the crossover between
the two different transient ordering processes.
Within the framework of non-thermal fixed points, our findings indicate that the sys-
tem approaches two different such fixed points simultaneously during the time evo-
lution. As this sounds counter-intuitive in the first place and hard to connect to the
standard scaling properties of correlation functions at the fixed point, one could think
of the idea that one has to identify observables that only contain information about one
particular type of spin vortex. Those observables would incorporate the two relevant
low-energy excitations separately and allow for a proper rescaling of the corresponding
correlations.
The numerical results presented in this chapter raise numerous fundamental questions
for the classification of non-thermal fixed points dominated by multiple topological ex-
citations. In particular, one could think of a classification in terms of excitations such
that scaling properties at non-thermal fixed points are assigned to the present excita-
tions rather than the physical system itself. This idea could be further investigated in
higher-order spin systems, where individual phases of the system feature an even larger
number of potential topological excitations.
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Non-thermal fixed points dominated
by collective excitations
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7. Universal scaling dynamics in a
U (N )-symmetric Bose gas
In the previous part of this thesis, we considered universal scaling dynamics at a non-
thermal fixed point dominated by topological excitations. In this chapter, we focus on
scaling behavior dominated by collective excitations. To illustrate this type of non-
thermal fixed point scaling, we investigate the non-equilibrium dynamics of a U (N )-
symmetric Bose gas.
In Sect. 7.1, we elaborate on analytical predictions of the spatio-temporal scaling of
the U (N )-symmetric Bose gas within a kinetic theory approach. In particular, we per-
form the scaling analysis within the large-N limit of the model by making use of the
effective action derived by means of the low-energy effective field theory outlined in
Sect. 3.1.2. As we consider low-energy fluctuations on top of a homogeneous back-
ground condensate, topological excitations are not included in the effective field theory.
Thus, the analytical treatment solely allows us to extract the scaling behavior result-
ing from collective excitations in the system. Hence, we perform numerical simulations
of a U (3)-symmetric Bose gas in three spatial dimensions to corroborate our analytical
predictions and to show that the scaling behavior is dominated by the collective exci-
tations discussed within the analytical framework. We present the numerical results in
Sect. 7.2. We find that the numerically extracted scaling exponents and scaling function
are in good agreement with the scaling behavior predicted in the large-N limit. Making
use of higher-order correlators of the fundamental Bose fields and the hydrodynamic
decomposition of the flow field allows us to identify that the universal scaling is dom-
inated by relative-phase excitations which are predicted to be the relevant low-energy
degree of freedom in the large-N limit of the underlying model. The hydrodynamic de-
composition further reveals that topological excitations are indeed present in the system
but play a subdominant role in the scaling evolution.
7.1. Analytical predictions for theU (N )-symmetric
Bose gas
In this section, we discuss analytical predictions for the scaling behavior at a non-thermal
fixed point inU (N )-symmetric Bose gases. We make use of a kinetic-theory description
to perform a scaling analysis from which we extract the universal scaling exponents.
Therefore, we briefly outline the derivation of the kinetic equations that govern the scal-
ing behavior at the fixed point in Sect. 7.1.1. We proceed by investigating the spatio-
temporal scaling of the quasiparticle distribution characterizing the phase-angle excita-
tions within the large-N limit in Sect. 7.1.2. To do so, we make use of the low-energy
effective field theory derived in Sect. 3.1.2. Note that the spatio-temporal scaling of the
particle number distribution of the U (N )-symmetric Bose gas within the large-N limit
has been studied within the framework of non-perturbative resummed kinetic theory in
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Refs. [34, 50, 56]. Finally, we comment on how to relate the scaling behavior obtained
for the quasiparticle distribution to the particle number distribution measurable in ex-
perimental systems in Sect. 7.1.3.
The content of this section is taken and adapted from Refs. [37, 52, 61]. I stress that the
majority of the parts are taken verbatim from the publications. I further added and/or
modified formulations to embed the work into the broader context of this thesis.
7.1.1. From Kadanoff-Baym to kinetic equations in a nutshell
In Sect. 2.2, we outlined that the non-equilibrium time evolution of a quantum many-
body system can be computed within the Schwinger-Keldysh description [77–80]. In
that framework, the dynamical evolution of unequal-time two-point correlators is given
by the Kadanoff-Baym equations [81]. Following Ref. [56], we briefly explain how to
proceed from the Kadanoff-Baym equations in order to derive a kinetic equation that
governs the scaling behavior at a non-thermal fixed point.
As a first step, the two-point correlators are decomposed into a symmetric and anti-
symmetric part. For bosons, the symmetric part, which is termed the statistical function,
is given by the anti-commutator of the field operators at two points in space and time,
whereas the spectral function, defined by the commutator, represents the antisymmetric
part. To obtain a kinetic equation, it is necessary to introduce a quasiparticle ansatz for
the spectral function. In a next step, a gradient expansion of the Kadanoff-Baym equa-
tions with respect to the evolution time is performed. As universal scaling is reminiscent
of a loss of memory about the initial condition, we can formally put the initial time to
minus infinity and thus forget about contributions to the equations coming from the
initial state.
Taking the gradient expansion to leading order and performing the equal-time limit,
we obtain a Boltzmann-type kinetic equation for the time evolution of the (quasi)particle
occupation number. This equation is termed generalized quantum Boltzmann equation
(QBE).
7.1.2. Spatio-temporal scaling in the large-N limit
As discussed above, the kinetic description focuses on the evolution of equal-time two-
point correlators. To analyze the universal scaling behavior of the U (N )-symmetric
Bose gas at a non-thermal fixed point, we evaluate the QBE associated with the two-
point correlator of the phase-excitation quasiparticles fa(k, t) = 〈θa(k, t)θa(−k, t)〉 as
introduced in Eq. (3.19). This is a natural choice as phases are the relevant low-energy de-
gree of freedom due to the suppression of density fluctuations as explained in Sect. 3.1.2.
We remark that analytical predictions for the scaling behavior at a non-thermal fixed
point made by means of two-particle irreducible (2PI) resummation treatments usually
consider the distribution of particles instead of quasiparticles. We will give a relation
between the scaling of the quasiparticle and particle distribution in Sect. 7.1.3.
The kinetic equation that governs the time evolution of the momentum spectrum fk ≡
f (k, t) ≡ fa(k, t) of phase excitations reads
∂t f (k, t) = I [f ](k, t) , I [f ](k, t) = I3(k, t) + I4(k, t) . (7.1)
The scattering integral I [f ](k, t) has two contributions arising from respective 3- and 4-
wave interactions. The form of the 3- and 4-point scattering integrals I3(k, t) and I4(k, t)
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can be directly inferred from the low-energy effective action derived in Sect. 3.1.2. From
the effective action in the large-N limit (see Eq. (3.18)), we obtain the scattering integrals
to be given by [61]
I3(k, t) ∼
∫
p,q
|T3(k,p,q)|2 δ(k+ p − q)δ(ωk + ωp − ωq)
×
[
(fk + 1)(fp + 1)fq − fk fp(fq + 1)
]
, (7.2)
I4(k, t) ∼
∫
p,q,r
|T4(k,p,q, r)|2 δ(k+ p − q − r)δ(ωk + ωp − ωq − ωr)
×
[
(fk + 1)(fp + 1)fq fr − fk fp(fq + 1)(fr + 1)
]
. (7.3)
The scattering T -matrices read
|T3(k,p,q)|2 = |γ (k,p,q)|2дG(k)дG(p)дG(q)
8ω(k)ω(p)ω(q)
, (7.4)
|T4(k,p,q, r)|2 = |λ(k,p,q, r)|2 дG(k) · · ·дG(r)
2ω(k) · · · 2ω(r) , (7.5)
with interaction couplings
γ (k,p,q) =
(k · p)ω(q)
M дG(q)
+ perms , (7.6)
λ(k,p,q, r) =
(k · p)(q · r)
2M2 дG(k − p) + perm
s . (7.7)
Here, the terminology ‘perms’ denotes permutations of the sets of momentum argu-
ments. The dispersionsω(k) ∼ kz are characterized by the dynamical exponent z. In the
large-N limit we obtain z = 2 as the corresponding quasiparticles are Goldstone excita-
tions with quadratic, free-particle-like dispersion. Recall that the indexG of the coupling
дG(k) = Nдk2/(2k2Ξ) refers to the relevant Goldstone excitations in the large-N limit.
Now, we use the kinetic equations derived above to obtain a prediction for the scaling
exponents α and β at the non-thermal fixed point. The fixed point is defined by the
quasiparticle distribution obeying the scaling form
f (k, t) = sα/β f (sk, s−1/βt), (7.8)
with s being a general scale parameter. Choosing s = (t/tref)β one obtains the scaling
form
f (k, t) = (t/tref)
α fs([t/tref]
βk) (7.9)
of the distribution function. For the general scaling analysis of the kinetic equation
performed in this section, we keep the parameter s , whereas for the discussion of the
numerical results it is more convenient to use the form stated in Eq. (7.9).
Since the coupling дG(k) = s−2дG(sk) scales quadratically in momentum, the T -
matrices scale as
|Tl(k1, . . . ,kl ; t)| = s−ml |Tl(sk1, . . . , skl ; s−1/βt)|, (7.10)
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with l ∈ {3, 4} andm3 =m4 = 2.
This causes the scattering integrals to scale according to
Il [f ](k, t) = s
−µl Il [f ](sk, s−1/βt) , (7.11)
with
µl = 2 + (l − 2)d − (l − 1)α/β . (7.12)
At the non-thermal fixed point, the scaling quasiparticle distribution function f obeys
the scaling form stated in Eq. (7.8). For it to be a solution of the kinetic equation in
Eq. (7.1) for a given µ = µl , the scaling exponents need to satisfy the relation
α = 1 − βµ . (7.13)
In addition, in the presence of a global conservation of the quasiparticle number given
by the integral
∫
k f (k, t), the scaling exponents are subject to the constraint α = βd
such that both scattering integrals, I3 and I4, scale with µl ≡ µ = 2 − d . Note that
this relation implies that the relative importance of the two scattering integrals should
remain throughout the evolution of the system. Collecting the above results, we obtain
β = 1/2 , α = d/2 . (7.14)
So far, we elaborated on the spatio-temporal scaling of the correlation function deter-
mining the scaling exponents α and β . In addition, we can also analyze the purely spatial
momentum scaling which characterizes the form of the scaling function. The scaling of
the QBE at a fixed evolution time t = t0 implies κ = −µκ,l , where µκ,l is the spatial scal-
ing exponent of the corresponding scattering integral, Il(k, t0) = s−µκ,l Il(sk, t0). Power-
counting of the scattering integrals, together with the above stated scaling relation and
inserting z = 2 for the large-N limit, gives
κ3 = −µκ,3 = d + 2, (7.15)
κ4 = −µκ,4 = d + 1. (7.16)
For a given κl , one additionally finds that
µκ,3 − µκ,4 = κl − d ≥ 1. (7.17)
Hence, the 4-wave scattering integral is expected to dominate at low momenta, k → 0.
This implies that, at the non-thermal fixed point, the quasiparticle distribution f (k, t) ∼
k−κ is characterized by the momentum scaling exponent κ = κ4 = d + 1. From first
sight, the result appears to contradict the previous analysis of the spatio-temporal scal-
ing which revealed an equal importance of I3 and I4. We emphasize, however, that the
scaling exponents α and β corresponding to the spatio-temporal scaling properties are
obtained from relations which are independent of the precise form of f (k, t) but only
require the scaling relation f (k, t) = (t/tref)α fs([t/tref]βk). Hence, the questions, which
of the scattering integrals is responsible for the shape of the scaling function and which
dominates the transport, can be answered independently of each other, see Ref. [61] for
details.
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7.1.3. Relation between the scaling of particle and quasiparticle
distributions
Making use of the low-energy effective field theory, we analyzed the spatio-temporal
scaling of the quasiparticle distribution fa(k, t) characterizing the phase-angle excita-
tions. We find the scaling exponents to agree with results obtained from non-perturba-
tively resummed kinetic theory [56]. However, in the latter approach, one studies the
spatio-temporal scaling of the particle number distribution na(k, t) encoded in the fun-
damental Bose fields. We remark that a priori there is no reason for the scaling prop-
erties of the two distributions to coincide since they correspond to different degrees of
freedom.
Hence, one needs a translation between the scaling of the quasiparticle and particle
number distribution. Under the assumption that the non-thermal fixed point is Gaussian
with respect to quasiparticle excitations in the phase degree of freedom, it can be shown
that the scaling properties derived in the large-N limit of the low-energy effective theory,
defined by the exponents z = 2, α = d/2, β = 1/2, and κ = d + 1, are consistent with
the scaling properties derived within the non-perturbative approach, for the case of a
dynamical exponent z = 2, and a vanishing anomalous dimension η = 0.
This relation enables us to extract scaling properties of the phase-angle excitations
from the scaling behavior of the particle number distribution which is directly accessible
in experiments. Additionally, due to the phase being compact, it is technically much
more involved to even evaluate the phase correlator from numerical data. Therefore, we
solely study correlators of the fundamental Bose fields in the following section where
we discuss numerical results obtained by simulating the non-equilibrium dynamics after
a strong cooling quench in aU (3)-symmetric Bose gas.
7.2. Numerical simulation of theU (3)-symmetric Bose
gas
In this section, we corroborate the analytical predictions made for the scaling behavior
of the U (N )-symmetric Bose gas with numerical simulations. Therefore, we consider
the non-equilibrium time evolution of a U (3)-symmetric Bose gas in three spatial di-
mensions after a strong cooling quench. We introduce the numerical parameters used
for the simulations in Sect. 7.2.1. Then, we discuss the spatio-temporal scaling of the
system in Sect. 7.2.2. We focus especially on extracting that the scaling behavior is dom-
inated by excitations of relative phases which are predicted to characterize the universal
scaling in the large-N limit. Therefore, we make use of higher-order correlators of the
fundamental fields and the hydrodynamic decomposition of the flow field.
The content of this section is taken and adapted from Ref. [61]. I stress that some parts
are taken verbatim from the publication. However, I reordered the overall structure of
the presentation. I further added and/or modified formulations to embed the work into
the broader context of this thesis.
7.2.1. Numerical parameters
The three-dimensional U (3)-symmetric Bose gas is described by the Hamiltonian in-
troduced in Eq. (3.1) with N = 3 and d = 3. Note that we use units of ~ = 1. We
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start with a far-from-equilibrium initial condition given by a ‘box’ particle number dis-
tribution na(k, t0) = n0Θ(kq − |k|), where one can express the occupation number as
n0 = (4pik
3
q )
−1ρ(0). Additionally, we choose all phases θa(k, t0) randomly on the cir-
cle such that no significant coherence prevails. Note that we use the label a = 1, 2, 3
to enumerate the three components. We take the momentum cutoff for the initial con-
dition to be kq = 1.4kΞ leading to an initial occupation number of n0 ' 2350. Here,
kΞ = [2Mд ρ
(0)]1/2 is a momentum scale set by the inverse healing length corresponding
to the total particle density ρ(0) present in the system.
Our initial configuration has an extreme out-of-equilibrium form as the modes are
strongly occupied, on the order of n0 ∼ ζ −1d . Here, ζd = [ρ(0)a3]1/2 is the diluteness
parameter which measures the s-wave scattering length a = дM/(4pi) in units of the
inverse mean total density. In physical terms, this means that all particles are placed,
predominantly, at a momentum scale with kinetic energy equal to the interaction energy
or chemical potential µ = дρ(0) the gas has stored if it was fully Bose condensed. In
practice, one may prepare such an initial state, e.g., by applying a strong cooling quench
to an equilibrated system as already outlined in Sect. 2.1.
All simulations are performed on a grid with Ng = 2563 grid points using periodic
boundary conditions. The corresponding physical volume of our system is V = NgΞ3.
The total particle number isN = ρ(0)V = 6.7 ·109, i.e., we haveNa = 2.23 ·109 particles
in each of the three components. The correlation functions, obtained by solving the
equations of motion stated in Eq. (3.3) within the truncated Wigner approximation, are
averaged over 144 trajectories.
Throughout this section, we express length scales in units of the healing length Ξ =
k−1Ξ and measure time in units of the characteristic time scale tΞ = 2pi/(дρ
(0)).
7.2.2. Spatio-temporal scaling
Starting from the extreme out-of-equilibrium initial configuration discussed above, the
system can approach a non-thermal fixed point and show universal scaling. In particular,
the occupation numbers na(k, t) = 〈|ψa(k, t)|2〉 of the Bose fields in each component a
in momentum space, see Eq. (3.20), can obey a scaling evolution according to
na(k, t) = (t/tref)
α fs,a([t/tref]
βk) (7.18)
within a range of modes 0 < k . kΞ.
Fig. 7.1(a) shows that, within a regime of low momenta, the evolution of the angle-
averaged momentum distribution n1(k, t) = (4pi)−1
∫
dΩk n1(k, t), where n1(k, t) =
〈ψ †1 (k, t)ψ1(k, t)〉, exhibits scaling in time t and radial momentum k = |k| accord-
ing to Eq. (7.18). While the inset shows the evolution of the particle number distri-
bution at different instances of time, the data shown in the main frame demonstrates
the rather precise scaling collapse in momentum space, up to the scale on the order of
the healing-length wave number kΞ above which a near-thermal tail characterizes the
higher-energetic particles.
For a quantitative analysis of the scaling behavior, we determine the respective scaling
exponentsα and β bymeans of least-square rescaling fits of the occupation number spec-
tra within a time window [tref, tref +∆t ] with∆t = 146 tΞ. The resulting tref-dependent
exponents are shown in Fig. 7.2(a). The extracted exponents confirm, within errors, the
relation α = β d in d = 3 dimensions which results form the particle number conserva-
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Figure 7.1.: (a) Universal scaling of the angle-averaged occupation number distri-
bution n1(k) ≡ n1(k, t) = (4pi)−1
∫
dΩk n1(k, t), where n1(k, t) =
〈ψ †1 (k, t)ψ1(k, t)〉. Inset: Evolution starting from a ‘box’ momentum distri-
bution n1(k, t0) = n0Θ(kq − |k|), identical in all three components a (grey
line), with n0 = (4pik3q )
−1ρ(0), kq = 1.4kΞ, at five different times (colored
dots). The collapse of the data to a universal scaling function, with refer-
ence time tref = 31 tΞ, shows the scaling in space and time according to
Eq. (7.18). Within the time window tref = 200 tΞ ≤ t ≤ 350 tΞ, we extract
exponents α = 1.62 ± 0.37, β = 0.53 ± 0.09, see Fig. 7.2(a). At momenta
k  kΛ(t), we find a power-law fall-off of the distribution as n1(k) ∼ k−ζ
with ζ ' 4. (b) Universal scaling dynamics of the angle-averaged cor-
relator measuring the spatial fluctuations of the relative phases C12(k) ≡
C12(k, t) = (4pi)
−1 ∫ dΩkC12(k, t), where C12(k, t) = 〈|(ψ †1ψ2)(k, t)|2〉, for
the same system. While no plateau prevails in the infrared, a similar fall-off
at higher momenta is seen as for n1(k) with only slightly modified power
law. Within the same time window as stated in (a), we extract scaling expo-
nents α = 1.48±0.18, β = 0.51±0.06, see Fig. 7.2(b). The scaling exponents
characterizing the evolution ofC12(k) are closer to the predicted fixed-point
exponents β = 1/2, α = 3/2 than for n1(k). Figure taken and adapted from
Ref. [37].
tion within the infrared regime of momenta. We find similar results (not shown) for the
other components.
During the late period, tref = 200 tΞ ≤ t ≤ 350 tΞ, one obtains the scaling exponents
α = 1.62±0.37, β = 0.53±0.09 for the scaling ofn1(k), with a trend towards a smaller β ,
cf. similar results found in Ref. [34]. For all three components, the exponent β is slightly
larger than the value β = 1/2 analytically predicted in the large-N limit as discussed in
Sect. 7.1.2.
Note that we previously defined the scaling regime associated with a non-thermal
fixed point to be characterized by the scaling exponents becoming independent of the
chosen reference time. Fig. 7.2(a) thus indicates that we are about to enter this scaling
regime during the late period of the numerical simulation. However, the evolution of the
extracted scaling exponents towards the fixed-point value is of interest in its own right
as it offers the possibility to study how the system actually approaches the non-thermal
fixed point. We use these observations to illustrate the concept of prescaling in Chpt. 8.
The scaling form of the occupation number distribution, as stated in Eq. (7.18), allows
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Figure 7.2.: (a) Scaling exponents α/3 and β obtained from least-square rescaling fits
of the angle-averaged occupation number distribution n1(k, t) shown in
Fig. 7.1(a). The exponents correspond to the mean required to collapse the
spectra within the time window [tref, tref + ∆t ] with ∆t = 146 tΞ, and the
momentum window [kmin,kmax], with kmin set by the lowest non-zero radial
momentum at t = tref and kmax = 0.45Ξ−1, such that the slight bend of
n1(k) to a steeper power law is excluded. Error bars denote the least-square
fit error. (b) Exponents extracted from the collapse of C12(k, t), shown in
Fig. 7.1(b), for the same time window. While n1(k) is about to enter the scal-
ing regime in the late period of the simulation, C12(k) already exhibits ap-
proximate scaling at tref+∆t & 300 tΞ as the scaling exponents have settled
in to stationary values. The scaling exponents are in good agreement with
the analytically predicted values of β = 1/2 and α = 3/2, see Sect. 7.1.2.
Figure taken and adapted from Ref. [37].
for a straightforward consistency check of the extracted scaling exponents. Analyzing
the time evolution of the zero-momentum mode occupation n1(k = 0, t) gives direct
access to the scaling exponentα as the universal dynamics according to Eq. (7.18) reduces
to n1(k = 0, t) = (t/tref)α fs,1(k = 0). Fig. 7.3 shows that at late times, t & 200 tΞ, the
evolution is governed by α ' d/2 = 3/2 consistent with our analytic prediction in the
case of a conserved quasiparticle number and the numerical extraction by means of the
least-square fits.
So far, we elaborated on the scaling exponents that govern the time evolution of the
particle number distribution. As we are also able to make analytical predictions for the
form of the scaling function, we briefly comment on this in the following. The numeri-
cally observed scaling function is characterized by a plateau up to an inverse coherence-
length scale kΛ(t), which rescales in time according to kΛ(t) ∼ t−β . At momenta larger
than this inverse coherence-length scale, |k| = k  kΛ(t), the scaling function takes
the power-law form na(k) ∼ k−ζ , with ζ ' d + 1 = 4, confirming earlier predictions
[34, 56, 161] and the result obtained in Sect. 7.1.3.
When deriving the low-energy effective field theory for the U (N )-symmetric Bose
gas in Sect. 3.1.2, we found the phase fields to be the relevant low-energy degree of
freedom. In the large-N limit of the model, we then identified Goldstone excitations of
relative phases to play the dominant role in the low-energy regime. This means that
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Figure 7.3.: Zero-momentum mode of the single-component occupation number n1(k =
0, t) (blue dots). According to Eq. (7.18) the universal time evolution is given
by n1(k = 0, t) = (t/tref)α fs,1(k = 0). At late times, t & 200 tΞ, we find
α ' d/2 = 3/2 (black solid line) consistent with the analytical prediction
within our low-energy effective field theory, see Sect. 7.1.2. Figure taken
and adapted from Ref. [61].
universal scaling dynamics is expected to be predominantly seen in observables sensi-
tive to relative phases as we increase the number of components. As the particle num-
ber distribution is insensitive to such phases, we consider additionally the coherence
functionCab(k, t) = 〈|(ψ †aψb)(k, t)|2〉 as introduced in Eq. (3.21). This momentum-space
correlator measures the fluctuations of the relative phases between components a and
b. Fig. 7.1(b) shows the time evolution of the angle-averaged correlator for a = 1 and
b = 2. We also find a scaling collapse onto a scaling function according to Eq. (7.18)
revealing the same kind of universal scaling as the particle number distribution.
Extracting the scaling exponents by means of least-square fits reveals α = 1.48± 0.18
and β = 0.51 ± 0.06 within the time window tref = 200 tΞ ≤ t ≤ 350 tΞ, see Fig. 7.2(b).
These findings are considerably closer to the exponents β = 1/2 and α = 3/2 predicted
for the fixed point, see Sect. 7.1.2. We stress that the extracted relation between the
scaling exponents α and β shows that the scaling evolution of the correlator Cab(k, t)
is characterized by an emergent conservation law within the infrared regime of mo-
menta. We discuss this conservation law in more detail in the framework of prescaling
in Sect. 8.5.
Our observation for the scaling behavior of the coherence function clearly indicates
the dominant role of relative-phase excitations for the universal scaling dynamics of the
system. To support this conclusion further, we investigate the hydrodynamic flows of
the system.
In order to obtain information on the character of the hydrodynamic flows correspond-
ing to the phase field θa , we analyze the time evolution of the total momentum distri-
bution ntot(k, t) =
∑3
a=1 na(k, t) in hydrodynamic decomposition. This is obtained by
decomposing the kinetic energy distribution inmomentum space into quantum-pressure
(q), spin (s), nematic (n), incompressible (i) and compressible (c) parts, as defined in detail
in Sect. 3.4. The numerically extracted time evolution is depicted in Fig. 7.4.
We point to the observation that the incompressible flow arising from vortical mo-
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Figure 7.4.: Hydrodynamic decomposition of the flow pattern encoded in the phase-
angle field θa at an early time as well as for the four evolution times in the
universal scaling regime. Shown are momentum distributions n(δ)(k) de-
rived from the decomposition of the kinetic energy density into ε(δ)(k) =
k2 n(δ)(k). The total occupation number ntot (blue dots) is compared to the
distributions representing the quantumpressure partn(q) (orange diamonds),
the nematic n(n) (green squares), compressible n(c) (red triangles), incom-
pressible n(i) (purple pentagons) and spin n(s) (brown arrows) parts, as well
as their sum nkin (pink thin diamonds). The incompressible part arising from
vorticity in the system exhibits a power law decay with n(i)(k) ∼ k−14/3 (see
dotted line). The total occupation number is dominated by the nematic and
the spin parts except for momenta deep in the infrared regime where the de-
composition is expected to fail. The interplay of the dominant parts with the
steep power law in the incompressible part leads to an overall power-law
decay of ntot(k) ∼ k−4 (see dashed line) at intermediate momenta. Figure
taken and adapted from Ref. [61].
tion is subdominant as compared to the nematic and spin parts which determine the
leading scaling of the occupation number as ntot(k) ∼ k−4. The vortex flow contributes
significantly only at very low momenta, where the plateau appears in the total number
distribution. In this regime, as is seen at times t/tΞ = 31, 61, the nematic and spin parts
fall off towards zero momentum but this is compensated for by the incompressible part.
Note that the distributions shown in Fig. 7.4 result from the tensor decomposition of
the current which is a four-point function of the Bose fields. Hence, nkin(k, t), which is
the sum of the hydrodynamic parts, deviates from ntot(k, t) in the infrared momentum
regime [40].
We emphasize that the spin and nematic fluctuations are determined by the fluctua-
tions of the relative phases between the field components a = 1, 2, 3. The corresponding
momentum distributions take the same form as the scaling function shown in Fig. 7.1(b).
The universal scaling of C12(k, t) together with the hydrodynamic decomposition thus
confirms our hypothesis that the scaling behavior is dominated by the relative phases
between different components.
Additionally, we find that the incompressible as well as the spin and nematic parts of
the hydrodynamic decomposition also exhibit universal scaling according to Eq. (7.18),
which is shown in Fig. 7.5. The late-time value of β ' 0.5 extracted for the universal
scaling of the spin and nematic parts (see insets of Fig. 7.5(b) and (c)) demonstrates the
crucial role of the relative phases for the scaling behavior of the system. Interestingly,
the scaling behavior of the subdominant vortical flow in the system seems to be charac-
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Figure 7.5.: Universal scaling dynamics of the occupation numbers representing the (a)
incompressible, n(i), (b) nematic, n(n), and (c) spin, n(s), parts of the hydro-
dynamic decomposition (see Fig. 7.4) according to Eq. (7.18). The collapse
of the data to the universal scaling functions f
(δ)
s (k), with reference time
tref = 31 tΞ, shows, in each case δ = i,n, s , the scaling in space and time as
stated in Eq. (7.18) . The universal scaling exponents α/3 (orange stars) and
β (blue dots) obtained by means of a least-square fit to the data within the
time window [tref, tref + ∆t ] with ∆t = 146 tΞ are depicted in the insets of
each panel. For late times, we find that the scaling exponent β extracted for
the nematic and spin part approaches β ' 0.5 while for the incompressible
part it settles in to β ' 0.58. The scaling exponents corresponding to the
time evolution of the nematic and spin part corroborate our hypothesis that
the scaling behavior is dominated by the relative phases of the components.
Figure taken and adapted from Ref. [61].
terized by a scaling exponent β ' 0.58 nearly unaffected by variations of the reference
time (see inset of Fig. 7.5(a)). For smaller N , in particular N = 1, vortices are expected
to play a more prominent role [39, 40, 42–45, 57] in the evolution following a quench of
the type considered here.
Finally, we stress that during the approach of the scaling regime associated with the
non-thermal fixed point, the system shows prescaling [37], which will be discussed in
detail in Chpt. 8. Our analysis here demonstrates that, cf. in particular Fig. 7.4, effects
of topological excitations such as vortices, contributing to the incompressible flow, can
induce scaling violations of the single-component occupation numbers and coherence
functions. Nevertheless, also other contributions such as 1/N corrections to the scaling
analysis could explain certain systematic deviations of the exponents found at the largest
simulation times from the analytical predictions presented in Sect. 7.1.
7.3. Summary and outlook
In this chapter, we discussed universal scaling dynamics at a non-thermal fixed point
dominated by collective excitations. To illustrate this type of scaling behavior, we con-
sidered aU (N )-symmetric Bose gas far from equilibrium.
To obtain analytical predictions for the universal scaling, we performed a scaling anal-
ysis of the corresponding kinetic equation. The scattering matrices entering the kinetic
equation were extracted from the low-energy effective field theory of the model. We
focussed on the large-N limit, where Goldstone excitations of the relative-phase degree
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of freedom play the dominant role at low energies. In this case, we found the scaling
exponents to be β = 1/2 and α = dβ = d/2, in agreement with predictions resulting
from non-perturbatively resummed kinetic theory [56]. The scaling relation between α
and β reflects the conservation of the quasiparticle number within the regime of infrared
momenta where the universal scaling dynamics occurs.
We remark that the analytical treatment solely allows us to predict the scaling prop-
erties of the system resulting from collective excitations. This results from the fact that
we consider low-energy fluctuations on top of a homogeneous background condensate
within our low-energy effective field theory. Hence, topological excitations and their in-
fluence on the scaling behavior of the system are not included. This naturally raised the
question whether the predicted scaling is observed when performing numerical simula-
tions of the non-equilibrium time evolution, where topological excitations are expected
to be present.
We find that numerical simulations of a U (3)-symmetric Bose gas in three spatial di-
mensions corroborate the analytical predictions. Making use of higher-order correlators
sensitive to relative-phase excitations and performing a hydrodynamic decomposition
of the flow field allowed us to show that topological excitations are subdominant and
that the universal scaling is dominated by the collective low-energy excitations. In the
late period of the time evolution, the numerical results for the scaling exponents and the
form of the scaling function are in good agreement with the large-N predictions. This
suggests that the universality class of the model is independent of the number of com-
ponents N , reflecting that the dispersion of the dominating Goldstone relative-phase
modes does not depend on N .
Recall that a similar value for the scaling exponent β has also been found in exper-
iments employing a quasi-one-dimensional spin-1 Bose gas [35], see the discussion in
Sect. 5.7. In this experiment, additional spin interactions and the quadratic Zeeman
energy break theU (3) symmetry, freezing out one of the relative-phase degrees of free-
dom at low momenta. Nonetheless, given the experimental parameters, the measured
momentum range is within a regime well described by theU (3)-symmetric model such
that a similar scaling behavior of correlations sensitive to the relative-phase degree of
freedom can be observed in both systems.
As the non-thermal fixed-point scaling relation α = dβ also holds for the relative-
phase correlators Cab(k, t) shown in Fig. 7.1(b) as well as for the spin-contributions to
the energy spectrum seen in Fig. 7.5, an additional emerging symmetry is expected to
play an important role in the universal time evolution. Gaining a deeper understanding
of such emergent conserved quantities and their general role in the framework of non-
thermal fixed points is of particular interest in future research.
Numerically studying the non-equilibrium dynamics of theU (3)-symmetric Bose gas
further revealed that the extracted scaling exponents only slowly approach the constant
universal value predicted at the non-thermal fixed point. This offers the possibility to
study how the system actually approaches the associated non-thermal fixed point.
A major future challenge from an analytical perspective is to make predictions for
the scaling behavior at a non-thermal fixed point in presence of topological excitations.
This is lacking so far as it is not known how to properly derive a low-energy effective
description in presence of a non-equilibrium ensemble of topological excitations. An
expansion about a single stationary topological background solution has already been
performed for the case of a kink defect in one spatial dimension [111]. However, this
simply provides low-energy excitations on top of that stationary background solution,
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which does not resemble the non-equilibrium configuration in the numerically studied
systems.
In addition, the analytical scaling analysis of the kinetic equation solely provides in-
formation about the power-law fall-off of the scaling function. Relevant information
characterizing the entire scaling function, such as the bending over from a plateau to
the power-law fall-off, are not directly accessible.
From a numerical perspective it is an interesting question whether we can generate
initial configurations in the U (N )-symmetric model for which topological excitations
are either completely absent or become dominant in the non-equilibrium evolution of
the system. While the former case should lead to a clean observation of non-thermal
fixed point scaling governed by the collective excitations, the latter case might reveal a
different set of scaling exponents associated with the annihilation of topological excita-
tions. In addition, we are able to study the role of dimensionality on the scaling evolution
of the system. A natural question arising straightforwardly is whether collective excita-
tions can dominate the fixed point scaling in two spatial dimensions or whether vortices
always play the dominant role as for the spin-1 Bose gases discussed in Chpt. 6. Further-
more, it is possible to numerically study the case of N = 2 to investigate a system that
features one Bogoliubov and one Goldstone mode in the low-energy regime. It is then
of particular interest which mode determines the scaling properties of the system, i.e.,
which scaling exponents and scaling functions are observed for the two-point as well as
higher-order correlators in the universal scaling regime.
Finally, extracting the pure phase correlators from the numerical data is of interest in
its own right as it would allow us to directly compare the predictions of our low-energy
effective theory to the numerical simulations. The main challenge lies in dealing with
the compact nature of the phase fields. Finding suitable tools to properly extract the
pure phase correlators is part of ongoing research.
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8. Prescaling
At this point, it is worthwhile to recapitulate the conceptual aspects of the phenomena
discussed in the course of this thesis. In all cases, we started with an isolated quantum
many-body system that we prepared in a far-from-equilibrium state. For long evolution
times, we then found the system to show universal scaling dynamics associated with
a non-thermal fixed point. This immediately poses conceptual questions related to the
intermediate non-equilibrium time evolution. Especially, we can ask how in general
quantum many-body systems evolve from a given far-from-equilibrium initial state to
such a fixed point. In this chapter, we elaborate on the possibility of prescaling as a
generic feature of that evolution.
While the fixed point and thus full scaling in space and time, characterized by a fixed
set of scaling functions and exponents, is generically reached at very long evolution
times, we propose that systems can show prescaling much earlier in time. During the
prescaling evolution, some well-measurable properties of spatial correlations already
scale with the universal exponents of the fixed point while others still show scaling
violations. Prescaling is characterized by the evolution obeying conservation laws as-
sociated with the remaining symmetry which also defines the universality class of the
asymptotically reached non-thermal fixed point.
To illustrate the concept and the existence of prescaling, we consider aU (3)-symmetric
Bose gas in three spatial dimensions. In particular, we reinvestigate the numerical data
presented in Chpt. 7, where we have already seen indications of prescaling during the
early stages of the evolution of momentum-space correlations. During the stage of
prescaling, the system evolves according to a remainingU (N − 1) symmetry of the un-
derlying U (N )-symmetric model. Furthermore, we find that the conserved transport,
reflecting explicit and emerging symmetries, leads to the buildup of rescaling quasicon-
densate distributions.
This chapter is organized as follows: In Sect. 8.1, we give a motivation and a basic in-
troduction to the concept of prescaling. As prescaling is more easily detected in position
space, we discuss the relevant position-space correlations in Sect. 8.2. The main part of
this chapter is devoted to the extraction of prescaling which is laid out in Sect. 8.3. Then,
we continue with a brief discussion of the numerical results obtained from the extraction
procedure in Sect. 8.4. We investigate the conservation laws obeyed during prescaling in
Sect. 8.5. Furthermore, we elaborate on the build-up of the scaling function and present
scaling violations in Sect. 8.6. Finally, we summarize our findings and give an outlook
to future work in Sect. 8.7.
The content of this chapter is taken and adapted from Ref. [37]. I stress that the ma-
jority of the parts are taken verbatim from the publication. However, I reordered the
overall structure of the presentation. I further added and/or modified formulations to
embed the work into the broader context of this thesis.
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8.1. Motivation and introduction
Universal scaling dynamics associated with a non-thermal fixed point is characterized
by the scaling evolution of correlation functions. For example, the occupation number
na(k, t) = 〈ψ †a (k, t)ψa(k, t)〉 of an N -component Bose fieldψa(k, t) described by means
of aU (N )-symmetric Gross-Pitaevskii model, at the fixed point, evolves in a self-similar
manner according to
na(k, t) = (t/tref)
α fs,a([t/tref]
βk) , (8.1)
with universal scaling function fs,a , scaling exponents α , β , and some reference time tref
within the temporal scaling regime. In particular, the scaling exponent β defines the
time evolution of a single characteristic length scale LΛ(t) ∼ 1/kΛ(t) ∼ t β , where kΛ(t)
is the associated characteristic momentum scale.
In the previous chapter, we showed that universal scaling of theU (N )-symmetric Bose
gas at the non-thermal fixed point can be described analytically in terms of a low-energy
effective theory for the phase-angle excitations of the Bose fields. Performing a scaling
analysis of the kinetic equationswithin the large-N limit of themodel (see Sect. 7.1.2), we
obtained the scaling exponents β = 1/2 and α = β d = 3/2 [52, 61]. Note that this set
of exponents characterizes the self-similar evolution of the respective phase correlators
fa(k, t) = 〈θa(k, t)θa(−k, t)〉. However, as we find that the particular fixed point has
Gaussian character, correlation functions factorize in the limit t → ∞ and the scaling
of fa(k, t) implies the scaling of na(k, t) as well as of higher-order correlators of the
fundamental Bose fieldsψa(k, t) [61].
Strictly speaking, the non-thermal fixed point itself is reached only in a certain scaling
limit, such as, for β > 0, at asymptotic times and infinite volume. However, the question
arises how the scaling limit is reached and to what extent and when scaling is already
seen at finite times.
In equilibrium, fixed points of renormalization-group flows describe correlations at a
continuous phase transition. They correspond to a pure rescaling of the correlations, in
momentum or position space, under the change of the flow parameter such as a scale
beyond which fluctuations are averaged over (see Sect. 2.1). In the context of critical
phenomena as well as fundamental particle physics, renormalization flows are known
which are first attracted to a partial fixed point [162]. In such situations, still away
from the actual fixed point, scaling violations can occur for some quantities while others
already show scaling and the further flow can be strongly constrained by a symmetry
the system is subject to.
Motivated by the general concept of partial fixed points [12], we proposed the exis-
tence of prescaling 1 in Ref. [37]. This means that certain correlation functions, already
at comparatively early times and within a limited range of distances, scale with the uni-
versal exponents predicted for the fixed point which itself is reached only much later in
time and in a finite-size systemmay not be reached at all. During the stage of prescaling,
(weak) scaling violations occur in correlations at distances outside this range. Such vio-
lations only slowly vanish as time evolves. In analogy to the case of partial fixed points,
we expect the underlying symmetries of the system to play a key role for the realiza-
tion of prescaling. While part of the symmetries can be broken, symmetries reflecting
the conservation laws associated with the non-thermal fixed point remain intact during
prescaling.
1C. Wetterich, private communication.
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To reveal the existence of prescaling, we reinvestigate the early stages of the time evo-
lution of the three-dimensional U (3)-symmetric Bose gas, discussed in Sect. 7.2.2, from
a new perspective. Recall that, in the previous chapter, we focussed on corroborating
the analytical predictions for the fixed-point scaling by means of analyzing the scaling
behavior of momentum-space correlators in the late-time regime of our numerical sim-
ulations. In the course of this chapter, we are interested in the quantitative properties of
the scaling functions and the respective exponents as the system approaches the non-
thermal fixed point. To unravel the properties defining the stage of prescaling, we study
the evolution of spatial correlations.
For details about the numerical parameters aswell as the initial state of the simulations,
see Sect. 7.2.1. Note that we again express length scales in units of the healing lengthΞ =
[2Mдρ(0)]−1/2 andmeasure time in units of the characteristic time scale tΞ = 2pi/(дρ(0)).
As symmetries play an important role for the realization of prescaling, we remark that
already the chosen initial state does not obey the full U (3) symmetry but breaks it to
U (2) ' [SU (2) × U (1)]/Z2 as does the evolving state. The U (3) symmetry of Eq. (3.1)
gives rise to conservation laws, consistent with the reducedU (2) symmetry, which will
be obeyed during prescaling [61].
In case of the U (3)-symmetric Bose gas, we find prescaling to become visible in the
short-distance properties of correlation functions that measure, for example, the spatial
coherence of the local phase-angle differences between different components. We em-
phasize that scaling violations do not only affect the scaling exponents but in particular
also the shape of the scaling functions.
8.2. Position-space correlations
While the scaling behavior at a non-thermal fixed point is commonly extracted from
momentum-space correlators, we find that prescaling is more clearly seen in position-
space correlations. Based on momentum-space treatments of non-thermal fixed point
scaling, it is intuitive to study the first-order spatial coherence function д
(1)
a (r, t) =
〈ψ †a (x+ r, t)ψa(x, t)〉, as introduced in Eq. (3.22), which is obtained as the Fourier trans-
form of the occupation number na(k). At large evolution times, close to the non-thermal
fixed point, the coherence function is expected to be spherically symmetric and charac-
terized by a universal function fs(x) as д
(1)
a (r, t) = fs(kΛ(t) r), with r = |r|. The inverse
coherence length scales as kΛ(t) ∼ t−β .
The time evolution of the angle-averaged first-order coherence function, for the com-
ponent a = 1, is shown in Fig. 8.1(a). The coherence function takes, to a good approx-
imation, an exponential form at short distances r & Ξ. Similar results are found (not
shown) for the components a = 2, 3. We stress that this behavior is in agreement with
the analytical predictions derived from the low-energy effective field theory of non-
thermal fixed points discussed in Sect. 7.1.2 and Ref. [61]. The exponential form of the
coherence function is reminiscent of that of a quasicondensate in an equilibrium gas
in one spatial dimension [128]. Hence, the coherence function signals the buildup of
a non-equilibrium quasicondensate in three spatial dimensions, rescaling in time and
space towards a longer-range coherence.
However, we observe that the numerically extracted form at larger distances clearly
differs from a pure exponential, д
(1)
a (r, t) ∼ exp{−kΛ(t)r}. Instead, on top of an approx-
imately exponential fall-off, the coherence function also shows oscillatory behavior in
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Figure 8.1.: (a) Time evolution of the angle-averaged first-order coherence function
д
(1)
1 (r) ≡ д(1)1 (r , t) = (4pi)−1
∫
dΩr д
(1)
1 (r, t), where д
(1)
1 (r, t) = 〈ψ †1 (x +
r, t)ψ1(x, t)〉, at five different times (colored dots). The shape of the corre-
lation function is reminiscent of an exponential with a multiplicative os-
cillatory contribution. It clearly exhibits violations of universal scaling at
larger distances, which become weaker in time but still prevail even at long
evolution times. At the latest time shown, finite-size effects appear. (b)
Corresponding angle-averaged second-order coherence function measuring
the spatial fluctuations of the relative phases between components 1 and
2, д
(2)
12 (r) ≡ д(2)12 (r , t) = (4pi)−1
∫
dΩr д
(2)
12 (r, t), where д
(2)
12 (r, t) = 〈ψ †1 (x +
r, t)ψ2(x+r, t)ψ
†
2 (x, t)ψ1(x, t)〉, for the same evolution times as in (a) (colored
dots). The inset shows the rescaled coherence function t¯−α˜д(2)12 (t¯
−βr , tref),
with β = 0.6, α˜ = −0.2, and t¯ = t/tref, with reference time tref = 31 tΞ. The
collapse of the data onto a single function, especially at short distances where
д
(2)
12 (r , t) & 10
−2, indicates that violations of scaling are considerably weaker
than for д
(1)
1 . Note that we show absolute values of the angle-averaged co-
herence functions and normalize to unity at distance r = 0 to visualize all
features of the data on a semi-logarithmic scale. Figure taken and adapted
from Ref. [37].
r . Note that the low-energy effective field theory description does not allow us to make
predictions for the functional form of the first-order coherence function in this regime.
The oscillations indicate a structure developing in the system that causes excitations of
the field to switch its sign over a distance on the order the inverse coherence length kΛ,
i.e., the phase strongly varies on that characteristic scale. Scaling violations at larger
distances are clearly indicated by the change of the shape of the first-order coherence
function at different evolution times.
We stress that, as the non-linear term in Eq. (3.1) couples the total densities, it sup-
presses total-density fluctuations but not fluctuations of the local density differences be-
tween the components. Hence, the spatial Goldstone excitations of the inter-component
phase differences are predicted to become the relevant low-energy degree of freedom
(see Sect. 3.1.2). As the first-order coherence function is insensitive to the relative phases
θa − θb , we additionally study the second-order coherence function д(2)ab (r, t) = 〈ψ †a (x+
r, t)ψb(x+ r, t)ψ
†
b
(x, t)ψa(x, t)〉 as introduced in Eq. (3.23).
The time evolution of the angle-averaged second-order correlation function for the
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case of (a,b) = (1, 2) is shown in Fig. 8.1(b). The second-order coherence function
shows a form reminiscent of an exponential decay comparable to the first-order coher-
ence function at short distances whereas a clear oscillatory behavior is seen at larger
distances. As compared to the first-order coherence function, scaling violations at larger
distances are much weaker for the second-order coherence function. This is clearly seen
by the approximate rescaling collapse of the data in the inset of Fig. 8.1(b).
Note that we present the data in Fig. 8.1 on a semi-logarithmic scale to emphasize
the exponential form at short distances. In order to additionally show the oscillatory
behavior of the angle-averaged coherence functions, we take the absolute value at each
position r . Furthermore, we normalize the correlators to unity at distance r = 0 for a
better comparison.
8.3. Extraction of prescaling
A temporal scaling analysis of the numerically determined coherence functionsд
(1)
1 (r , t)
and д
(2)
12 (r , t) provides a direct way to extract the scaling exponent β via the single scale
kΛ(t). However, as long as the fixed-point scaling is not yet fully developed, the time
evolution of the correlations is not given by such a single scale. To account for that, we
provide a general scheme for determining how the scaling behavior is being approached.
In order to approximate the correlation functions, within a certain regime of distances
r , without any restriction to a particular scaling form, we expand them into a general
Taylor series such that they take the form
д(l)(r , t) = c
(l)
0 +
∞∑
n=1
c
(l)
n (t) (r − r0)n . (8.2)
Here, r0 ≥ 0 marks the expansion point, and l = 1, 2 denotes the two different types
of correlators. The time-dependent coefficients of the series, dropping the l-index, are
written as
cn(t) = cn[kΛ,n(t)]
n , (8.3)
rescaling in time according to kΛ,n(t) ∼ t−βn . In consequence, the coefficients of the
expansion rescale as
cn(t) ∼ t−n βn . (8.4)
Each order of the expansion can be seen as a probe for the scaling of the correlations at
a different distance r . The corresponding scaling exponents can be written as
βn(t) = β + δβn(t) . (8.5)
A particular order of the expansion shows scaling with the fixed-point exponent β , when
δβn(t) becomes small and approximately constant in time.
The system prescales when
βn ≈ β (8.6)
for at least one order n of the expansion. The fixed point itself is, in a strict sense, only
reached if the statement holds for all orders of the expansion.
For our system, we expect prescaling to emerge on short distances and to subsequently
spread towards longer distances. Therefore, we truncate the expansion at the fourth
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Figure 8.2.: Prescaling of position-space correlations. (a) Scaling exponents βn describing
the time evolution of kΛ,n(t) ∼ t−βn with n = 1, 2, 3, 4. The different expo-
nents are deduced from Taylor series coefficients cn(t) = cn[kΛ,n(t)]n which
are obtained by means of a fit of the first-order coherence function д
(1)
1 (r , t),
see Fig. 8.1(a), at small distances r . The index n marks the corresponding
order of the Taylor series. The jump of the exponents at tref + ∆t ≈ 285 tΞ
results from a sign change of the fitted third and fourth order coefficients.
This indicates that the shape of the scaling form is altered more significantly
on large distances as compared to short distances as can already be expected
from Fig. 8.1(a). (b) Scaling exponents βn deduced from an analogous Taylor
series fit of д
(2)
12 (r , t) (see Fig. 8.1(b)). Prescaling is quantitatively seen by the
scaling exponents βn settling in to, within errors, equal stationary values for
the lower orders of the fit. While д
(1)
1 (r), up to order r
4 shows scaling vio-
lations, д
(2)
12 (r) already scales, to a good approximation, with the predicted
exponent β = 1/2 for tref +∆t & 250 tΞ. For an individual fit, the βn result
from averaging over times [tref, tref + ∆t ] with ∆t = 146 tΞ. The final data
points shown are obtained by additionally averaging over a set of fits with
different fit ranges. Errors are given by the corresponding standard deviation
of the exponents of the set. Figure taken and adapted from Ref. [37].
order and extract the coefficients cn(t), with n = 1, 2, 3, 4, from a fit of the expansion to
the data at various instances of time t . To focus on short-distance scaling properties of
the system, the fit is applied at distances 5Ξ . r  L, with linear system size L. By
this choice, we exclude the non-universal regime at distances r . 5Ξ which arises from
contributions of the thermal tail in the region of large momenta (see Fig. 7.1).
As a consistent fitting procedure of a time series of curves is a somewhat challenging
task, we briefly comment on the precise procedure applied in order to extract the time-
resolved coefficients cn(t).
Due to the presence of the non-universal thermal peak at very short distances, we
choose the fit range to be limited by the lower bound rl.b.. This lower bound is further-
more taken to be the expansion point of the Taylor series, rl.b. = r0. In order to stay
consistent during the scaling evolution of the coefficients, r0 is changed in time accord-
ing to r0(t) ∼ t β . This is achieved by taking a fixed value of the correlation function at
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all considered instances of time and determining the distance associated with this value,
i.e., solving д(l)(r0(t), t) = д
(l)
l.b. for r0(t). Analogously, we choose the fit to be limited by
an upper bound ru.b., which is defined by the relation д(l)(ru.b.(t), t) = д
(l)
u.b.. The upper
bound of the fit is chosen in a range sensitive to the highest order of the expansion used
to fit the numerical data.
To ensure equal quality of the fit on short distances, independent of the evolution
time and of the choice of the lower bound of the fit, we optimize the residuals de-
fined as |д(l)(r , t)/д(l)fit (r , t)| of each fit at distances close to r0 in a way that they sym-
metrically scatter around 1 with a maximum deviation of 1%, i.e., we keep 0.99 ≤
|д(l)(r , t)/д(l)fit (r , t)| ≤ 1.01 in a range of distances d
(l)
min(t) ≤ r(t) − r0(t) ≤ d (l)max(t).
The length of the interval [d
(l)
min(t), d
(l)
max(t)] is given by d
(l) · (t/tref)1/2, with reference
time tref = 31 tΞ. The parameter d (l), characterizing the length of the interval at the
reference time t = tref, is chosen to be d (1) = 6Ξ and d (2) = 4Ξ. At each instance of
time, the minimal distance d
(l)
min(t) = r
(l)
0,min(t) − r0(t) is given by the difference between
the lowest expansion point of all fit ranges used for a particular correlation function,
r
(l)
0,min(t), and the lower bound of the current fit r0(t). Hence, d
(l)
min(t) = 0 for the fit cor-
responding to the expansion point r
(l)
0,min(t), whereas d
(l)
min(t) < 0 for all other fits. This
means that, for fits belonging to the latter class, we ensure that it matches the data well
even at distances below the expansion point r0(t). The maximal distance d
(l)
max(t) then
directly follows from d
(l)
min(t) and from the fixed length of the interval [d
(l)
min(t),d
(l)
max(t)].
Applying this procedure to the numerical data, we are able to extract the Taylor co-
efficients as a function of the evolution time. Taking the negative of the logarithmic
derivative of the fitted cn(t) with respect to t and dividing by n, gives the scaling ex-
ponent βn at a particular instance in time. To reduce fluctuations of the locally in time
extracted exponents, we average the βn over a fixed time window. Taking into account
possible fluctuations of the scaling exponents arising from the choice of the fit range,
we furthermore average over different fit ranges, which are given by 0.55 ≤ д(1)l.b. ≤ 0.65,
0.03 ≤ д(1)u.b. ≤ 0.08 for the first-order coherence function, and 0.25 ≤ д
(2)
l.b. ≤ 0.40,
0.005 ≤ д(2)u.b. ≤ 0.010 for the second-order coherence function, respectively. This defines
r
(1)
0,min(t), at each instance of time and for all fits of the first-order coherence function,
as the solution of д(1)(r
(1)
0,min(t), t) = 0.65. Analogously, r
(2)
0,min(t) is determined by the
solution of д(2)(r
(2)
0,min(t), t) = 0.40 for all fits of the second-order coherence function.
Performing the whole analysis procedure gives the scaling exponents βn shown in
Fig. 8.2, for n = 1, 2, 3, 4, for both coherence functions д
(1)
1 and д
(2)
12 .
8.4. Discussion of numerical results
The extraction of the time series of the scaling exponents βn by means of the analy-
sis procedure presented in the previous section reveals that the system indeed shows
prescaling. This is quantitatively seen by the scaling exponents settling in to, within
errors, equal stationary values for the lower orders of the fit, see Fig. 8.2. We stress that
the particular value βn ' 0.5 found in the late time regime for the scaling of kΛ,n(t),
for n = 1, 2, parameterizing д
(1)
1 , and for n = 1, 2, 3, 4 in the case of д
(2)
12 , is in good
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agreement with the analytically predicted fixed-point value of β = 1/2, see Sect. 7.1.2
and Refs. [34, 56, 61]. Note that the finite size of the system does not lead to continued
scaling beyond an evolution time of t ' 400 tΞ.
For the first-order coherence function д
(1)
1 , we find that scaling in the higher orders of
the expansion (n = 3, 4) is not yet fully developed within our numerical time window.
This causes the scaling violations on larger distances observed in Fig. 8.1. The converging
flow of the scaling exponents indicates the slow approach of a full scaling form. In
consequence, the system appears on some scales already close to the non-thermal fixed
point but is still away from it.
Comparing Figs. 8.2(a) and (b), we conclude that different correlators can enter the
stage of prescaling on different time scales. Therefore, establishing the full scaling func-
tion and the associated scaling exponents is observable-dependent. This can also be
intuitively concluded from comparing Figs. 8.1(a) and (b). In general, we expect the scal-
ing applying at the fixed point to first show up in correlators of observables that are
most sensitive to the relevant degrees of freedom of the underlying universal behavior.
Hence, our results indicate that the fixed-point scaling of the consideredmodel is dom-
inated by relative-phase fluctuations, forming the Goldstone modes of the broken U (3)
symmetry [61]. This further supports the discussion of the dominant role of relative-
phase excitations for the universal scaling behavior of the system in Sect. 7.2.2. Note
that these excitations are much less energetically constrained than the sound-like ex-
citations of the total density, which are suppressed by the interaction term in Eq. (3.1)
and associated with the overall U (1) symmetry. If N is large, the relative-phase fluctu-
ations, corresponding to the spatial re-shuffling of the local density differences between
the different components, will in general dominate the non-equilibrium evolution of the
system, also of the single-component correlators д
(1)
1 . However, as in our case we are
dealing with the comparatively small number of components N = 3, a clear difference
in the scaling violations for д
(1)
1 and д
(2)
12 is seen.
8.5. Conservation laws during prescaling
We emphasize that the evolution during the stage of prescaling already obeys the con-
servation laws associated with the non-thermal fixed point. This can be inferred from
the scaling behavior of the previously discussed momentum-space correlators na(k, t)
andCab(k, t), associated with the position-space correlators д
(1)
a (r, t) and д
(2)
ab
(r, t). The
scaling collapse according to Eq. (8.1), as depicted in Fig. 7.1 for the occupation number
n1(k, t) and the coherence function C12(k, t), revealed that the scaling along the k-axis
quantified by the exponent β is coupled to the scaling along the vertical axis set by the
exponent α . The relation, within errors, is found to be given by α = d β , with d = 3 be-
ing the spatial dimension of the system. In consequence, the self-similar scaling leaves
the d-dimensional volume, enclosed by the curves within the infrared scaling regime,
approximately constant and thus, in each case, reflects a conserved symmetry during
the prescaling evolution.
We emphasize that, due to the steep power law na(k) ∼ k−4 in the infrared (IR) scal-
ing region, the particle number density is concentrated in this region of low momenta,
where spatio-temporal scaling according to Eq. (8.1) is seen. In contrast, the energy den-
sity is concentrated in the high-momentum tail exhibiting semi-classical Rayleigh-Jeans
distributions na(k) ∼ k−2. Hence, during the scaling evolution, the scales at which par-
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ticles and energy are concentrated, separate continuously further in time and thus, in
the IR region of momenta, this process is increasingly dominated by quasi-local particle
number conservation only, see, e.g., Ref. [56].
This conservation law is due to theU (3) symmetry of themodel describing the dynam-
ics of the system: The initial state aswell as the state during the ensuing prescaling evolu-
tion break the fullU (N ) symmetry of the model toU (N − 1) ' SU (N − 1)×U (1)/ZN−1,
where the SU (N − 1) symmetry describes rotations of the resulting state leaving the
symmetry-broken mean-density vector invariant, and the U (1) is the additional total
phase symmetry, also applying in the case of a vanishing mean-density vector. The
ZN−1 factor accounts for the non-isomorphic centers ofU (N − 1) and SU (N − 1) but is
irrelevant for the conservation laws considered here. As a result, there is a remaining
globalU (1) symmetry corresponding to the local conservation of the total particle den-
sity in the N components of the gas. Furthermore, our model does not allow for particle
exchange between the different components, such that the particle numbers are actually
conserved separately for each component. Stated differently, taking the generators of
theU (3) group, one finds that each of the components carries a separateU (1) symmetry
which is conserved also in the broken state and its further evolution. For the prescaling
of na(k, t), this implies the relation α = d β .
Note that our numerics exhibits the same type of conservation law and power-law
behavior for the coherence function C12(k, t), see Figs. 7.1(b) and 7.2(b). Here, the con-
servation law does not only refer to the conservation of the single-component and total
particle numbers. Furthermore, it reflects that the local density fluctuations are small.
This can be seen by considering the integral of C12(k) over all momenta k, which cor-
responds to the density-density correlation function,∫
k
Cab(k, t) = д
(2)
ab
(0, t) = 〈ψ †a (x, t)ψb(x, t)ψ †b (x, t)ψa(x, t)〉
= 〈δρa(x, t)δρb(x, t)〉+ ρ(0)a ρ(0)b + (δab − 1)Ωρ
(0)
a , (8.7)
where Ω is a constant representing the momentum-space volume. As a result of the
suppression of density fluctuations, δρa(k)/ρ
(0)
a ∼ |k|/kΞθa(k)  θa(k) as compared
to phase fluctuations θa(k) in the IR region of momenta k  kΞ, see Sect. 3.1.2 and
Ref. [61], one may neglect the fluctuation contribution which implies an approximate
conservation of the momentum integral ofC12(k, t) in the scaling region, as seen in the
relation α = d β between the scaling exponents characterizing the evolution ofC12(k, t).
Note that this symmetry is an emerging approximate symmetry which is established
during the stage of prescaling. The associated conservation law is expected to quantita-
tively improve the closer the system approaches the final fixed point.
8.6. Scaling function and scaling violations
In Sect. 8.3, we discussed the form of the spatial first-order coherence function д
(1)
a (r, t)
at comparatively short distances, larger than the extent of the thermal-peak and smaller
than the scale of the first zero of the oscillating function. In order to obtain more quanti-
tative insights about the scaling function beyond the low-r , near-exponential fall-off, we
study the infrared regime of the corresponding momentum-space correlator na(k, t). In
the following, we exemplarily compare the numerical data with two idealized limiting
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Figure 8.3.: Enlarged representation of the infrared prescaling evolution of the single-
component occupation numbern1(k) ≡ n1(k, t) for the same evolution times
as shown in Fig. 7.1(a) (same color coding). The solid black and dashed grey
lines show the results obtained by fitting the corresponding scaling functions
to the infrared part of the distribution. The extracted parameters for the fit
of n1 are (A/C3kΛ, kΛ, t ) = (0.82 ± 0.02, 0.088 ± 0.001, blue), (0.77 ± 0.02,
0.055 ± 0.001, orange), (0.76 ± 0.02, 0.036 ± 0.001, green), and (0.75 ± 0.02,
0.025 ± 0.001, red). Analogously, the results for the fit of nG are (AG/C3kΛG ,
kΛG , t ) = (0.82 ± 0.02, 0.118 ± 0.002, blue), (0.76 ± 0.02, 0.070 ± 0.001, or-
ange), (0.71±0.02, 0.044±0.001, green), and (0.69±0.02, 0.030±0.001, red).
We emphasize that the thermal tail present in the regime of large momenta,
see Fig. 7.1(a), leads to an effective decrease of the extracted constant C3 as
compared to the analytical treatment, where a thermal tail is absent, such
that the ratio A/C3kΛ differs from the analytically expected value of 1. Ex-
trapolating the position-space correlation functions shown in Fig. 8.1(a) from
distances larger than the thermal peak back to distance r = 0, yields a factor
of ≈ 0.8 consistent with the ratios stated above from the fits. At late times
(green and red), the data is close to the scaling function n1(k, t), defined in
Eq. (8.8), which corresponds to the first-order coherence function with ex-
ponential times cardinal-sine form in Eq. (8.9). For all evolution times, the
data distinctly differs from the scaling function nG1 (k, t) defined in Eq. (8.10)
which corresponds to the purely exponential first-order coherence function
in Eq. (8.11). This supports the observation of the presence of an oscillatory
contribution in the first-order coherence function. The fact that the quadratic
term in the denominator gradually scales away is more clearly seen in the
inset where we show n1(k)−1 − n1(0)−1, with the respective extrapolated fit
value inserted for n1(k = 0) in order to be independent of possible devia-
tions due to the buildup of a condensate in the zero mode. The solid black
line in the inset corresponds to the fit of Eq. (8.8) to the data for the latest
time shown (red dots). Figure taken and adapted from Ref. [37].
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cases of the momentum-space scaling form. Taking into account the extracted conserva-
tion law as well as the power-law fall-off, the momentum-space distribution na(k, t), as
presented in Fig. 7.1 in the previous chapter, is approximately consistent with a scaling
form given by
na(k, t) =
C3 kΛ(t)
4k4
Λ
(t) + |k|4 , (8.8)
with normalization constant C3 = 8piρ
(0)
a and kΛ(t) ∼ t−β , for k . kΞ. Fourier trans-
forming the function in Eq. (8.8) gives an exponential × cardinal-sine form of the first-
order coherence function,
д
(1)
a (r, t) = ρ
(0)
a exp
(
− kΛ(t) |r|
)
sinc
(
kΛ(t) |r|
)
, (8.9)
(sinc(x) = sin(x)/x ) with uniform particle density ρ
(0)
a . An alternative functional form,
which is also approximately compatible with the numerically determined momentum
distribution, reads
nGa (k, t) =
C3kΛ(t)
[kΛ(t)2 + |k|2]2
=
C3kΛ(t)
kΛ(t)4 + 2kΛ(t)2 |k|2 + |k|4 , (8.10)
with normalization constant C3 as above. In contrast to the functional form in Eq. (8.8),
a quadratic term ∝ |k|2 is added to the denominator. Note that the function in Eq. (8.10)
corresponds to the spatial first-order coherence function of the Bose fields having the
form of a pure exponential,
д
(1)
a (r, t) = ρ
(0)
a exp
(
− kΛ(t)|r|
)
. (8.11)
A comparison of the numerical data and the above mentioned two different functional
forms is shown in Fig. 8.3. We find that, at late times, the data is close to the function
in Eq. (8.8). In contrast, our data differs from the function in Eq. (8.10) for all evolution
times, which is in accordance with the observation of the presence of an oscillatory
contribution in the first-order coherence function.
Due to the rescaling of the inverse coherence length as kΛ(t) ∼ t−β , the quadratic term
in the denominator sets in below a decreasing momentum scale during prescaling. This
can be clearly seen in the inset, where, in the late-time scaling regime and within the
region of momenta relevant in the finite-size system, a single power law prevails in the
inverse of the momentum distribution after subtracting a constant. Moreover, note that
the precise form of the function during the scaling evolution is in between both limiting
cases, i.e., the quadratic term in the denominator is found to have a prefactor smaller
than 2. This results in a scaling function of the form of an exponential × cardinal-sine,
with the argument kΛ(t) |r| of the sine being multiplied with a different factor than that
of the exponential.
The scaling violations in n1(k, t), corresponding to those discussed for д
(1)
1 (r , t) in
Sect. 8.4, are seen as a gradual change in time of the form of the distribution at low
momenta, see Fig. 8.3. In contrast, scaling violations are again weaker for the case of the
relative-phase fluctuations, as is quantitatively seen in comparing Figs. 7.2(a) and (b).
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8.7. Summary and outlook
In this chapter, we introduced and discussed the concept of prescaling, a generic feature
of the evolution of an out-of-equilibrium quantum many-body system towards a non-
thermal fixed point. During the prescaling evolution, some well-measurable properties
of spatial correlations already scale with the universal exponents of the fixed point while
others still show scaling violations.
We illustrated the concept and the existence of prescaling by investigating the non-
equilibrium time evolution of aU (3)-symmetric Bose gas in three spatial dimensions. We
presented a general approach for the extraction of the scaling exponents characterizing
the prescaling evolution of the system and applied the procedure to the numerically ob-
tained position-space correlation functions of theU (3)-symmetric model. Furthermore,
we showed that already during the stage of prescaling, the evolution of the system obeys
conservation laws associated with the non-thermal fixed point. Such conservation laws
can either result from remaining symmetries in the system or emerge during the the non-
equilibrium time evolution. Studying the scaling function of momentum-space correla-
tors of the U (3)-symmetric model enabled us to characterize scaling violations present
during the stage of prescaling and allowed us to elaborate on the oscillatory behavior
seen in the position-space correlators at larger distances.
At this point, it is worth highlighting once again, that it is remarkable, that the N = 3
prescaling exponents βi found for д
(1)
a and д
(2)
ab
, as shown in Fig. 8.2, are in good agree-
ment with the analytically predicted fixed-point value β = 1/2 obtained within the
large-N limit of the model. This further supports our suggestion that the universality
class of the model is independent of the number of components N , reflecting that the
U (N ) symmetry is broken during prescaling toU (N − 1) and that the dispersion of the
dominating Goldstone relative-phase modes is independent of N .
In a broader sense, as prescaling emerges in the relatively early evolution after a
quench far from equilibrium, it is expected to play an important role in the universal
scaling evolution and its accessibility in experiments with ultracold atomic gases. Fur-
thermore, from a renormalization-group perspective and with respect to the given un-
derlying symmetries, we expect prescaling during the time evolution of various types of
quantum many-body systems.
The notion of prescaling was also introduced on the basis of numerical studies of the
spatio-temporal evolution of a quark-gluon plasma [163]. In this case, prescaling is char-
acterized as a far-from-equilibrium phenomenon that describes the rapid establishment
of a universal scaling form of distributions much before the universal values of the re-
spective scaling exponents are realized. This means that the dynamical evolution of the
investigated gluon distribution within the prescaling regime is fully encoded in a few
time-dependent scaling exponents. This is different from the prescaling observed in the
U (3)-symmetric Bose gas, where we find a systematic build-up of the scaling function
connected to the respective scaling exponents approaching the associated fixed-point
value. Nonetheless, the underlying conceptual ideas of the reported types of prescaling
are very closely related corroborating the existence of prescaling in a variety of quantum
many-body systems.
A future prospect is to make use of recently developed methods within the framework
of temporal functional renormalization group (t-fRG) which allows studying the tempo-
ral flow of correlators induced by fluctuations in the system [164–166]. The aim is to
choose a suitable initial condition and see the emergence of prescaling with the ability
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to directly follow the respective dynamical flow. Eventually, the t-fRG flow stops and
reaches a fixed point. Such a fixed point is then expected to have a correspondence to
the non-thermal fixed point of the investigated model.
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Part IV.
Concluding Remarks
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9. Summary
In this thesis, we studied universal scaling dynamics associated with non-thermal fixed
points of multi-component Bose gases far from equilibrium. We investigated the key
features of the evolution by means of numerical simulations as well as analytical calcu-
lations.
To enable universal scaling and the approach of a non-thermal fixed point, the system
has to be prepared in an extreme out-of-equilibrium initial configuration. We elaborated
on potential scenarios to generate such configurations by means of parameter quenches.
In particular, we discussed the generation process for one-dimensional spin-1 Bose gases,
where we considered instantaneous parameter quenches between different phases of the
model. Such quenches lead to instabilities which subsequently drive the system out of
equilibrium in the early-time evolution. Whether the system is subject to an instability is
inferred from the dynamical stability properties of the pre-quench state within the post-
quench phase. We made use of Bogoliubov theory to investigate the respective stability
properties. In addition to homogeneous systems, we analyzed the dynamical stability
in presence of a trapping potential, which is common in experiments with ultracold
quantum gases.
With this at hand, we numerically studied universal scaling dynamics of spin-1 Bose
gases in one and two spatial dimensions. Irrespective of the dimensionality of the sys-
tem, we found the scaling behavior to be driven by the annihilation and dissolution of
(quasi)topological excitations. Numerical simulations of a one-dimensional spin-1 Bose
gas revealed bidirectional universal scaling. While the growth of an infrared length
scale with scaling exponent β ' 0.25 was associated with the dilution of kink-like de-
fects separating patches of approximately uniform spin orientation, the refining ultravi-
olet length scale was determined by the decreasing width of the defects. We compared
our findings to the experimental observation of universal scaling dynamics reported in
Ref. [35]. The distinct deviation from the experimentally observed infrared scaling expo-
nent β ' 1/2 was attributed to the presence of quasi-topological excitations in the nu-
merical simulations. Furthermore, we discussed universal scaling involving the growth
of two macroscopic length scales determined by the mutual annihilation of two types of
spin vortices in a two-dimensional spin-1 Bose gas. As both vortices exhibited distinctly
different decay laws, the standard, single-length-scale dynamical scaling hypothesis de-
scribing the self-similar evolution of correlation functions at the non-thermal fixed point
could not hold for the correlations of the order-parameter field. However, we found that
universality of the scaling behavior manifests in the decay laws for the individual spin
vortices.
While universal scaling in the numerically simulated spin-1 Bose gases was driven by
(quasi)topological excitations, we found collective excitations to dominate the scaling
dynamics of U (N )-symmetric Bose gases. Deriving a low-energy effective field theory
for the model revealed the phases of the complex bosonic fields as the relevant low-
energy degree of freedom. Taking the large-N limit of the model, we showed that the re-
spective excitations are Goldstonemodeswith free-particle dispersion characterizing the
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excitations of relative phases between different components. Performing a scaling anal-
ysis of the respective kinetic equations enabled us to extract the scaling exponents and to
determine the power-law fall-off of the corresponding phase correlator. We corroborated
our analytical predictions by means of numerical simulations of aU (3)-symmetric Bose
gas in three spatial dimensions. By making use of higher-order correlation functions
and a decomposition of the hydrodynamic flow field, we showed that relative-phase ex-
citations play the dominant role in the scaling evolution, as predicted within the large-N
limit of the model, while topological excitations are present but subdominant. This sug-
gests the universality class of the model to be independent of the number of components
N .
As studies of universal scaling commonly focus on the scaling behavior at the non-
thermal fixed point it was not known how a quantum many-body system generally
approaches such a fixed point. This left a gap in the time evolution between the far-
from-equilibrium initial configuration of the system and the actual fixed-point scaling.
We conceptually bridge this gap by proposing prescaling as a phenomenon that occurs
as a quantum many-body system approaches a non-thermal fixed point. During the
prescaling evolution, some well-measurable properties of spatial correlations already
scale with the universal exponents of the fixed point while others still show scaling vio-
lations. Prescaling is further characterized by the evolution obeying conservation laws
associated with the remaining symmetry, which also defines the universality class of
the asymptotically reached non-thermal fixed point. We illustrated and showed the ex-
istence of prescaling by means of numerical simulations of a U (3)-symmetric Bose gas
in three spatial dimensions. While the extraction of prescaling was performed by ana-
lyzing position-space correlations, the conservation laws associated with the prescaling
evolution could be deduced from respective momentum-space correlators.
The research presented in this thesis contributes to a deeper understanding of uni-
versal scaling dynamics far from equilibrium and unravels important key aspects for
establishing out-of-equilibrium universality classes. In particular, our numerical studies
showed the decisive role of excitations for the resulting scaling behavior of the system.
Additionally, the variety of presented scaling evolutions suggests that the realized con-
figuration of excitations and their interaction processes finally characterize the dynam-
ics in the vicinity of the associated non-thermal fixed point. This hints to the fact that a
classification of universal scaling dynamics far from equilibrium requires more than the
underlying symmetries of the investigated microscopic model. From this point of view,
it will be essential to identify the specifically relevant symmetries and the corresponding
effective models that enable determining the respective out-of-equilibrium universality
classes.
In addition, introducing the concept of prescaling enables us to shed light on the non-
equilibrium evolution from the initial state to the associated non-thermal fixed point.
As prescaling occurs in the short time dynamics of the evolution, it is expected to be
detectable in state-of-the-art experiments with ultracold quantum gases.
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10. Outlook
The main goal for the future is to establish a full classification of universal scaling far
from equilibrium. Therefore, one has to unravel further key features that allow us to
group many-body systems into distinct out-of-equilibrium universality classes.
One potential direction is to get analytical predictions for the scaling behavior at non-
thermal fixed points in the presence of an ensemble of topological excitations. These
predictions would give access to further investigate the decisive role of excitations for
the realized universal dynamics. Another opportunity is to study high-order correlation
functions and extract the building blocks of the quantum effective action of the many-
body system [89, 90]. In particular, calculating four-point correlators of fields associated
with the relevant low-energy degrees of freedom of the system offers the possibility to
deduce momentum-dependent interaction properties of these objects. These properties
can then be employed to explain the observed scaling behavior at the non-thermal fixed
point.
As state-of-the-art experiments are able to access spatio-temporal scaling regimes and
observe universal dynamics [35, 36], we can make use of experimental platforms in com-
bination with numerical and analytical tools to tackle the overarching research question
of classifying universal dynamics far from equilibrium.
For example, local manipulations, such as spin rotations, are a promising tool to im-
print distributions of quasi-topological excitations in a controlled and reproducible fash-
ion in (quasi) one-dimensional experimental settings. This technique provides the op-
portunity to study the influence of (quasi)topological excitations on the universal scaling
behavior of the system as compared to the case where such excitations are absent. This
is particularly relevant for a more complete understanding of the scaling evolution of
the (quasi) one-dimensional spin-1 Bose gases discussed in the course of this thesis.
In two-dimensional experimental settings, one can think of producing tailored con-
figurations of vortices and anti-vortices by means of the controlled generation of shock
waves with external potentials. This allows investigating the scaling behavior of a par-
ticular type of topological excitation with respect to the underlying spatial configuration
of these excitations.
At this point, wewould like to stress that we have solely studied universal scaling in an
equal-time framework in this thesis. In general, quantum-field-theoretical descriptions
are formulated in terms of unequal-time quantities. Hence, further information about
the nature of the scaling behavior can be stored in unequal-time correlators. While such
observables are notoriously hard to extract experimentally, numerical simulations gener-
ally allow investigating such types of correlations, see Refs. [51, 167]. In the latter case, it
was possible to unravel the nature of universal dynamics inO(N )-symmetric models by
means of numerically analyzing unequal-time correlators. In particular, such correlators
allow disentangling the dominant excitations in the universal scaling of highly-occupied
N -component scalar systems. In that light, investigating unequal-time quantities is of
strong interest for future research related to universal scaling dynamics associated with
non-thermal fixed points.
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Analytical treatments for the extraction of scaling behavior at non-thermal fixed points
commonly make use of effective descriptions such as low-energy effective field theories
and non-perturbative resummation schemes that are then employed to perform a scal-
ing analysis of the respective kinetic equation. A different approach is to apply func-
tional renormalization group techniques in order to derive flow equations for correla-
tors, which can then be used to search for fixed point solutions that are expected to be
connected to non-thermal fixed points of the investigated model.
The plethora of potential future research directions shows that a substantial amount
of joint theoretical and experimental effort is still needed to shed far-reaching light on
the extensive possibilities nature reserves for the structure and states of quantummany-
body systems far from equilibrium.
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